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1950-1951
FALL TERM
Faculty conference .................................................... Sept. 19, 20
Freshman assembly ...................................... 8:00A.M., Sept. 22
Assembly for sophomores, juniors, seniors 9 :30 A.M., Sept. 22
Orientation and counseling ........................................ Sept. 22-25
Registration of upper classm~p ...................................... Sept. 26
Registration of freshmen ..................................... ......... Sept. 'Zl
Classes begin .................................................. 8:00 A.M., Sept. 28
President's reception to faculty ................ 8:00 P.M., Sept. 29
Faculty-student reception ............................ 8 :00 P.M., Sept. 30
Mid-term examinations .............................................. Nov. 3 or 4
Thanksgiving lectures ................................................ Nov. 26-30
Final examinations ........................................................ Dec. 12-14
Christm2.s holidays ...................................................... Dec. 15-31
WINTER TERM
Counseling completed ................................................ Jan. 1, 1951
Registration, winter term .................................................. Jan. 2
Classes begin ...................................................... 8:00A.M., Jan. 3
Mid-term examinations .............................................. Feb. 7 or ~
Counseling for spring term ................................................ Mar. 5
Final examinations ...................................................... Mar. 15-17
SPRING TERM
Registration, spring term ................................................ Mar. 20
Classes begin .................................................. 8:00 A.M., Mar. 21
Harding-Armstrong memorial day ................................ April 18
Mid-term examinations .......................................... April 25 or 26
Annual field day .................................................................. May 4
Counseling of summer students ...................................... May 28
President's reception to seniors ...................... 8:00P.M., June 2
Baccalaureate address .................................... 8:00 P.M., June 3
Final examinations .......................................................... June 4-6
Alumni day .......................................................................... June 6
Commencement exercises ............................ 10:00 A.M., June 7
Annual alumni luncheon ................................ 12:30 P.M., June 7
SUMMER TERM
Counseling new summer students ................ 8 :00A.M., June 11
Registration, summer term .......................... 1:00 P.M., June 11
Classes begin ................................................ 7:00 A.M., June 12
Holiday .............................................. ..... ............................. July 4
First term examinations .................................................. July 14
Second summer term begins .......................... 7:00 A.M., July 16
Second term examinations ............................................ August 17
Office of the Provost
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Part I:
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PURPOSE OF HARDING COLLEGE
Every college has its own personality, distinct from all
others. It may be cold and formal, or it may be warm, friendly,
and stimulating, winning one's loyalty and love by its service
and understanding. The personality of a college, however, is
determined by its sense of values, and this, in tum, is revealed
in its purpose and the organization through which its aims are
achieved.
Prospective students and parents will want to know
Harding College as it really is. While its purpose and personality can be expressed only briefly here, the institution is felt
as a living force by visitors who see the college in action.
Our Purpose in Brief

Harding is a Christian college of arts and sciences. Its
purpose is to give students an education of high quality which
will lead to an understanding and a philosophy of life consistent with Christian ideals. It aims to develop a solid foundation of intellectual, physical, and spiritual values upon which
students may build useful and happy lives.
Professional Aims
Harding recognizes the importance of preparing young
people to take their places in the world's work. It seeks, therefore, to help them understand their own abilities and aptit udes,
cultivate responsible habits of work, learn how to cooperate
with others, and discover the particular vocation to which
th'ey wish to give themselves. It offers the basic training leading to the various professions--medicine, dentistry, engineering, law; pharmacy, nursing, social service and others, and
gives thorough preparation for teaching, the ministry, bu~i
ness, and other vocations. It encourages thoroughness, not so
much that the student may meet the competition of others, but
that he may give his greatest service to the world and may
attain his highest personal development and satisfaction.
Unlike the work of the purely professional school, this
training is integrated with the whole liberal arts program.
The student, therefore, acquires not merely the skill of his
profession, but also an enriched, cultural background.
Harding University
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Intellectual Aims

It is the conviction of the college, that it is more important
to. learn how to live than merely how to make a living. A man
~ be m!>re suct:essfuJ in his profession if he has developed
a nght VIew of life and an understanding of himself and of
the world in which he moves. During the first two years,
therefore, the student is given a comprehensive introduction
to the complex life of the present and to the courses of human
thought and action which have given him his cultural heritage.
Through the sciences he gains insight into the laws of life
and of the physical world. He finds how these may be controlle~ for the advancement of human welfare. He learns how to
t~mk accurately and scientifically, to look at problems objectively, and to solve them without prejudice. He should acquire a
peater revez:ence for truth and a passionate desire to embrace
1t. As he begins the application of the scientific method to the
s~udy and. explanation of natural phenomena, he is taking the
first step m the development of the discerning mind and judgme~t of the ~ture thinker. It is such clearness of thinking
which has abolished superstitions and false ideas and laid a
foundation for distinguishing between truth and fiction.
Through literature, philosophy, and the crEMtive arts
the student comes in contact with the ideas and the visions
th_a~ have inspired men. He meets great minds and personalities whose grasp of life will stimulate and direct the course
of his own thinking.
. Through history and the social sciences he learns the
difference between vision and reality and develops a sympathetic understanding of human frailty and the possibilities
of human achievement. With a knowlege of the social ~
nomic, and political philosophies that have built our p;esent
world ~ can see more clearly into th~ years ahead. At the
13a1Ile time, he has been gaining the skills and techniques and
has formed the habits of study which will enable him to conquer other realms of knowledge and unlock the secrets of the
future.
In the last two years he chooses at least two special fields
of ~o":ledge which will round out his own development and
eqUip h1m for a chosen. profession or vocation. Through the
four years the student 1s thus led to a fuller understanding
of himself and of his own abilities, to a clearer grasp of the
Harding University
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intellectual process of logical reasoning, and more accurate
appreciation of his place in the world.
Social Aims

Along with intellectual development, the college provides
those experiences which should lead the student to a clearer
understanding of his social relationships. These include his
responsibility in .the home, resJl<?nsibility ~ ~ ~orker o~ .employer in his busmess or profession, responsibility as a c1bzen
in the community, state, and nation, and finally his responsibility as a Christian to all humanity and to a Christian civilization. The freedom and opportunity we enjoy in our American
way of life, our participation in a world economy, and th~
continuation of our Christian civilization are dependent on men
and women of character and integrity with sound, well-trained,
discriminating minds and with an enlightened sense of personal
responsibility.
Spiritual Aims
Montaigne wrote that "The object of education is to make,
not a scholar, but a man." It is the conviction of Harding
College that neither scholarship nor intellectual development
is sufficient basis for the best and richest life now, nor for
security in the years ahead. Those who have moved the world
upward have always been men of character as well as intellect.
It is the ultimate purpose of Harding College, therefore, to
lead each student to develop, not merely the mind, b!Jt the
kind of personality whose influence, great or small, will add
to the upward trend of civilization.
This means that he will come to love the ideals of truth,
mercy, and justice; to accept responsibility; and to cultivate
self-control. But at the heart of the long struggle of men for
mastery of themselves and of their world has always been the
power of a faith that triumphs over weakness. More than all
else this faith is responsible for the vision which has given
the world its highest development, both material and spiritu~.
No one can understand our civilization without knowing this
power which has shaped its thinking and its ideals, and which
has been the strength of its great leaders. Its supreme source
lies in the teaching of the Christ and in the Jewish prophets
who prepared the way for Him.
For this reason it is required that all students take Bible
Office of the Provost
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each quarter or ~ho~se f~om a related field an approved course
w.hose content will gwe hi~ a be~ter spi:J.tual understanding of
hunself and of ~he ~orld m which h~ lives. A list of such approved courses Is g~ven ~t the conclusion of the Bible department. I~stz:uctors 1n .Bible conscientiously avoid sectarian,
or peculiar mterpret~~10ns. The college expects the student to
c.ome to know the spmt o_f the Book and its great principles of
bfe. ~ach stud~nt ~ust, m the end, determine his own course
but smce .men live .m ~·s universe, it is vital to their welfar~
and happmess to hve m hannony with the will and purpose of
the Creator.

ACHIEVING THE AIMS
.

The organization through which the college works out its
appear somewhat complicated. Students who come
mto It,. however, are deligh~ed with the human, friendly, helpful attitude of all who as~1st them in their. exciting conquest
o_f themselves and o~ the~ world. The four major facilities
listed here are explamed m greater detail through the later
pages of the catalog.
~s. may

A Faculty Interested in The Individual

.

One of the most important factors in education is the

per~onal contact between student and teacher. Material and

subJe~t matter may be dead until brought to life by the underst~ndmg touch of a master.. Books often confuse and are
quickly forgotten, bu.t the views and attitudes, the impact on
personabty from an mstructor, become a part of one's thinkIn~. The teachers at Harding College are alert and keenly
aliv:e ~o present trends in their fields. Memberships in learned
societies and attendanc~ at meetings are exceptionally high .
.(i la;rge.number are contmu·aiiy engaged in advanced study and
mstitut10na~ re~earch for the further perfecting of their work.
Stude~ts w1ll. fmd such minds stimulating and their search
~or Wider .honzons of knowledge under this guidance an excitmg expenence.
In keeping with the purpose which guides our work we
select teachers who not only possess high scholarship but
who ~lso have the character and spiritual understanding
essential .to tha~ purpose. Students will find instructors concerned Wlth their personal welfare. While each is interested in

Harding University
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h i.s special field of knowledge, he is even more interested in the
development of the student and is ready to help in the solution
of any problem he may have.

An Active Counseling Program
To give every student expert and sympathetic guidance
in securing all the advantages of the college and in preparing
himself most effectively for his life's work, each student is
assigned to a counselor, on whom he is free tp call at any time
for advice in personal matters or in the selecting of his courses.
Counselors can thus guide the student around many difficulties, help them understand the requirements of college life,
advise in financial difficulties, in religious or moral perplexities, and in personal relations with other students, bring to
his attention opportunities he might overlook, and aid him
in sel~ing those college experiences that will give him the
training and the development needed for his chosen work.
These men and women are personal friends and confidants.
In addition to these counselors a work coordinator assists
in arranging employment for those who need work. A counselor
in religious activities aids young preachers in finding places
to preach and other young people in finding appropriate
opportunities for religious activity. Vocational counselors
advise in the selection of vocations and professions and in
pointing out opportunities and requirements in the various
fields. Employment counselors assist in arranging contact with
suitable employers and in following up students with further
aid whenever needed.
A Living Cuniculum

Next to the faculty and its close personal superviSlOJ4
the type and scope of courses offered is another important
factor in one's educational development. A curriculum that remains continually the same is soon outmoded. The college,
therefore, encourages each department and each instructor to
study his own field of work, to revise and to change courses or
the content of courses to keep them constantly adapted to
changing needs. The entire curriculum is under continual study
and essential revision to give the student the type of training
and development he needs to meet the conditions of today and
the changes of tomorrow.
Office of the Provost
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Constructive Activities
The final factor in the student's educational development
ia the activities in which he may engage. His courses give
basic theories, fundamental techniques, facts, and truths,
and help to stimulate and direct his thinking, but the right
type of activities gives him opportunity to put permanent
values into life experiences. The college, therefore, offers a
large variety of wholesome avenues of self-development. The
physical education program is not centered on a few athletes
but includes all students in a vigorous, health-building series
of intramural sports. There is actual on-the-job training for
those preparing for nursing or medical technician service.
Dramatics, debate, and speech activities; the chorus, glee club,
and other musical groups; the college newspaper, the annual,
radio broadcasting, and the poetry and camera clubs-all offer
valuable experience in many different fields. The various religious meetings, special lectures, and mission services give opportunity for religious growth. S6cial clubs encourage democratic
and Christian cooperation and develop leadership. Work experiences in offices, library, cafeteria, student center, printing
shop, laundry and cleaning plant, the farm, the dairy and
other fields give excellent training.
By a wise selection of activities the student will attain
during his college years a measu.r e of development not possible
from class-room work alone.
Thus through the assistance of instructors and counselors
who are genuine friends, through a living curriculum which
brings the knowledge and experiences of the past to bear upon
the present and the future, and through well-chosen activities,
the student achieves for himself that rich and full development
which is the ultimate purpose of the college.

NATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
Unique among the activities of the college is its National
Education Program. Realizing that a democratic free society
dej)ends for its security upon the enlightened understanding
of the people who compose it, Harding believes it owes a debt
to the American people as well as to its students on the campus
in leading them to a better appreciation of what keeps men
free.
That is why it set up a National Education Program to
carry its message to a wider audience.
Briefly, the aim of this program is to re-educate Americans in the American way of life, developing new appreciation
Harding University
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ror the principles which ar~ fundamental to our economic and
political strength and secunty.
In carrying out this program Harding concentrates on
three principal objectives:
1. To re-state and re-emphlasize to the tAmanend·canfreePU:O~ t~~
value of constitutiona governmen
individual opportunity;
2. To provide sound, reliable dinformat~ontreonndts~e interpre•
tation of present political an econormc
3. To foster understanding and cooperation between capital,
labor and agriculture.
For ten years the Harding program has . b~~n s\~~
growing through various channe~s ~f commuru~ Ion.
achieved impressive results, as mdicated by thiS summary
of current activities:
1 Weekly editorial column prepared by President Beuson
· and sent to more than 2,500 newspapers and other pu~
lications.
Monthly News Letter to a subscription and request list
2
f 40 000 This bulletin contains excerpts from the wee~ly
'
~ditorlal ·column and other information, togethet: with
a direct message from President Benson commentmg on
national affairs.
These messages aim to promote industrial ha~ony and
mutual understanding by showing how the b~st mterests
of all are served by preserving the economic structure
and business principles that have ~r<?ught us the advantages of the American standard of hvmg.

3.

Radio transcriptions-"The Landodof tedhe FrWI.tehe" Pjo~~~;~~~
weekly dramatic programs pr uc
.
talent for 285 stations in 46 states from Mame to
California.
Among thoS'e whose stories have been dramatized ~ t~ese
ro ams have been Marian Anderson, Clara a on,
~lefander Graham Bell, L~ther Burbank, ~ndre}i Carnegie, George Washington ~arver, CyruHsl Fieit'n aJ:
Firestone, Henry Ford, Elias Hov.:e, e en e er, . . .
Louis, Roland N. Macy, Glenn Martm, Gyrus McCormick,

Office of the Provost
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Joseph Pulitzer, Jacob Riis, Julius Rosenwald, Babe Ruth,
Alfred P. Sloan, Jr., Leland Stanford, Lillian Wald, John
Wanamaker, Booker T. Washington, and many others.
4.

5.

Educational films-a series of seven animated color cartoon films, professionally produced. Five of these have
already been completed: "Make Mine Freedom " ·~Meet
King Joe,'' "Albert in Blunderland,'' "Going Pl~es,'' and
"Why Play Leap Frog." Four of these have been released
or will be released through Metto-Goldwyn-Mayer to
12,000 theaters reaching an estimated audience of 20,000,000 people.
Lecture program-continually in operation, presenting
up to five addresses a week by Harding faculty members
before audiences of business men, labor groups agricultural workers, civic groups and students throughout the
country.
Dr. Benson gives many of these talks himself, averaging
two a week during the year. His speeches have been widely
reported in the press and favorably commented upon since
the program started.
Reprints of Dr. Benson's talk,s have been distributed in
substantial quantities. Among the most popular are:
"America in the Valley of Decision,'' "The Cure for
Co:qununism-A Return to God,'' "The American Way"
"~ake ~ine F~eedom,'' "Social and Economic Aspects ~f
Bigness m Busmess/' "Our American Heritage," "Secret
of American Prosperity,'' and "Private or Public Enterprise in Post-War America-Which?"

6.

Freedom Forums. The first of these forums was held on
t~e caJl_lPUS in 1949. Represented in the week's study and
discussions were a hundred representatives from industries, school systems, and labor groups throughout the
c?untry. Two other forums have been held on the campus
smce and one in California. More than 260 people from
180 different firms from 46 stares have taken part. The
p~rpose of the forums is to study those problems which
Will lead to better understanding and cooperation between
labor, management, and the public for the preservation
of our democratic way of life.

Harding University
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The effectiveness of Harding's National Education Prois demonstrated by the way it has steadily expanded on
1ta own merit. Hundreds of unsolicited letters testify to the
,•nthusiastic response of the public and the good that is being
Accomplished.

11'8ffi

SECONDARY TRAINING SCHOOL
For the training of teachers in the secondary field the
college maintains a complete hig~ school in connection ~~h
the department of education. While the faculty and admmistration are sepjlrate from and independent of the college
organization, it works in cooperation with the head of the
education department in putting into practice the best
educational methods and in supervising directed teaching. The
high school offers the courses usually given in standard
secondary schools and holds an "A" grade rating with the
State Department of Education.

ELEMENTARY TRAINING SCHOOL
The college also maintains an elementary school, un~er
separate faculty, but cooperating closely with the education
department in the training and supervision of elementary
school teachers. It holds an "A" grade rating under the state
department of education and offers to a limited numb~r of
children a high quality of training in a model ed~cabonal
program. In furnishing opportunity for o~servabon . ~d
directed participation it aids in an ideal way m the trrumng
of teachers in the elementary field.

HISTORY OF THE COLLEGE
Harding College was est.ablished at Morrilton, Arkansas,
in 1924 through the consolidation of Harper College of Harper,
Kansas and Arkansas Christian College of Morrilton. In 1934
the Galloway College plant at Searcy became available and
Harding College was moved to Searcy.
The college was named in memory of James A. Harding,
co-founder and first president of an earlier college whose
traditions and work the present instititution carries on. It
was considered a fitting tribute to the life of a great man,
Office of the Provost
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who contributed much to Christian education, and who gave
the enthusiasm and impetus of an active life to it.

LOCATION
.Harding College is located in one of the most beautiful,
ferble, and healthful sections of the state. It is fifty miles
from Little Rock on U.S. highway 67, and one hundreci fifteen
miles from Memphis on U.S. highway 64.
By automobile Searcy is two and a half hours from
Memphis, four from Fort Smith, five from Texarkana ; eight
from Oklahoma City, St. Louis, and Nashville; ten from Dallas,
twelve from Kansas City, Amarillo and Chicago.

CUMATE and SCENERY

T?e climate is as nearly ideal as on~ may find. Winters
are mild. The temperature has fallen to zero only a few times
in the history of the state. Summers are tempered by breezes
and are pleasant. The temperature rarely rises higher than
95 degrees.
Harding College is near the foothills of the Ozarks, and
.
IS surrounded by many places of beauty and interest. To the
northwest, the foothills lead up to the mountains which follow
the course o~ the river and are traversed b; a highway
border~d by ~Icturesque valleys and peaks. Little Red River's
sparkh!lg rapids and deep CJear pools make a paradise for the
~~e fishennan. To the east are lowlands and lakes abounding
m fish.

THE CAMPUS and BUILDINGS
The q<>lleg~ campus consists of forty acres. It is within
easy walking ~tance of the business section of town. Large
oaks and elms give a woodland chann.
The buildings on the campus, ~elusive of equipment,
are va~ued at mor~ than $1,479,000. Five more are being added
as rapidly as ~~sible-:-the ~ev;: girls' d?rmitory, student center, new admirustratwn bmldmg, auditorium and fine arts
building, and training school.

Harding University
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Administration Building
This is a three-story brick structure, one hundred and
sixty-five feet long, and fire-proof throughout, completed
in 1926. The two upper floors contain the various laboratories
for chemistry, physics, biology, and home economics, teachers'
offices, and lecture rooms. The first floor contains the
administrative offices and general class rooms.
The Library

The primary purpose of the college library is the enrichment of the curriculum by the provision of materials related
to course offerings and by guidance in the wise use of such
materials.
The new, modern library with its open-shelf arrangement
allows st udents access to approximately 25,000 volumes, 165
periodicals, hundreds of pamphl'ets and six daily newspapers.
The card catalog, periodical indexes, subject index t o pamphlets, and the cooperation of faculty and librarians enable
students to receive maximum benefit from library facilities.
In addition to printed materials, a phonograph record collection,
consisting at present of 300 records in music and speech, has
been initiated.
In the new library building the periodical room, reference
room, music listening and seminar rooms are located on the
first floor, with stacks and carrels on the second floor. The
building is air-conditioned, and equipped with the latest type
of indirect heating and lighting.
For detailed statements concerning the collection and
regulations regarding its use, the Student Library Manual,
which is available in the college bookstore, should be consulted.
Residence Halls
Adequate housing is provided for 250 girls, 350 boys, and
for 60 married veterans. Pattie Cobb Hall and Godden Hall
are residences for girls. Annstrong Hall and East and West
Dormitories are residences for men. Veterans' Village contains
apartments for married veterans. All ~ms in Armstrong ~al!
and many in Pattie Cobb have connectmg baths. ~ new grrl_s
dormitory to cost $250,000 is now under construction and Will
have connecting baths for all rooms.
Office of the Provost
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Rhodes Memorial Field House
~is ne~ gymnasium has three large basketball courts,
a ~k_a?ng rink, classrooms, equipment rooms, showers, and
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SCHOLARSHIPS, LOAN FUNDS, AND
STUDENT AIDS

facilities for a broad program of intramural sports.
Swimming Pool

W. J. Carr Scholarship

.
St~-heated, this white-tiled pool gives opportunity for
mstruetlonal courses and recreational swimming throughout
the year.

The W. J. Carr Scholarship was founded by a gift of
$2,500 from W. J. Carr of Junction City, Arkansas. The
income on the above sum is awarded a deserving student each
year.

Student Center
To be completed during the current year, this building will
be a community center for students. It will house the college
bookstore, postoffice, inn, and offices for the Petit Jean, the
Bison, and the alumni. It is furnished with banquet rooms
and other facilities.
Science Annex
This building contains classrooms, a chemistry laboratory,
and offices.
The Infirmary
The infirmary contains exammmg rooms, laboratory,
nurses' quarters and four wards totaling ten beds.
Industrial Arts Building
This houses the college print shop, the woodworking and
metalworking shops, and various classrooms and offices.
Service Buildings
Other buildings include the central heating plant, laundry
and dry cleaning facilities, workshop, various teachers' homes
and other service buildings.
Laboratories
The school maintains standard laboratories excellently
equipped for chemistry, biology, physics, home economics, and
business administration.

Harding University

Elizabeth J. Couchman Memorial Fund
This fund of $940.00, the income from which is applied
on a scholarship for some student each year, was made possible through the generosity of Mrs. Elizabeth J. Couchman of
Winchester, Kentucky.
Booth Brothers Memorial Scholarship
The Booth family of Searcy has established a memorial
scholarship of $3,000.00, the income from which goes annually
to a Searcy student. The donors of this scholarship endowment
are among the best known families in Searcy, and have always
felt a responsibility in encouraging good scholarship at
Harding College.
Dr. L K. Harding Memorial Scholarship
This scholarship, created by a gift of $5,000 from Mrs.

L. K. Harding of Henning, Tennessee, is in memory of her
husband, Dr. L. K. Harding, the eldest son of James A.

Harding for whom the college is named. Dr. Harding believed
that the best investment one can make for the world is the
right training of. young people. The income from this scholarship will, therefore, carry on this type of work in which he
was so deeply interested.
Mrs. Pauline Law Scholarship

Interest from $2,600, the Scholarship Fund established by
will of Mrs. Pauline Law of Granite, Oklahoma, is to be used
in scholarships for ministerial students appointed by the
college.
Office of the Provost
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Orel Herren Memorial Scholarship
This scholarship was established by Dr. and Mrs. Russell
Glaser of St. Louis in memory of Orel Herren whose life and
with it his great musical talent, was lost in hls effort to'save
another. The scholarship provides voice lessons each year for
some student. chosen by a faculty committee on scholarships,
P~~erence bemg expressed for a young man preparing for the
Dlllllstry.
Sam W. Peebles Memorial Scholarship

This scholarship fund, now $1,500.00, was started by
comrades and friends of Lt. Sam W. Peebles, Jr., a graduate
of 1938, who was killed in service on November 22 1944. It
had been Sam's purpose to establish a fund to help deserving
students. This scholarship is therefore a tribute to his unselfishness. It is hoped that it may be increased by his friends
until it is large enough to fulfill his dream.

Mr. and Mrs. Jesse P. Sewell Scholarship
. This scholarship of $225.00, contributed by Brother and
SISter Je~se P. Sewell to apply on the following year's college
ex~nse, IS g!anted to the best all-round pracher student below
semo~ standmg. The student is to be selected by the head of
the Bible department, the dean of the college and the director
of admissions on the basis of scholarship in all work character
personality, adaptability, cooperation, leadership ~bility and
~Y and all other qualities involved in successful gospel pr~ach
mg.
Establishing Other Scholarships
S~udies have shown that for every student in college

there IS another student with equal ability who finds it financially impossible to obtain a college education. To invest in these
students is a worth while work, and Harding College invites
other_s to establish similar scholarships through · gifts and
legacies.
Honor Scholarships
Harding College grants regularly to the highest ranking
graduate of each high school rated Class A by its state departHarding University
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ment or accredited by the North Central, Southern, or other
regional association, a scholarship of $180, half of which may
be applied on tuition each of the two successive years following
graduation. To the second highest it grants a scholarship of
$120, half of which may be applied on tuition each of the two
following years.
For Class B schools with graduating classes numbering
twenty or more the same two scholarships are granted. For
classes of less than twenty the valedictorian scholarship is
reduced to $120, half of which may be applied on tuition each
of the two successive years, but no second scholarship is given.
For Class C schools with graduating classes of ten or
more only the valedictorian scholarship of $120 is granted,
half of which may be applied on tuition each of the two succea.aive years following graduation. For smaller classes no scholarahip is given.
Each student who receives such a scholarship is required
to maintain a B average during the first year in order to retain
the scholarship the second year.

Hr. and Mrs. Jim G. Ferguson Stuclent IAMUl FDDd
This fund of $2,500 is available to worthy students who
have done satisfactory work in Harding College for at least
one tenn, and whose scholal'Ship record is entirely satisfactory.
The maximum loan to any one student is $400.00.
Sterling Stores, Inc., Student I.AMU1 Fund

This f'Qlld of $500 is available to deserving students who
have attended at least one tenn in Harding College, who are
doing entirely satisfactory work, and who are of iood char-

acter.

C. L. GaDus Fund

Mr. C. L. Ganus, of New Orleans, has made available
$2,000 annually for the purpose of providing assistance to
worthy students. This assistance is offered a number of students with good records who otherwise could not attend college.
Students who receive help from this fund are requested
to return, at such time as they are able, an equal amount of
assistance to other worthy students at Harding College. This
they may do either by selecting students and offering help
Office of the Provost
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personally or by contributing to a continuing cash scholarship
fund: However, they are not required to sign notes nor to
cons1der themselves under any other obligation than their
own expression of intention.

Upon receiving an assignment of work a student should
then compute the amount of cash necessary to meet the balance
of the term's expenses and come prepared to pay this balance
at the beginning of the term.

J. M. Pryor Ministerial Student Fund
This is a loan fund of $150 established by Mr. J. M. Pryor
for aid to ministerial students.

Placement Service

Vocational Rehabilitation Aid
Students who may have a substantial handicap to employment as a result of a permanent disability may receive, at no
co~ to themselves, vocational counseling and some financial
assistance toward the cost of their college training when the
vocational objective of the disabled person is approved by a
vocational rehabilitation counselor.
The student should apply directly to the vocational rehabilitation service of the state department of education in his
o~ state, and should at the same tifne notify the business
office of the college so that we may give any assistance
necessary.
Employment
The school is prepared to offer a certain amount of work
to help deserving students meet a part of their college expenses. 'J.?lose who expect to work should make application to the
Coordinator of Student Employment and obtain specific assignment of work before they come. Those who come without
having received such previous assignments may be disappointed in obtaining work contracts.
Any student who has been granted work must realize that
con~inuance in su~h employment is contingent on his rendering
~tisf~ory service. Should he fail to meet his responsibility
m this respect and be removed from service, the remaining
portion of his expenses will then be due in cash.
Students are strongly urged not to apply for more work
than is absolutely necessary so as not to place themselves at a
disadvantage scholastically, cause impairment of health, or
dep1ive other students of work which they may need. Any
student who works more than three hours a day must limit the
number of his class hours.
Harding University

For the purpose of aiding graduates and other deserving
students to find employment the college maintains a placement
service. Students who desire teaching positions, or employment
with commercial or industrial firms, file their complete credentials in the placement office, and these are brought to
the attention of prospective employers. Effort is made to
find the kind of position for which each student is best qualified. This service is also available to former students and
alumni. In order that its valqe may be as great as possible
it is requested that all openings for teachers or others be
reported to the office as soon .as known.
Medical and Hospital Service

This service, the cost of which is included in the regular
registration fee, includes a ten-bed infirmary under the supervision of registered nurses, and the following services:

1.

2.

3.

A medical examination for new students at the beginning of the term, or quarter, in which the student
enters, and follow up examinations as deemed necessary by the health department. Influenza vaccine is
available at cost.
Emergencies and accidents which occur in the performance of duties required by the school and
emergencies and accidents which can be adequately
treated by our own nurses and in our own infirmary,
are covered by the fee. Those which require the
services of a physician or outside hospitalization are
not covered, but must be paid for by the student.
Accidents occurring in merely voluntary activities,
such as intramural sports, are not covered beyond
first aid and our own infirmary service.
In case of an acute attack of appendicitis the fee of
the doctor for operation is included, but hospitalization beyond our own infirmary service is not included.

Office of the Provost
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It is reco1nmended that students obtain hospitalization insurance of their choice for such eventuality.
Hospitalization in our own infirmary.
The service of registered nurses.

tudents from western Oklahoma may take the Rock
to Little Rock and transfer to the Missouri Pacific.
In addition to the train service, Searcy is served by bus
from Little Rock, St. Louis, and Memphis.
8ua f are to the college from Kensett is nominal. Fifty
ll will be charged for delivering trunks from the station
rrnitory rooms at any time.
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4.

5.

Each student is required to have smallpox vaccination
before entrance.
The above service does not cover medical attention for
chronic illnesses and matters that should•have been attended
to before entrance. Thus it would not include the following:
1.
2.

3.
4.

Treatment of tuberculosis.
Tonsilectomies, or treatment of chronic hay fever,
asthma, or chronic glandular troubles. These cases
will have the constant care of the nurses, but medical
attention will have to be paid for separately from the
fee.
Drugs, extensive examinations, X-rays. The nurses
and doctors will advise regarding the necessity of
such service, but the cost will be in addition to the fee.
Dental care.

The service, however, which is included within the fee, is
worth far more than the cost. The constant attention of a
registered nurSie together with infirmary service is usually
outside the reach of the ordinary family. Yet all this is covered
by the medical and hospital service. Students may select their
own doctor, but all such service must be arranged through
the nurse. The school will not be responsible for any medical
service arrangea for by the student alone.

INFORMATION lor NEW STUDENTS
How to Reach Us

The main lines of the Missouri Pacific from Little Rock
to Memphis and from Little Rock to St. Louis pass through
Kensett, Arkansas, which is the college station. Students
arriving at Kensett will find buses or cabs to Searcy.
Harding University
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It is our desire to keep expenses at Harding College as

aa possible consistent with efficiency.

The boarding student can meet all regular expenses for
roximately $605.00 for the year. This includes tuition, fees,
and board. The resident student can meet expenses of
itlon and fees for $245.
tlon, Fees, and Room Rents
The school year of nine months (thirty-six weeks) is
vlded into three quarters, of twelve weeks each. Expenses
due by the term and at the beginning of the term. Should
tttnn be less than the twelve full weeks because of work on
nndays no deductions for that reason will be made on the
t of room, tuition, board, or fees as herein listed.
For a student carrying the normal load of 16 2-3 hours the
following would be the expense:

Quarter
$66.67
Tuition, ($4 per quarter hour)
Registration fee .................................. 15.00
Total ............................... $81.67

Year
,200.00
45.00
$245.00

..-aa~

Tuitions and Fees
Much of the class work in music, speech, and art requires
no fees other than regular tuition. These cultural courses
Ahould be included in every student's program.
Private instruction, however, in piano, voice, violin, art,
orthestral or band instruments, and speech carry a special
tuation as follows:
Office of the Provost
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Quarter
Two private lessons a week .................... $25.00
One private lesson a week ...................... 15.00
Class instruction in voice ........................ 5.00
Piano rental, 1 hour per day .................. 3.00
Piano rental, 2 hours per day ................ 6.00

Year
$75.00

45.00
15.00
9.00
18.00

Special fees charged only for specific reasons indicated

are as follows:

Late registration fee (after regular day of
enrollment) ..........................................................$ 5.00
Change of class, each change ...................................... 1.00
Reinstatement in class after absences ........................ 2.00
Special. examinations .................................................... 1.00
Preparation of applications for certificates .............. 1.00
Extra transcripts .......... ................................................ 1.00
Graduation fee .............................................................. 10.50
Breakage deposits in chemistry (returnable,
less breakage) each course ................................ 5.00

Expenses for Veterans
The government takes care of all expenses for veterans
who have secured their Certificates of Eligibility from the
Veterans Administration, and grants a subsistence allowance
sufficient to cover all personal expenses at Harding. Veterans
desiring to take advantage of this educational opportunity
may apply to the Veterans Administration here at the time
of enrollment.

unds

:-;!nee the operating costs of a college must be based upon
11limated enrollment, all students are granted admission
n the understanding that they are to remain a definite
-.a quarter or a year. A student, therefore, who withws before the expected time leaves a vacancy which some
hl'r student could have filled. If the withdrawal is unneces1")' or results from the student's misconduct, the institution
under no obligation to refund expenses.
In cases of protracted illness or other unavoidable causes
f withdrawal, no refund is made of registration or special
f •, but refunds of tuitions, both regular and special, room,
cl board will be governed by the following policy:
Withdrawals after 1 week or less .................... 80%
Withdrawals between 1 and 2 weeks ................ 60%
Withdrawals between 2 and 3 weeks ................ 40%
Withdrawals between 3 and 4 weeks. ................ 20%
Withdrawals after 4 weeks ................................ no

refund
refund
refund
refund
refund

eaerving Rooms
All students away from home, either boarding or light
housekeeping, are required to room in the college dormitories
and apartments, unless permission is obtained from the
prtsident of the college.
Every reservation must be accompanied by a deposit of
ttO.OO. In event the reservation is cancelled, this deposit is
...-funded, provided request is made to the college not later
than one month before the opening of the term. Regularly,
the deposit is returned at the close of the year minus any
hreakage or damage to rooms or furniture, provided the stu•l•nt's account is in order.

Room Rent
Rooms for girls are $30.00 up, per term, or quarter; with
bath shared between two rooms, $36.00 a term. Rooms with
bath in the new girls' dormitory are $37.50 per term.
Rooms f!Jr men in East and West Dormitories are $30.00
per quarter, m Armstrong Hall $37.50 per quarter.
Harding University

Ji umishings for Rooms

Rooms are furnished with single beds. Students should
bring with them pillows, linens, covers, towels, and such other
Articles as they may wish to make their rooms attractive and
homelike.
Office of the Provost
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES
tudent activities at Harding are designed to give to every
nt a well-rounded development through participation with
in experiences which he will enjoy. No phase of college
k is more helpful in perfecting and enriching personality.
tlvatics are of many different kinds, from religious and in' ual to social and athletic. The principal organizations at
nt include the following.
Chapel
One of the most important periods of the day is the chapel
I<'C. At tended by both students and teachers, it helps to
to a unity of feeling and of purpose for the entire school
draws teachers and students together in a common lifeIM•rience. The quiet reverence through the devotional period
I the discussion of vital questions in human living make
h
meetings stand out in the memories of later years.
Uarious Meetings
Each Monday night the school assembles for a brief
Nltaious service, which all students attend and to which the
neral public is invited. Questions of living interest to young
ptoople are freely discussed. The purpose of the meeting is to
diRCover more truth, to cultivate spirituality and consecration,
and to develop young men as public speakers.
Each Friday night the personal evangelism class meets
for a study of methods and opportunities in personal work
and in missionary service. In addition, there are groups interted in particular areas of mission work, such as the World
Wide Missions group, the China Club, Africa Club, and the
Dtutschlanders.
Homecoming Days
Two homecoming days for alumni and ex-students are
d<'signated each year, one on Thanksgiving and the other on t he
Wednesday of graduation week. A business and social meeting
Ia held to which all ex-students are cordially invited. An alumni
luncheon is held immediately following the commencement proJmliil each spring.
Thanksgiving Lectures

For the benefit of our students, and for all others who
may be able to avail themselves of the opportunity, a special
Harding University
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series of lectures is offered each year dul'i.... " the Thank · ·
week.
"-"6
sg~vmg
6

It is our purpose to obtain for this special short course
m~n of. outstanding experience and ability. The lectures deal
Wit~ yttal problems facing the church and the individual
Chornldsband~t·
d the relation of Christian thought to present
con 11ons.

W

Inter-Collegiate Debating

.
Hard~g College has established an excellent record in
£l_lte:-ftollegia~e debating. Harding debaters have won many

•IrSI dinonors m th~ state and in the Mid-South tournaments
me u g surroundmg states.
.To students preparing for law, the ministry or general
public work, this activity offers unusual develop~ent.
The Campus Players
Membership in the dramatic club of Harding Coli

·

I;ie;~o hbott: t~chers .and s~dents. Weekly meetings ar!~~~J~

c
e rama Is studied and one-act and full evenin
plays .are produced. Membership in the Campus Players is bg
selection from the outstanding members of the dramatics clu6.
art The Campus Players ~ponsor, with the aid of other fine
t~ groups, .an annual series of evening programs. They take
~ IVe part m the ~ual State Speech Festival. They also
r~e eac~ear a senes of workshop plays, directing the casts
n wor g out all ~he details of production includin cos~~mthes,
slacenery, stagmg, and often the writing or re~sion
e P y.
Alpha Psi Omega
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J't-.car in concerts both at the college and off campus in this
nd other states, usually making one long tour and several
hort ones each year.
Home Economics Club
The Harding Home Economics Club holds membership
ln the Arkansas Home Economics Association, and in the
American Home Economics Association. Its purpose is to
•ncourage professional interest in home economics. Any
atudent is eligible for membership, but only majors in home
ec:onomics can hold offices in the state and national associations.

The Press Club
The Press Club is open to all students. It publishes the
rollege weekly newspaper, the Bison, and sponsors an annual
Press Club banquet and an all-college oratorical contest, awarding the winners a medal of distinction.
Poetry Club

For those interested in creative writing, the Poetry Club
holds "informal meetings for mutual criticism and discussion,
and each year publishes a small volume of verse.
Palette Club
An organization for those interested in art and creative
design. It offers opportunity for work together and discussion
of problems of common interest.

Th~ Harding .Chapter of the Alpha Psi Omeg national
dfamab~s fraterru~Y•. was organized in 1940. Camp~ Players

o expenenc~ .are elig~ble for membership and the organizat'
Ion
sponsors a high quality of drama production.

Barding Camera Club
This organization encourages artistry in the use of the
camera. It cooperates constantly with both the Press Club
and the Petit Jean staff in making pictures for the various
publications.

Musical Groups

The Petit Jean Staff

The Harding Chorus of men and women the Men's Glee

~ub, the Women's Glee Club, the Men's Q~artet and the

omen s Sextet .are some of the musical organizations. They

Harding University

This group edits and publishes the college annual and conducts other activities related to the yearbook, the Petit Jean.
The editor and business manager are selected from the Senior
class.
Office of the Provost
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The College Bulletin

The Bulletin of Harding College is the official organ of
the college. It is published eighteen times a year and includes
~he regular catalog, the summer bulletin, alumni issues and
Issues for general information. It is sent to any addre~ on
request.
Alpha Honor Society

~e purpose of the Alpha Honor Society is to encourage
supenor ~ch_olarship. Membership is limited to those whose
scholarship Is of the .very highest excellence. Only a limited
number may ~e a~t!:ed from eacl} junior or senior class.
MoraJ and social qu~ties must also be of similar excellence.
M~tings of the society are held at the alumni homecoming
dlJ!lll&' commencement week. Each year it presents a scholarship medal to the graduate with the highest scholarship record
through the four years of attendance.
Social Clubs

A number of clubs have been organized in order to give
every student an opportunity for active social,development.
The clubs for the women are the Woodson Harding Comrades
Ju-Go-Ju, Las Companeras, Mu Eta Adelphians GATA Tofebt'
Metah Moe, Phi Delta, Omega Phi, "H" Club D'elta Chi Omega'
OEGE, Kappa Kappa Kappa, Regina.
'
'
. The men's clubs ar~ the Sub-T, T. N. T., Koinonia, Lambda
S~gma, Delta Iota, TroJans, Frater Sodalis Cavalier Galaxy
S~gma Gamma, -:1delphi Tau Amitos, Mohicans, Sigma Tatl
Sigma, Alpha Phi Kappa.
Sports

Extr~vagant athletics is not considered in keeping with
the best ~terests of earnest and profitable school work. The
c<;>ll~ge. believes students as a rule enter college to gain a mental
diSCipline and useful knowledg-e, rather than to become
athletes, On the other hand, a wholesome and enjoyable system
of exercise for students is a valuable asset.
For this rea.son, th.e college pla~s its physical education
program to obtam maxnnum values m health and recreation
for every student. Regular schedules of intramural sports
are arranged each quarter, and every student is given an

Harding University
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•pportunity to play. This plan has proved much more satis(Rctory than inter-collegiate athletics, and has allowed a
areater emphasis to be placed upon those spo~s that can be
carried into later life as a source of recreation and health.
large percentage of students participate in the activities.
The intra-mural program includes regular schedules in
basketball, baseball, softball, touch football, volleyball, and
lt>nnis. It includes track and field events, culminating in an allachool track and field day each spring. In addition, there are
minor sports such as archery, croquet, horseshoes, badminton,
Indoor softball, and ping pong.
Swimming is made possible at all times by the st-eamheated swimming pool. No mixed swimming is allowed, but
the time is divided between the young men and young women,
"o that the pool is accessible to both every day in the week.

REGULATIONS
Diseipline

For discipline the college appeals to the hearts and
consciences of students and depends much upon Bible study,
leaching and counselling. Honesty and justice are the moving
principles, regulations are as few as possible, and we urge
that students do right. If after patient effort a student
cannot be reached, he is advised to select another institution.

Local Students
The college management has the general oversight of
local ~tudents on the grounds and in the buildings and at all
times when participating in college activities.
Boarding Students
All boarding students are required to room in our student
homes unless they stay with relatives in town or work for
their room and board. All such cases must be approved by
the president of the college.
Secret Marriages
No happier marriages are made than those which grow
out of long and close associations in college life. But it is
unfair both to the college and to the parents for young people
while in school to marry without the approval of their homes

Office of the Provost
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and the knowledge of the president of the college. Any one
who would be so unconcerned would automatically exclude
himself from the school.
Tobacco
Those who are directly responsible for the influence
on the grounds and in the buildings of Harding College believe
that the use of tobacco in any fQrm is injurious to health.
It is our purpose therefore to discourage its use in every way
possible. We have a deep interest in men who have acquired
the habit and desire only to help them quit. But if they WILL
persist in its use we insist that they throw around others the
least possible temptation. Hence, the use of tobacco on the
college campus and in the buildings is strictly forbidden except
in the rooms of men who use it. Boarding girls are not permitted to use it at all.
Holidays
Students leaving·early or returning late after a holiday receive double cuts for classes missed the two days before or
after the holiday. These will count with other unexcused
absences in lowering grades, deducting from credits, or dropping the student from his course. Parents should note this well
and not encourage students to miss classes at such times.
Week-end Visits With Friends
Experience has taught that week ends spent away from
the college are often detrimental to the student's progress. For
this reason we discourage the practice as much as possible. We
also require the written consent of parents or guardians, sent
directly to the dormitory officials, before permitting such
privilege. Under no circumstances are students permitted
to remain off campus overnight with friends in town. Such
a practice would create too many difficulties, and is unnecefr
sary since daily associations are easily possible.
C1ass Absences
Admission to the college naturally brings with it the
understanding that students agree to observe the regulations
of the school in regard to class and chapel attendance. If the
college should find that the student does not intend to meet
his responsibilities for attendance, he will be asked to withdraw.

rUDENT LIFE
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In case an absence is unavoidable, however, the student
lhould present to the dean a satisfactory reason within two
days after he returns to class. The following regulations apply
n case of absences regarded as inexcusable:
1. Three unexcused absences in any class drops the stud«-nt from the course. He may be reinstated once by the payment of a $2.00 fee and on recommendation of the dean. ~ree
ldditional unexcused absences drop him permanently with a
rrade of F. If the six absences should occur in Bibl~ this ~oul.d
automatically drop the student from the college, smce Bible IS
rNJUired for attendance each quarter.
2. Any student who has ten unexcused absences co~
blned from all classes and chapel forfeits one hour of credit;
t we.nty absences discount two hours of credit, etc. These
absences need not occur in a single class but may be the total
In all classes and chapel.
3. If in the judgment of the committee any other
measures :nay be more effective in dealing with any individ~
tudent, it shall be at liberty to add to the above penalties.
(lass Changes

No student is permitted to change or leave a class without
lhe approval of the dean and the instructor of the class. After
the enrollment day any student changing a class will be chargpcl a fee of $1.00, unless the change is required by the college
or an official.
Any class dropped without the approval of the dean will
IMI marked F, and this grade will be entered in the record of
the student.
No class change will be permitted after the fourth week of
ny term. Any class dropped after that time because of failing
rrades will be marked WF.
l.ate Enrollments
Students enrolling after the day set for the registration
fur any quarter are charged a late enrollment fee ·of $5.00.
The amount of work to be carried is also reduced according to
the t ime of entrance.
~xaminations

Examinations will be given regularly at the close of each
and during the term at the discretion of the instructor.

tf'rtn
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No student is excused from these examinations. In case a
student misses an examination for any cause, he may take
a special examination by applying to the dean and paying the
business office a $1.00 eXamination fee.
Reports and Grades

Reports will be sent to parents or guardians at the end
of each tenn. Should a student be doing unsatisfactory work,
a report to this effect may be sent to the parents at any time.
The grade of the student in each course is expressed as
follows: A, excellent, or outstanding; B, superior, or good in
scholarship; C, fair; D, below average or poor in scholarship;
E, conditional failure, which may be removed by a second examination ; F, failure, removed only by repetition of the course
in class; S, satisfactory, but without reference to quality of
achievement.
''I" indicates that the course is incomplete. Such courses
must be completed within six weeks after the close of any
quarter, unless prevented by illness. Those not completed within the specified time automatically become F.
Honor Points
In terms of honor, or grade, points, each qua..-ter hour of
A is awarded 3 points; B, 2 points; C, 1 point; D, E, and F, no
points.
Scholarship Levels
Students are urged to keep their scholarship levels as high
as possible. Those falling below a specified grade-point average
will be placed on scholastic probation. This average for the
different classifications of students is as follows:
Freshmen (after the first quarter) ................ 0.60
Sophomores ........................................................ 0.75
Juniors ................................................................ 0.90
Seniors ................................................................1.00
When a student is on academic probation, he is not permitted to represent the college in any extra-curricular activities, such as chorus trips, debating, dramatic productions, and
student publications, and he is denied the privilege of holding
office in a class; social club, or student organization for the
duration of his probation. A student may remove his probation
by achieving a term grade average above the probation level.
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U a atudent on probation fails, in the judgm nt f

1p committee to show satisfactory improv m nt t1
• will be asked to withdraw from college. In I J '
ns that a student who fails to remove his prol1 l
h next term he is enrolled will not be penn1tW t
nlll at least one term has elapsed. A stu.de!lt who '
lropped more than once for poor scholarship 18 not urn
~ion. Any student who fails in more than fafty :r
1 the hours for which he is enrolled '!ill not ~ all~woo t
mil in the following term, except special conmderat.aon ma •
lvtn to first tenn freshmen. A student on probation will
allowed to enroll in more than 16 2-3 hours and h e Jlll Y l
advised to take less than this norm~ lo~d. A~y student .who
n any term fails his required course m Bible will be per:nult. d
tc1 enroll again only upon the ap_Proval of the scholarship cont·
n11ttee following a conference w1th the s~udent ..
Proper consideration and .cou!lsel ":~ be g~ven to the at~rnt whose previous prepara-tion 1s def1c1ent and who has d.lf•
flrulty with certain subjects, but the student must real~z.
that the deliberate failure to atte~d ~lasses. or to study d~h1.,nt ly is a serious offence that wlll, if c~ntmued, undenn~nfe
hia own character. Although the college '!ill attempt to l!otl Y
hoth the student and his parents regar~mg th.e ~tudent s delinquency in these matters, the student IS at al! tlmes person.Uiy responsible for maintaining prop.er academic smadtanda~dsth
Exceptions to the above regulations may ~ . e Y e
~holarship committee in the case of extenuatmg circumstances.
Amount of Work
Fifteen hours of college work with an additional course in
Bible totaling 50 hours for the year is the nonnal amount of
work allowed each student.
t
Students who work for part of the expenses are no P.ermitted to enroll f9r more than the above load. Those wor~g
s hours a day may enroll for only 15 2-3 hours; those wor 0
4 hours must limit their load to 12 2-3 hou!s. F(}r purposes
registration, however, the dean may permit students to vary
one hour from this scheduled. f th tenn immediately preSophomores whose gra es or e
f edit
di g have averaged 2.00 may carry 18 hours o cr
. .
ce nJuniorsand seniors whose grades for the te~ precedmg
have averaged 2.00 may carry 19 2-3 hours of credit.

l
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES

• L. Ganus, President .................................... New Orleans, La.
Ur. L. M. Graves, Vice President ...................... Memphis, Tenn.
\\ . 0. Beeman, Secretary-Treasurer ...................... Dallas, Texas
a.. ,uis E. Green .............................................. Hammond, Indiana
ll~tuston

Karnes ................................................ Baton Rouge, La.

C:t·orge W. Kieffer .................................................. Florence, Ala.
Jim Bill Mclnteer ........................................ Nashville,

Tennesse~

T. J. McReynolds ............................................................ Morrilton
t illon Peebles ................................................................ Saratoga

J. A. Thompson .................................................................... Searcy
I r. John Young ........................................................ Dallas, Texas
llr GeorgeS. Benson (Ex-officio) .................................... Sea1·cy
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FACULTY

ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION
GeorgeS. Benson, LL.D ................................................... President
L. C. Sears, Ph.D.......................................................................Dean
W. K. Summitt, Ph.D....................................................... Registrar
A. S. Croom, M.A ............................................... Business Manager
F. W. Mattox, Ph.D......... Dean of Men, Director of Admissions
Miss Zelma Bell, M.A ............................................. Dean of Women
Miss Ann_ie May Alston, B.S. in L.S ............................. Libr arian
Neil B. Cope, M.S.J ........................... Director of Public Relat ions
Perry S. Mason, M.A .....Principal of Secondary Training School
Miss Annabel Lee, M.A ... Principal, Elementary Training School
Elbert Turman ............................ Engineer and Superintendent
of Buildings and Grounds
Jess L. Rhodes, M.B.A .....................Counselor, Armstrong Hall;
Coordinator of Student Employment
Mrs. Inez M. Pickens, B.A..................... Counselor, Godden Hall
Hugh Rhodes, M.A ...................................... .Counselor, East Hall
Edward G. Sewell, M.A .................................Counselor, West Hall
Miss Esther Mitchell, R.N ................................................... Nurse
Mrs. Pearl Dodd ..............................................Manager, Cafeteria
John Lee Dykes, M.S .............................Manager, Student Center
Mrs. John Lee Dykes ........................Manager, College Bookstore
Greg Rhodes.......................................... Manager, College Laundry
Homer F. Howk........................ Production Manager, Print Shop
Andrew Richardson .................... Shop Foreman, Industrial Arts
Robert Street.......................................... Manager, College Farms
John Cleghorn ............................ Manager, Radio Station WHBQ
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:J<:ORGE S. BENSON, B.A., B.S., M.A., LL.D.
f•tndent

B.S. Oklahoma A. and M. College, Stillwater, 1925; B.A.,
llllrding' College, 1926; M.A., University of Chicago, 1931 ;
I L.D., Harding College, 1932. (1936) *
I.I.QYD CLINE SEARS, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
/),-on
r• nfessor of English Language and Literature, and Head of the
D epartment

B.A., Cordell Christian College, 1916; B.A., University of
( 1\dahoma, 1919 ; M.A., University of Kansas, 1921; Ph.D.,
llniversity of Chicago, 1935. (1924)
WILLIAM KNOX SUMMI'IT, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
H- gistrar
Professor of Education, and Head of the D epartment

B.A. Union University, 1925; M.A., George Peabody Coll••ge, 1928; Ph.D., University of Missouri, 1933. (1932, 1940)
ANNIE MAY ALSTON, B.A., B.S. in L.S.
I Jbrarian

B.A., Harding College, 1939; B.S. in L.S., George Peabody
College, 1943. (1944, 1947)
WOODSON HARDING ARMSTRONG, B.A.
IJran Emeritus of Women

B.A., David Lipscomb College, 1915; Harding College,
1932. (1925, 1939)
'First date in parentheses indicates year of employment here; the.
second date if an,•, indicates the first year of present rank or postlion.
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JAMES D. BALES, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
Professor of Bible, and Head of the Departm ent

B.A., Harding College, 1937; M.A., George Peabody
College, 1938; Ph.D., University of California 1946 (1944
.'
.
•
1947)
SAMUEL ALBERT BELL, B.S.
Emeritus Associate Professor of Bible

B.S., Potter Bible College, 1905. (1924, 1949)
THELMA DUMAS BELL, B.S., M.S.
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·giL B. COPE, B.A., M.A., M.S.J.
l'rofessor of Journalism, Director of Public R elations

B.A., Harding College, 1934; M.A., Loui~iana State Un!\•·rsity, 1935; M.S.J., Northwestern University, 1944. (193ti,
J047)
IARTHA HEASLEY COX, B.A., M.A.
Auistant Professor of English

B.A., Arkansas College, 1938; M.A., University of Arkanans, 1943. (1950)

Professor of H ome Economics, and H ead of the Department

B.S., Texas State Teachers' College, 1930; M.S., Texas
State College for Women, 1935. (1937)
ZELMA BELL, B.A., M.A.
D ean of Women, A ssistant Professor of Counseling

ADLAI S. CROOM, B.A., M.A.
nusiness Manager

B.A., University of
University, 1929. (1949)

Louisville, 1919; M.A., Harvard

Harding College, 1940; M.A., Columbia University,
1947.B.A.,
(1947)

JOHN LEE DYKES, B.A., M.S.

ERVIN BERRYHILL, B.A., M.A.

B.A., Abilene Christian College, 1929; M.S., Oklahoma
A. and M. College, 1932. (1939)

Professor of Physical Education, and H ead of the Department

B.A., Harding College, 1934 ; M.A., George Peabody College, 1937. (1937, 1946)

PATSY RUTH BURCH, B.A., M.A.

Professor of Mathematics, and H ead of the Department

ANNE EARLY, B.A.
Auistant Librarian

B.A., David Lipscomb College, 1948. (1948)

Assistant L ibrarian

FRANK N. ELLIS, B.A., M.A.
B.A., Harding College, 1949; M.A., George Peabody
College, 1950. (1950)
WILLIAM LESLIE BURKE, B.A., M.A.
Professor of Greek and German, and H ead of the Department of
Languages

Assistant Professor of English

B.A., Harding College, 1947; M.A., George Peabody College, 1948. (1948)
CLIFTON L. GANUS, B.A., M.A.
Associate Professor of Social Sciences

B.A., Harding College, 1937; M.A., Northwestern Univer-

sity, 1949. (1944, 1947)

FLORENCE M. CATHCART, B.A.
Dean Emeritus of W omen, In st ructor in Elementary Educatio n

B.A., Harding College, 1932. (1925, 1947)
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B.A., Harding College, 1943; M.A., Tulane University,
1946. (1946)

BODIE MAXINE GRADY, B.A.
f~&slructor

in Physical Education

B.A., Harding College, 1949. (1949)
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DONALD L. HEALY, B.A., M.A.

I WILLIAM MA'ITOX, B.A., M.A., P~·J?·

Assistant Professor of Social Sciences

B.A., Harding College, 194.2 ; M.A., George Peabody

lege, 1945. (1948)

ft,,, Professor of Bible, Director of Admzsnons

c,a

, Central State Teachers' College, Edmund, Okla,homa,

1 A., University of Oklahoma, 1940; Ph.D., George
College, 1947. (1942, 1944)

DALE C. HESSER, B.A., M.A.
Assistant Professor of English

1'110MAS MOORE, B.A., M.A.

B.A., Harding College, 1949; M.A., Oklahoma A. and M
College, 1950. (1950)

11 Professor of Music, and Head of the Department

11 A., Abilene Christian College, 1942; M.A., Columbia

NELDA HOLTON, B.A.

, 1947. (1949)

Instructor in Speech

B.A., Abilene Christian College, 1948. On leave, 1950-nl

(1948).

11

PEARL ·LATHAM, B.A., M.A.

0 LIVER, B.A.
t.n in Piano

U A., Galloway College, 1926; student of Maurice Aronson,

Assistant Professor of English

Musical College; student of Edg~r Brazelton and
lph Ganz, Chicago Conservatory of Music. (1943)

IJCO

B.A., Harding College, 1939; M.A., University of Oklahoma, 1940. (1947)

IAHLES PITNER, B.A., M.A.
ANNABEL LEE, B.S., M.A.
Assistant Professor of Education

B.S., Kansas City Teachers' College, 1935; M.A., Northwestern University, 1941. (1942, 1945)
JOY LUTHER LEONARD, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
Professor of Economics and Political Science

JltJnt Professor of Mathematics

B.A., Harding College, 1937;
II ge, 1940. (1950)

M.A.,

George

Peabody

t ORENCE FLETCHER POWELL, B.M., M.A.
""ate Professor of Music

B M Murray State Teachers' College (Kentucky), 1938;
.

B.A., Ohio Wesleyan University, 1907; M.A., Yale University, 1911; Ph.D., Yale University, 1929. (1950)

M A., Ge~rge Peabody College, 1946. (1938)

Professor of A rt

ELIZABETH B. MASON, B.A., M.A.

rtt fessor of Physical Sciences, and Head of the Departm~nt

B.A., Abilene Christian Co11ege, 1934; M.A., George Pef.body College, 1939. (1946, 1950)

B.A., B.S., Harding College, 1937; M.A., L?uisi~na State
University, 1939; Ph.D., Louisiana State Uruvers1ty, 1943.

JOSEPH E. PRYOR, B.A., B.S., M.A., Ph.D.
1

( 1944)

PERRY SHIPLEY MASON, B.A., M.A.
Assistant Professor of Political Science

B.A., Abilene Christian Co11ege, 1934; M.A., George Peabody College, 1939. (1946, 1948)
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L. E. PRYOR, B.A., M.S.
Auociate Professor of Social Sciences

B.A., University of Chattanooga, 1923; M.S., University
t>f Arkansas, 1933. (1933)
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HUGH HARVLEY RHODES, B.A., M.A.

l \' C.ERALD SKILLMAN, B.S., B.F.A., M.A.
ant Professor o f Speech and Dramatics

A ssociate Professor of Ph ysical Education

B.A., Harding College, 1940; M.A., George Peabody Col
lege, 1943. (1944)

1\ · Oklahoma A. and M. College, 1942; B.F.A., Univerot Oklahoma, 1947; 1\i.A., New York University, 1948.

JESS LYNN RHODES, B.A., M.B.A.
A ssociate Professor of Business Administration

lfTI' RAY STAPLETON, B.A., M.C.E., Ed.D.
J"' of Busin ess Administration, and H ead o f the D epartment

B.A., Harding College, 1939 ; M.B.A., University of Okl11
homa, 1940. (1944)

U A., Harding College, 1932; M.C.E., University of Okla' 1941; Ed. D., University of Oklahoma, 1946. (1939,1946)

ANDY T. RITCHIE, Jr., B.A.

1\Y LOWERY STAPLETON, B.A., M.A.

A ssociate Professor of Music, Director of Chorus

r.:tc

B.A., George Peabody College, 1943. Studied voice under
H. Johnson, Atlanta, 1930; Louisville Presbyterian
Semmary, 1931 ; Louisville Conservat ory of Music 193 I
(1946)
'

H.A., Harding College, 1926; M.A., University of Okla1931. (1939)

Lew~s

'

Professor of E nglish

1

ILLIAM CLARK STEVENS, B.S., M.S.
t.mt Professor of Biological Sciences

JACK WOOD SEARS, B.S., M.A., Ph.D.

B.S., Harding College, 1948; M.S., University of Arkan1950. (1950)

Professor of Biological S ciences, and H ead of the D epartment

B.S., Harding College, 1940; M.S., University of Texas,
1942; Ph.D., University of Texas, 1944. (1945)

\ .\ N ULREY, B.A., M.A.
•, uor of S peech, and H ead o f the D epartm e nt

JAMES KERN SEARS, B.S., M.S., Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Ph ysical Scien ces

J

B.A., Harding College, 1946; M.A., Louisiana State Unitty, 1948. (1950)

B.S., Harding College, 1942; M.S., University of Missouri,
1944; Ph.D., University of Missouri, 1947. (1947)

I LAND R. WATERS, Jr., B.A., M.A.

EDWARD G. SEWELL, B.S., 1\i.A.

B.A., Harding College, 1947; M.A., Universit y of Missisl'r>i, 1950. (1950)

Assistant Professor of Education

B.S., Tennessee Polytechnic Institute, 1942; M.A., George
Peabody College, 1946. (1947)
JESSE P. SEWELL, LL.D.
Lecturer in Bible

LL.D., Harding College, 1934; President, Abilene Christian College, 1912-24. ( 1950)
Harding University
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tant Professor of Business Administratio n

Training School Faculty
11:RRY SHIPLEY MASON, B.A., M.A.
I ncipal, Secondary Training Sch ool

B.A., Abilene Christian College, 1934; M.A., George Pea·rly College, 1939. (1946, 1948)
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BILLY JEAN COOK, B.A.
Instructor in Music
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COMMITTEES OF THE FACULTY

B. A., Harding College, 1949. (1949)
VIDA B. DRAPER, B.A.
Instructor, Elementary Training School

B.A., Southeastern State Teachers College, Oklahoma,
1929. (1946)
ALBERT GONCE, B.A., M.A.
Instructor in Science and Social Sciences

B.A., Harding College, 1943; M.A., University of Alabama,
1950. (1950)
ELLEN WHEELER KNIGHT, B.A., M.A.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: A. S. Croom, L. C. Sears, J. E ..
Pryor.
OMISSIONS, CLASSIFICATION, AND CURRICULUM
RESEARCH: L. C. Sears, Thelma D. Bell, C. L. Gan_us,
F. W. Mattox, J. E. Pryor, J. W. Sears, W. K. Summ1tt,
E. R. Stapleton.
PPEALS: J. W. Sears, J. E. Pryor, M. E. Berryhill, R. L.
Stapleton.
•:NTERTAINMENT: Florence Powell, B. Skillman, Jes:;
Rhodes.

Instructor, Elementary Training School

B.A., Western Kentucky State Teachers College, 1931;
M.A., Montessori Training School for Teachers, Rome, Italy,
1933; M.A., George Peabody College, 1941. (1946)
ANNABEL LEE, B.S., M.A.
Principal, Elementary Training School

B.S., Kansas City Teachers' College, 1935; M.A., Northwestern University, 1941. (1942, 1945)
IRIS MARTIN, B.A.
B.A., Harding College, 1950; Life Teacher's Certificate,
Central State Teachers College, Oklahoma, 1927. (1947)

KATHRYN C. RITCHIE, B.A.
Instructor in Mathematics

B.A., Harding College, 1950. (1949)

••ACULTY PROGRAMS: W. K. Summitt,
Thelma D. Bell.

E.

G.

Sewell,

.,ACULTY WELFARE: C. L. Ganus, H. H. Rhodes, Erie
Moore.
GROUNDS AND BUILDINGS: A. S. Croom, J. W. Sears,
Zelma Bell, N. B. Cope.
r.IBRARY: J . L. Dykes, Annie May Alston, J. D. Bales, Zelma
Bell, J. K. Sears, R. L. Stapleton.
PUBUC RELATIONS: N. B. Cope, C. L. Ganus, A. S. Croom.
REGULATIONS AND DISCIPLINE: F. W. Mattox,
Sears, Zelma Bell, Perry Mason, J. E. Pryor.

L. C.

SCHOLARSHIP: J. E. Pryor, Leslie Burke, E. G. Sewell,
Evan Ulrey.

EDWARD G. SEWELL, B.S., M.A.
Instructor In Bible and Civics

STUDENT AFFAIRS: F. W. Mattox, Zelma Bell, E. G. SewelL

B.A., Tennessee Polytechnic Institute, 1942; M.A.., George
Peabody College, 1946. (1947)

STUDENT PUBLICATIONS: N. B. Cope, J. E. Pryor, E.
Ulrey.
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ADMISSION
Graduates of accredited high schools may be admitted
y transcript properly signed by the superintendent or
ncipal.
Applicants from unaccredited schools and students withL su~ficient high school credit may be admitted in three

ays:

(1) Graduates of Class B and C high schools, eighteen
nrs of age or older, whose entrance units have been reduced
not less than thirteen, but less than fifteen, may enter by
ing an intelligence test.
(2) Applicants under twenty-one years of age who come
I m unaccredited schools or who have insufficient high school
n <lit, may be admitted by special achievement tests.
(3) Veterans and applicants twenty-one years of age or
oldt'r, who come from unaccredited schools, or who have inaufficient or no high school credit, may enter by passing both
an intelligence and an achievement test.
ntrance Procedure and Tests
In order that the best possible guidance may be given in
the selection of courses, to determine where each student needs
to !itrengthen his preparation, and to find out the special
tl Ids for which he is best qualified by interests, ability, and
prc•vious training, a series of tests and conferences are held
lth all entering freshmen during the first and second days
t the registration period. Registration for freshmen is compit te only after these diagnostic tests.
Students entering from unaccredited high schools and
applicants without high school credit are given their tests
alao during these two days.

Classification of Students
Students who have met entrance requirements and are
bc-sfinning their college work for the first time at any quarter
ar" counted as freshmen. Students having 40 hours of college
rc-dit at the oeginning of any quarter and the necessary
lt'holarship level are counted as sophomores. Those with 90
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hours and the necessary scholarship level are juniors, and
those with 130 hours and requisite scholarship are seniors.
Special Students
Upon special approval of the dean, those who do not meet
the full Emtranc€ requirements may be admitted as special
students. Such students may carry, with permission, what.
ever courses they may find of value, but they receiv€ no
credit toward a degree or toward teachers' certificates. The
number of such students is necessarily limited. ·

REQUIREMENTS FOR DEGREES
The college confers the degrees of Bachelor of Arts and
Bachelor of Scienc: . The requirements for each degree are
given separately below.
Bachelor of Arts Degree
The degree of Bachelor of Arts requires the completion
of 192 quarter hours of college work, at least 48 of which must
be in residence here, and not less than 20 of these in the senior
year. Sixty hours must be in courses numbered 250 and above.
In ad.dition to this the student must have an average scholar·
ship level of C in his major field and in all work presented for
graduation.
Definition of Quarter Hours
A quarter hour of credit requires one hour of recitation
or lecture per week for an entire quarter. Each hour of recitation should be accompanied by not less than two hours of preparation. In laboratory courses two or three hours of laboratory work are equivalent to one hour of recitation.
Prescribed Work for the Bachelor of Arts Degree
The following courses in general education, or in the case
of transfer stndents, their equivalents, are required of all candidates for the Bachelor of Arts degree. As much of this as
possible should be taken during the freshman and sophomore
years.
Harding University
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Minimum Hours
5
1.
'
..
..
..
..
Bible or an approved course in a related field
each quarter.)
2. Communications 101-2 ........................................ 10
(May be met by Freshman Composition,
9 hours, and Speech, 4 hours.)
s. Humanities 103, 201-2-3 .................................... 17 ·
(May be met by Survey of English Literature, or American Literature, 9 hours, and
Music or Art Appreciation, 5 hours.)
4. Physical Education .................:......:..................... 9 ·
(Must include \01-2-3 .unless excused for
reasons of health.)
6. Psychology 201 ............. ....................................... '5
6. Science .................................................................. 18 '
(At least 10 hours must be in laboratory
science; the rest may be mathematics. For
non-science majors Bioi. 101-2-3 and Ph. Sc.
101-2 are recommended.)
7. Social Sciences ..........................................:........... 18
(Must include History 102-3, and should
include History 201-2-3.)
Total
82
ajor and Minor Fields of Concentration
Not later than the beginning- of the junior year each
atudent is required to choose a field of concentration, which
may consist of a departmental major of 40 to 60 hours and a
rtolated minor of at least 27 hours. If a divisional or functional
major is selected the minor field may be included within it, but
the total required hours in such cases will usually be not less
than approximately 70. At least 25 hours of the major must be
In courses numbered 250 and above.
Aside from the prescribed courses listed above and the
anecific courses in the major fields of concentration the rest of
the requirements are elective, to be selected by the student
with the advice of his counselor. ·
The following section lists the specific requirements for

~~~f ;~~h ~t~d~~t ;;:;~~t"t~k~ ~··~~~~~~· i~'"
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each field of concentration for the Bachelor of Arts
These are for the most part not absolutely fixed, but
varied by consent of the head of the department and
if it should be considered in the interest of the
student.
ART: Departmental major: 45 hours, including Art 117
332, 335, and the presentation of an individual art

BIBLE AND RELIGION: Departmental major: 45 houn
the department including Bible 311-2-3, 342-3, C. Ed.
and 451. In addition the student must complete 15 houn
Greek, and a second major in some related field such
English, social sciences, biological sciences,
music, or speech. It is desirable to include
tion to meet' the minimum teaching requirements. .1.\oe-uu•1111
courses recommended, but not required, for
include rellgious journalism, debating, psychology,
speech.
mOLOGICAL SCIENCES: Departmental major: 45 houn.
including Biology 101-2-3, and at least 25 hours.in cour
numbered 250 and above. Students planning to teach
sciences in high school must elect at least 6, but preferablJ
12, hours in the physical sciences.
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND ECONOMICS:
1. Business Administration departmental major: 45 hours,
including B. A. 108, 205-6-7, and Economics 201. All
courses in economics may be counted within the 45 houn
of the major. All typewriting and stenography credit may
be counted toward a degree, but only 6 hours may be
counted within the 45 required for the major in Business
Administration.
2. Economics, a departmental major: 45 hours in the
department exclusive of courses in Business Administration.
ENGLISH: 1. Departmental major: 52 hours including
Communications 101-2, Humanities 103 and 201-2-3, and
English 331 or 332, 333, and 301 or 302, except that
majors qualifying for teaching in the elementary field
may omit 833. Students may substitute the conventional
Harding University
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rtmental major: Requires
,mm';lnic.ations, an mter e~\03 and 50 hours chosen
tumumcatwns 101-2, Sp~e~ 331: 2 _3 Journalism 251-2,
"' Speech 255-6-7, 2 - - •
'
1-2-S, 321-2-3, and Art 115,117.
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AL SCIENCE: Interdepartmental maJor:
IS Ian t
0

.·
·
t d ·gned for those who P
general science 1::; no . esl
.
but (1) for those
...come specialists ~ a giyen. sci~~~~l and need a broad
ho plan to teach sctencehm
d (2) for those who
t r ining in seder~f{r~~~ilin~ ~;nappreciation of ~h;e
;'~~ce~ ~':part of their general education. The specific
uirements are as follows:

hil\

1. Biology' 101-2-3.
2. Two of the following: Chemistry 101-2, 113; Mathematics 151-2-3, and Physics 201-2-3.
8.
4.

Com letion with a C average of 30 hours in courses
numbered 250 or above in two of the a~ve d~Cart
ments at least 10 hours of which must be m eae .
'
.
t t h th completion of the
For those plannmg 0 • eac ' e h lo
for their
requirements in education and psyc o gy
certificates.

· "- WWV11.RY AND SOCIAL SCIENC~S: ~· Departmental M~jor
in history: 45 hours, including . ~1sto!Y 1.02-~, 201
d 301-2 Those wanting a teachmg fi~l.d m ~1story f
:~ial sci~nces must t~e 12 .hours add1bo~~ l~;grelltl
the following: economics, sociOlo~, geograp y,
poified
ea.1 science. In addition to the history cou~ses
ed
above, ~ajors in hi~~ry ~h~~~a~i!~~t ~~e edepa;~~nt
~~:~:~in~ t~~c~re~dth ~nd intensity of their preparation.
artmental rna. or in social sciences: 45 hours includ~- De~
102 3 J201-2-3 301-2 five hours from Pol.
mg History
- •
'
. ' d t 1 ast six hours
Sc. 326-7, or· advanced Economic~, an a e h
litical
from two other fields: economics, ge?gral Yt~h the
science and sociology. Students plann~ 4~5
social ;ciences in high school should take
.
.

:;d

:aec
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HOME ECONOMICS: Departmental major: Those
to teach home economics in high school should choost
major leading to the B.S. degree. The Arts degn·C'
planned for students who are interested in home ar>r\n"'"
as a cultural course, and those who want training in I
making and family living. The arts are stressed more
the sciences, and students who graduate under this
will be prepared for business and professional
ties in textiles; retail selling and buying, nursery
work, and other related fields. Specific requirements
Art 117-8 and 50 hours chosen as follows:
1. Foods and nutrition, 20 hours
2. Clothing and textiles, 15 hours
3. Home and family, 15 hours

JOURNALISM: Departmental major: 40 hours in·
courses. Students with this major should select cour
in social sciences, political sciences, economics, and Engli
for background in general education. Courses in oth
departments may be so selected as to prepare the student
for specialized journalistic professions, such as adverti.J.
ing, specialized reporting, or public relations.
MATHEMATICS: Departmental major: 45 hours in mathematics, including 251-2-3, and 15 hours in Physics 201-2-S.
MUSIC: 1. Interdepartmental major for those preparing to
teach music privately or in the elementary or secondary
schools : Besides all the general education requirements
the student must complete the following work in this field
of concentration.
Music 111-2-3 .............................................. 9
Music 221-2-3 ................................................ 9
Music 251-2 .................................................. 6
Music 311-2-3 ................................................ 3
Music 325-6-7 ................................................ 6
Music 333 ...................................................... 3
Music 335-6-7 ................................................ 6
Music 351-2-3 ................................................ 9
Piano .............................................................. 12
Harding University

Class or private voice .................................. 12
Education ...................................................... 27
(Must include music methods
and practice teaching.)
Total
102
o

..

Interde artmental major with Piano as m~jor appl.ied
subjecl· In addition to all general educatlOn requt.rements . the student must complete the foUowmg
cours~s in his field of concentration:
Piano
............................................. 2:
Class ~;·:p;i~~t~ voice ................................ ..
Music 111-2-3 ................................................ 1~
Music 221-2-3, 321-2-3 .............................. ..
Music 311-2-3 ................................................
Music 333 ...................................................... 15
Music 351-2-3, 335-6-7 ................................ _
Total
75

g

S. Interdepartmental major w~th Voitcei.asn gmena~or!l a~~~
subject: Besides the reqmremen s.
·
tion this field of concentration reqmres the completion
of the following courses:
Voice .............................................................. 2~
Piano .............................................................. 9
Music 111-2-3 .............................................. ..
Music 221-2-3, 325-6-7 ................................ 1 ~
Music 311-2-3 ................................................ 3
Music 333 .................................................... 15
Music 351-2-3, 335-6-7 ................................
Foreign language ........................................ ~
Total
84
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND HE~LTH: DepartmenJfmajor: 45 hours and not over 50, mclu~mg 101-~d~t? ·1
2-3, 253 or 303, 205-6, 323, and 336, With the a 1:e~
elective hours approved by the ~ead of the depart
.
The student must also complete Bioi. 101-2-3.
.
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PSYCHOLOGY: Departmental major: 45 hours in the
partment which may include Guidance 351-2-3.

Bachelor of Science Degree
The Bachelor of Science degree also requires the compl
tion of 192 hours of work, at least 48 of which must be in
residence here, and not less than 20 of these in the senior year,
except as provided for students completing the requirements in
schools of medicine, dentistry, and other professional schools.
Sixty hours must be in courses numbered 250 and above. In
addition to .this the student must have an average of C in his
major field and in the total work presented for the degree.
Prescribed Work for the Bachelor of Science Degree
The following work in the field of general education is
required of aU candidates for the Bachelor of Science degree.
As much as possible of this should be completed during the
freshman ~nd ·sophomore years.

1.

Minimum Hours
Bible ...................................................................... 5
(But each student must carry one course in
Bible or an approved course in a related field
each quarter.)

Harding University

. t'1ons 101-2 ......................................... 10
ommumca
be met by freshman English, 9 hours,
nd Speech, 4 hours.)
Humanities 103, 201-2-3 .......................:............. 17
M
be filled by Survey m English or
Xmirican Literature, 9 hours, and Art or
:\Iusic Appreciation, 5 hours.)
Physical Education 101-2-3 ..........................:..... 3
(Un·less excused for reasons of ~ealth, m
which case a substitute course Will be arra.n'ged.)
5
Psychology 201 .................................................... 9
Social Sciences .................................................... ..
(Must include History 102-3.)
(~fay

SPEECH: Departmental major: 40 hours in the
including Speech 103, 121-2-3, together with
English including English 331 or 332, and 320.
VOCATIONAL OR FUNCTIONAL MAJORS: In the
of students who have already made a definite selection
a vocation or profession for which the above fields
concentration do not seem altogether adequate, a spec
field of concentration may be arranged with the assista
of his counselor and the approval of the dean and
heads of the departments concerned. The welfare of t
student and his preparation for his chosen work ta.k
precedence over fixed major areas. Care is given, howevtr
that such functional fields of concentration provide th
student with the same quality of advanced work as th
more conventional majors.
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49

of Concentration for the Bachelor of Science Degree

later than the beginning o~ theju~ioryear the ~u~~n!
select a field of concentration which m~ co~~r or a
mental major and a related. depar!men
~~Jude the
divisional or functional maJor which may m

A~ide

pr~scribe£ ~~~~~e;i~fJ!e~f a~o;cee~~~t~~~

from the
afic
courses
~aJor ants are elective' to be selected by
rest of the for
reqUiremen
.
Atudent with the advice of his counselor:
The following section lists the specific requ~remed!~~
h field of concentrationJor C:~!~~:~f; ~~~:e;~: may b~
are for the most pa n
rt
t and the dean
cd
by
consent
o~dethe
dh~adthof
~~e~~~f
~enthe
individual
It should be consi re m e
udent.
.
ReIIOLOGICAL SCIENCES: Interdepartmental . ~aJOmr:of
40
00 h
. sciences a mmlmu

£~E!~~. ~h~ h~~ ~:~~~~!~~:~f:S:

who transfers from ano er oved science as one of the
use geolog~d~~. an~~eerst~lfe~t must comple~e a year of
three.
I lOcnh or pass a proficiency readmg test.
GermanInor F ren
Office of the Provost
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rtl they receive their Master's degree; (2) transfer to
U. university for the fourth year, completing the require• nts for certification in vocational homemaking and
·<'ive their degrees from this institution; or (3) transfer
nn institution approved for the vocational homemaking
c•rtificates at the end of the second or third years and
,, ·cive their degrees from the institution to which they
lr nsfer. Since the master's degree, however, is a distinct
et to those who wish to do professional teaching, the
ram plan is especially recommended. For those entering
other fields of horne economics no transfer is necessary.
The requirements listed below meet the specifications
of the state and national programs for the training of
vocational home economics teachers.

In addition to completing all general education courses
listed for the Bachelor of Arts degree, the student
must complete the following major requirements,
some of which may be a part of the general education
courses:
2. Child and Family, 12 hours, to be chosen from H. E.
114, 323, 332, Psychology 303, and Sociology 304.
8. Housing, Home Management, and Social Problems,
13¥2 hours, to be chosen from H. E. 312, 313, 321,
322, Sociology 304.
4. Food, Nutrition, and Health, 18 hours, to be chosen
from H. E. 102, 251, 331-2-3, 335.
5. Clothing, Personal Appearance, and Textiles, 12 hours,
from H. E . 101, 103,252,303.
6. Related Sciences, 22¥2 hours: including Chemistry
101-2, Biology 271, 272.
7. Related Art, 9 hours: Art 117,118,313.
8. Those who plan to teach should complete also 27
hours in education and psychology, including Education 301, 303, 312 or 317, 403, 450-1, and Psycho'logy
303 or 207.
2. Interdepartmental major in Institutional Management for those who wish to prepare for positions as
dietitians or food directors: Thi!'l major does not lead to

l.

1.
2.

Biology 101-2-3; Chemistry 101-2 113 · Mathernatir
151-2-3; Physics 201-2-'3.
'
'
Thirty hours in courses numbered 250 and above ia
tw~ of the above subjects, at leas.t 10 of which muat
em each.

b

HOM~ E~ON?MICS:

1. Interdepartmental major: for thoSt

P ~nmt!tho tfeach horne economics. This major meets th

ne s . 0. those who are interested in home makinr
and family life,. ~d of thos~ preparing to teach in high
sc~oo~s. The tramt~g emphasiZes the home as an important
hmt m t~e Amencan wa~ of living, and the family and
. ome~aking are recogniZed as professions requi .
mtelli~ence, understanding, and special training. rmr
ff ~mce th~ certificates of teachers for high schools
o enng vo~tiO~al ~omemaking programs is confined to
~~e ort!do· mstitut.IOns. in each state, students who are
m eres
m teaching m such schools, or preparing as
countyt home demonstration agents may use one of three
sugges ed plans: (1) receive the B.S. degree here and
transfer t~ .a graduate school of home economics for one
year, receiVIng their certificates for teaching at the same

Harding University
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~~hin~, but ~hose who plan to teach may in addT
1 1011
maJor outlined above, elect the courses in
Maenagement.
food AJ!er t the completion of this course the
. ec or .woi!-ld be eligible to apply for a
~ofrse 1n a~ I~strtution approved by the Amenca 1
e Ics ssoc1atron. This is an intern h · f
·n
hospi~al or ~on-hospital food service ~nitifutiservice '
a penod of rune to twelve months.
on cove
the ~~~~1~~o~ ts !he ge3eral education requirements
required.
o Cience egree the following courses

1.
2.
8.

Che.mistry, 30 hours: 101-2, 113, 251-2, 323.
Biology, 22 hours: 101-2-3, 271, 272.

~~5me33E6co3n3o7mics,
,

4.

5.

,

43 hours: 102, 251 331 332
and Ed. 403.
'
'
'

~ocial S~iences, 18 hours, from two of the followin
~~~~l?~~s 3~L Sociology, Psychology 207 or so'
Business Administration 205, 3 hours.

MATHEMATICS· I t d
of 100 hour~ inn s~e epartm.ent~l major: Requir es a toW
mathematics includingn~~tt~tn~ui~~ as follows: 45 in
or above, at least 40 in two oth an . ours numbered 800
a fourth science. Physics 201 2e3r scientcbes, :and 10 hours in
- - mus e mcluded.

SUGGESTED PROGRAMS
For students who have
t d f' .
profession or a purpose toward ~h. het m~ely deci~ed upon a
th~ best policy is to complete as ~ i o rect th~Ir education,
Ctibed Work in general educat·
Cp dly as poSSlble the presshould usually be taken d I~m. ourses numbered up to 199
numbered 200 to 299 in the s;!n the freshmanc year, those
300 and above are not
ore year. ourses numbered
sophomores. Counselor~P~~i\freshmen and only to third tenn
the individual need but the foiielp. wo~k out a program to fit
design:
'
owmg Is suggested as a general

Harding University
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•• t Year

• tions 101-2r.";'O . 10
103 ..~........... 5
\ 111 ~ ............. 3
102-S ::::-:............... 6
101-2-S ~ ............... 12
·2-8";':';';.................. 3
............................ 9

S~ond Year
Humanities 201-2-3 .......... 12
History 201-2-3 ................ 9
Ph. Sc. 101-2 ...................... 6
P. E. 201, 203 .................... 6
Electives ............................ 18

51

48

the above arrangement a different science or mathemay be substituted for a part of the courses listed, or
Y"ical science course may be taken the first year and
the second.
students who already have a definite profession or
mind it may be necessary to replace some of the above
bt-ginning courses in their major fields. For instance
in home economics will need to carry a course in home
during the freshman year, and if working toward
of Science degree, replace biology with chemistry.
postpone some of the freshman requirements till
IOJlln01no1~e year, and perhaps some sophomore requirejunior year. Counselors will assist the student
II'T&ng:mg the best individual plan. In the following pages,
a number of suggested plans which may be found
econorni~al of time in attaining various professional or
""'>ro~res.S1onal ends. The student will find it unwise to vary
these programs unless he has the approval of his counThey are flexible, however, wi-thin limits, and with the
of the counselor, the dean, and the head of any
rt.m"'n+ concerned, may be changed to meet an individual
-AGRICULTURAL COURSE
Students planning for agriculture as a vocation or profeswill find several different types of curricula leading to the
ft'rent fields, such as general agriculture, agricultural
omics or business, agricultural engineering, and teaching
vocational agriculture programs. Students interested in the
t t hree of these can take at least one year of their work
t'. Those interested in teaching agriculture, who do not
nd spending an extra summer or certain extra time to meet
ific requirements, may take two years before transferring
the agricultural school. The following is the suggested
rangement of courses for either the one or the two-year

Office of the Provost
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course. Variations may be made if necessary to meet
quirements. of any specific school, but the program
meets requirements of most institutions.
First Year

Hours
Communications 101-2 .... 10
Chemistry 101-2, 113 ...... 15
Biology 101-2-3 .................. 12
Humanities 103 ................ 5
P. E. 101-2-3 ...................... 3
Electives ............................ 5

Second Year
Biology 271 ..................... .
Chemistry 251-2 .............•
Humanities 201-2-3 ........•
Psychology 201 ...............
*Electives .........................

50
*Electives recommended for transfer to the University
A~kansas or Arkansas State College are Sociology 201
BIOlogy 313, and Education 303.
PRE-ARCHITECTURAL COURSE

First Year
Hours
Chemistry 101-2, 113 ...... 15
Communications 101-2 .... 10
Humanities 103 ................ 5
Mathematics 151-2-3 ........ 15
Elective .............................. 5

Second Year
History 102-3 ..................
Mathematics 251-2 ........ l t
Physics 201-2-3 .............. 11
*Electives ......................... .

50
*Electives should include Pol. Sc. 221 or Geography, 3 hours.
Students transferring to other schools of arehitectun

sho~ld consul.t t~e cou:t;tselors from the departments of math&-

mati~s or physical sciences about the courses to meet the
!eqnir~men~s of the particular school of their choice. There
IS a ~Ide difference in requirements, and some schools replace
chemistry and calculus with other courses.

Harding University

DENTAL COURSE (WITH B.S. DEGREE)
While most schools of dentistry now have a minim?m
- •.-.. ,Ill,., requirement of three years of college work, they giVe
renee in admissions to students who already hold the
dor's degree. Students who wish to obtain their. degrE}es
l..,..,,ri'\ entering the dental schools s~ould ~el~ as ~heir ma~or
hrr chemistry or biology, includmg Withm the1r sel~bon
courses specifically mentioned below. Th.ose who Wish to
fer after three years may follow the curnculur_n here ou~
t Such students after the satisfactory completion of their
.~d year in the dental school, may receive t~ei.r B~~lor
&ience degree with a major in biology from this mstltutlon.
The curriculum outlined below is arranged to meet the
roval of three specific dental schools, but chan~es may be
te with the aid of counselors to fit the req,mrement of
hPrs if such changes should be necessary. The student must
hiPve a 1.5 scholarship average in all work transferred.
Students transferring- to the School of Dentist!Y of Saint
&Puis University or the University of Kansas City should
plete the following courses.
Second Year
First Year
Hours
Hours
German 101-2-3 .............. 9
lo~ 101-2-3 ................ 12
~rnistry 101-2, 113 ........ 15
History 201-2-3 .............. 9
Humanities 201-2-3 ........ 12
mrnunications 101-2 .... 10
*Mathematics 151-2 ........ 10
flumanities 103 ................ 5
g, 101-2-3 ...................... 3
Psychology 201 .............. 5
Elective
............................ 5
Elective·············· · ··· ·········· ·· ~
50
50
Third Year
Hours
Biology 263 .................... 5
Physics 201-2-3 ............ 15
Chemistry 251-2 .......... 10
History 102-3 ................ 6
**Electives ........................ 15
51
•Trigonometry is an essential preparation for physi.c~, but
if the student has had it in high school with sufficiently
excellent record, he may substitute an elective h~re ..
••Electives should include further advanced work m biOlogy.
Office of the Provost
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Students wishing to transfer to The School of Dent
of the University of Illinois must have chemistry 201-2
351 instead of, or in addition to, 251-2. They must also
total of 21 hours of history and social sciences, but need
10 hours of physics.
PRE-ENGINEERING COURSE
A student who plans to enter engineering school
two years should consult with his counselor and the head
department of mathematics or physical science to be sure
he i~ carrying the courses that meet the requirements of
particular school to which he is transferring. The follow
program, however, will meet the requirements of nearly
engineering schools for all phases of .......4s.u......... .w.)';-"Ln:uuw
civil, electrical, and mechanical.

First Year
Hours
Chemistry 101-2, 113 ...... 15
Communications 101-2 .... 10
Mathematics 151-2-3 ........ 15
Humanities 103 ................ 5
P. E. 101-2-3 ...................... 3
Elective .............................. 2

Second Year
*Economics 201, 256 ........
Mathematics 251-2-3 ......
Mathematics 343 or 358
Physics 201-~3 ..............
Electives ......................... .

50
*Those transferring for chemical engineering should substitute
Chemistry 201-2 for economics.
S_tudents of chemical engineering, who do not object to

spe~Ing some additional time in meeting possible specific

reqmrements, may take a third year before transferrint
which should include the following:
'

Third Year
Hours
Chemistry 251-2, 333, 343 15
Chemistry 351-2-3 ............ 15
Economics 201-256 .......... 10
Physics 352 ........................ 5
Electives ............................ 5
50

Harding University
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OICAL COURSE (with B. S. Degree)
t medical schools require a minimum of tiD:ee years of
work for admission but many are selectmg largely
ho already hold th~ bachelor's degree. Students who
complete the Bachelor of Science degree l?efore
ring to the medical school should ~'boose bl'ology
as their major field of concentration. Those who
at the end of three years will ~ gr~ted t}le Bachelor
nee degree with a major in biological scien:es ~m
nl'titution upon the successful completion of their second
In the approved school of medicine.
Tho following course is designed to meet ~h~ requirements
University of Arkansas School of Medicme, the. Sou~h
Medical School of Dallas, Texas, and the Ut;uversity
nois School of Medicine. Changes may be ~~ if necesto meet requirements of other schools. DeVIations froln
curriculum, however, should have t~e approval o~ the
or and head of the department of biology or chemistry.

First Year

Second Year

Hours
-..ou 101-2-3 ................ 12
. . .... u_g· try 101-2, 113 ...... 15
munications 101-2 .... 10
anities 103 ................ 5
r.. 101-2-3 ...................... 35
ives ............................ _
50

Hours
Chemistry 201-2 .............. 10
History 102-3 .................. 6
Humanitie·s 201-2-3 ........ 12
Mathematics 151-2 ........ 10
*Pol. Sc. 221 .................... 3
Psychology 201 .............. 5
Electives ..........................~

p1

Third Year
Hours
Biology 251-2 .................. 10
Chemistry 251-2 ............ 10
German 101-2-3 .............. 9
Physics 201-2-3 .............. 15
Electives .......................... 6
50
-Those transferring to Southwestern Medical School must
elect 6 hours additional ~ American government and 3 hours
additional in American history.
Office of the Provost
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Those transferring to the University of Dlinois School
Medicine must also include Chemisty 351 and Biology 263,
have a total of 21 hours in history and social sciences.
PRE-PHARMACY COURSE
Students preparing for pharmacy may complete one
of their work here before transferring to the school of
macy. The following course meets requirements for auJcUJo...
to the St. Louis College of Pharmacy, the Schools of r-n~Lrm•
of the University of Mississippi, the University of Kansas C
and the College of the Ozarks. Courses may also be
to meet specific requirements of other schools.
First Year
Hours
Biology 101-2-S ................ 12
Chemistry 101-2,113 ........ 15
Communications 101-2 .... 10
Mathematics 151 or 152.. 5
P. E. 101-2-3 ...................... S
Electives ............................ 5
50
PREPARATION FOR LAW (B. A. Degfte)
Schools of law usually require from three to four y
of college work for entrance. This work should meet the geaeral education requirements for the Bachelor of Arts d~
and should contain as much work as possible in English ~
speech, history and social sciences, psychology and busin
administration. Those who take the four-year course shoukt
choose as a major field either the social sciences, history, or
English. Those who take the three-year course should adviM
with their counselor and the head of the social science department to include those courses which, with the completion of
the first year in the sehool of law, will meet the requirementl
for their degree with a major in the social sciences. Studentl
following this plan will receive the Bachelor of Arts degree
from this institution upon the successful completion of thejr
first year in the school of law.
Preparation for Medieal Technology (B.S. Degree)
The supply of trained medical technicians has not kept pace
with the demand. Students who wish to prepare for this field
of service must have either a two or a three-year preparatory
course. Those who carry the three-year course may receive
1111111
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dt•gree of Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology from
ln<ttitution to which t hey transfer, or they may so arrange
r ,•Jectives here as to receive th e Bachelor of Science degree
this instit ution upon complet ion oftheir workin t heschool
hnology. Approved schools of medical technol~gy are ~n
hospitals, state boards of health Iaboratones, and m
lral schools. The courses last twelve months, and graduates
m certification by the National Registry of Medical TechStttde:n ts choosing the minimum two-year course should
the outline below:
Second Year
First Year
Hours
Hours
Chemistry
201-2
................
10
logy 101-2-3 ................ 12
Chemistry 251-2 ................ 10
•mistry 101-2, 113 ...... 15
Physics 201-2-3 ................ 15
thematics 151-2 .......... 10
Electives ............................ 15
ychology 201 ................ 5
50
~-~. 101-2-3 ···················· 3
tives ............................ 5
50
Those choosing the three-year course may spread the
lt>nces over a longer period and include in the el~tives the
rk which will round out the requirements for their degrees.
'nle following is the recommended plan:
Second Year
First Year
Hollrs
Hours
Chemistry
201-2
..............
10
lology 101-2-3 ................ 12
Mathematics 151-2 .......... 10
Chemistry 101-2, 113 ........ 15
Biology 271-2 .................... 10
Communications 101-2 .... 10
Psychology 201 ................ 5
Humanities 103 ................ 5
Electives ............................ 15
P. E. 101-2-3 .................... s
l:leetives .......... :................. 5
50
50
Third Year
Hours
Biology 311 ........................ 5
Physics 201-2-3 ................ 15
History 102-3 .................... 6
Other Social Science ........ 3
Electives ............................ 21
50
Office of the Provost
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Preparation for Secretarial Service

t ume economics, health and physical education, English

~he !~~~~~f t~!:h:;ginf~r Jn~I!t~~ bu~i~o: may

Is recommended whenever possible. Th~ longer co~Js!D.r
tiomorn;horough preparation and should lead to bettt·r
bel~: ose who take the one year course may follow th
One Year

53

Those who take the two-year course should plan
work as follows:
First Year

' lism, or the social sciences, they must complete a
, hours in at least tliree of the following subjects:
, political science, psychology, and sociology. They
ao present a 1.5 scholarship average for admission to
uate school.

demand for teachers at all the different levels still
strong, with the most urgent need in the elementary
T'he State Department of Education issues certificates
the elementary and the high school levels upon the
,f work completed here. These include the Six-Year
lllry or Secondary Certificates based upon the bachen,.a·t"D~ and the Four-year Elementary or the Junior High
based on two years of college work.
udents planning to begin teaching in the elementary
after two years of college work should complete the
ng courses:

Hours
B. A. 101-2-3 .................... 12
B. A. 105-6-7 .................... 9
B. A. 205 ............................ 3
Communications 101-2 .... 10
B. A. 116, 117 .................... 6
Humanities 103 ................ 5
P. E. 101-2-3 ...................... 3
Electives .................. .......... 5

B A
Hours
. • 101-2-8 ...................... 12
B. A. 105-6-7 ...................... 9
B. A. 116-117 .................... 6
~mmunications 101-2 .... 10
umani ties 103 ................ 5
P. E. 101-2-3 ...................... 3
Elect'1ves ............................ 5

79

Second Year
1

B. A. 205-6-7 ................. .
B. A. 317 ......................... .
History 102-8 .................
Electives ......................... .

50

Four-Year Elementary Certificate
First Year
Second Year
Hours
Hours
• nmm.catJlons 101-2 .... 10
English 210 ........................ 5
212 ........................ 3
History 102-3 .................... 6
1\nities 103 ................ 5
Psychology 201 ................ 5
111-112 ...................... 6
Edu. 104, 105-6-7 .............. 12
Music 116-117 .................... 6
•Jl'Y 108, or Geog. 111 3
:-:.c. 101-2 ...................... 6
Psychology 303 ................ 5
Education 251 .................... 5
1 201, 203 .................... 6
Electives ............................ 8
E. 101-2-3 ...................... 3
8
52
50

Preparation for Social Work
. There ~s a constant demand for trained men and women
SOCial service. Most positions, however, require a fom"-v•lllll
college cours~ and one or two years of graduate training
~hool of so~1al work. Those planning for this profession
fmd many d1ffere~t fields of service open to them. While t
may choose as the1r undergraduate major any field of inter

Harding University

Six-Year Elementary Certificate
Those planning to complete the four-year course for ~he
x·year Elementary Certificate should complete the reqmre•·nts in general education for the Bachelor. of Arts de~ree
1 rin.l! the first two xears. then choose a maJOr and a mmor
rid for the junior and senior years. The following professional

Office of the Provost
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requirements should be completed in addition to the general
qUirements, or as a part of them:
Art 111-2 .......................... 6
Music 116-7 .......................• 6
English 210 ..................... 5
Additional American Hist.
or Government .............. 3
Geography ........................ 6
Mathematics 102 .............. 3
Education 104-5-6-7 ........ 12
Psychology 303 .. ... .. .. ... .... 5
Education 312 .................. 3
Education 317 .................. 3
Education 440-1 .............. 71;2
Junior High School Certificate
The. Ju~or ~gh School Certificate qualifies for teach•
c~rtain field~ I~ the junior high school. To meet all t
requirements WI~hin two years one must disrupt the norn
pl~n fo! completmg the general education courses. The stud• "
With his counselor should plan all courses for the entire h
years to be sure that every requirement is met.
.

IlJ

General ReQuirements
English (including Speech,
Communkations, and
Humanities) ............ 131;2
Social Studies (History,
Sociology, Geography1
Political Science,
~nomics) .................. 131;2
Music or Art Appreciation
(included here in
Humanities) ................ 41;2
Physical Education, Health
and Safety .................... 9
General Psychology ........ 41;2

Professional RequirementM
BasicProfessionaiCourse 13•
(Introduction to Education, Educational, or
Adolescent Psychology,
General Methods)
Techniques of Teaching
(Directed Teaching or
Observation)

S~ial Requiz'e~nts

In addition to the general requirements above, or including
them, the student must select one or more of the followin~

Harding University
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ng fields in which he completes a total amount of work
d•cnted below:

Minimum. Hours
English (including Communications, Speech,
and Humanities) .................................... 22%
2. Mathematics ...................................................... 9
3. Physical Education .......................................... 221;2
Recreational Activities ...... .............. .... 6
- Health and Safety ................................ 3
Methods for Secondary Schools ........ 4%
Administration of Health and P. E..... 4%
Dir. of Sch. and Com. Recreation ...... 4%
I. Public School Music ........................................24
Applied Music (two fields) .................... 9
Appreciation and History .................. 4%
Theory (Harmony, Sight Reading,
Ear Training) ..... .... .............. ......... 9
Ensemble and Conducting ................ 1%
5. Science (each subject taught) ........................ 12
General Science ................................................ 24
Biology ..................................................12
Physical Science .................................... 12
6. Social Studies .................................................... 21
History (European 41;2; U.S. 41;2) .... 9
Geography 111 ...................................... 3
Two other Social Sciences ....... .......... ... 9
(Economics, Political Science,
Sociology)
l.

Six-Year Secondary School Certificate
It is urged if possible that students who plan to teach in
the secondary schools complete the entire four-year college
t()Urse before teaching. This will permit them to work out all
the general education. requirements in th~ir norma~ ord~r. In
addition to these reqmrements and the maJor and J?InOr m. the
rhosen teaching fields, the student, preferably durmg the JUnior-senior years, must complete the following professional
work:
Office of the Provost
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1.

2.

Minimum
Basic Professional Course .............................. 13¥2
Introduction to Education ................... .4lf2
Educ. or Adolesc. Psychology ..............4lf2
General Methods ................................... .41h
Techniques of Teaching Course......................131h
Curriculum Construction, and--or
Evaluative Procedures ................ 3
Special Methods .... .. ... .... ... .. ........ .... .. .... 3
Directed Teaching .. .... ............ ... .. .. ... .. 7¥2

Certificates in Other States
Students who wish to teach in other states should plq
with their counselors the courses which meet the specif
requirements of those states. Upon payment of the $1.00 f
the registrar will make application and assist the student 11
obtaining the certificate in the state desired.

Harding University

Part V:

OUTLINE
OF
COURSES
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
N urn bering of Courses
To assist the student in planning his work constructively
' following system of numbers has been adopted:
Courses numbered 1-99 inclusive are of sub-college level,
and are given without credit for those who need help in their
n•vious preparation.
Courses numbered 100-199 are primarily for freshmen,
ut may be taken in later years if it was impossible to schedlt them the freshman year.
Courses numbered 200-299 are sophomore courses, but
those numbered 200-249 may if necessary be taken by fresh"~~'"· Those r.umbered 250-299 are counted as advanced courses
.-hen preceded by a year of freshman work in the same subjt·ct or when taken in the junior or senior years.
Courses numbered 300-399 are junior-senior courses, not
open to freshmen and sophomores, except to sophomores in the
third quarter of their work.
Courses numbered 400 are senior work to be taken in
the senior year only, except under special conditions and with
the approval of the head of the department.

DEPARTMENT OF ART
Professor Elizabeth B. Mason.

Art courses are designed to enrich the artistic underlltanding of students, to develop high proficiency in artistic
kills, to encourage creative participation in the several arts
nnd their integration, enabling the individual to contribute to
the cultural resources of community, state, and nation.
101, 102, 103. FREEHAND DRAWING AND COMPOSITION 9 Hours

A foundation course in. drawin~. Visual training, technical
procedures, freehand perspective. Media: charcoal and pencil. Fall
Winter, and Spring.
'

Harding University
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llL PUBUC SCHOOL ART

3 Hours

3 Bou,.

Prospective art teachers are introduced to the problems o!
education, and the philosophy and psychology of art. Fall.

· Is is a study of the development of the _fas~ions of the d_ay
1 through a historic background. ~ork IS given ~o cr~ative
, ,·ms of designing, and to the sketchmg of the fashion figure.
~uisite: 117. Spring.

r

112. PUBLIC SCHOOL ART

Methods of teaching elementary school art. Development of unlr 1
of work and creative experience in a variety of media. Winter.
115. LETTERING

A study. of letter forn:s. useful variants, layout, and design
The course mcludes work m manuscripts showcards and postera
Fall.
'
'
117. ELEMENTARY DESIGN

3 Houn
~ study of the. b~ic principles and elements of design and thr
techmques of organl.Zation. Creative projects. Fall.

118. APPLIED DESIGN

3 HOUJ'II

A st~dy of t~e ~e<:hniques of application of the design variable:>
Opportumty !or IndiVIdual growth in design problems in areas of
student's cho1ce. Prerequisite: 117. Winter.
201, 202, 203. INTRODUCTION TO PAJNTJNG

ADVANCED COURSES
9 Hours

. Oil and w~ter_ c_olor painting courses for advanced students seekmg to develop mdiv1~ua1 expression in creative painting and technical
mastery of the medmm. Prerequisite: 201-2-3 Private work (Given
on demand.)
·
·
305, 306, 307. PORTRAIT PAJNTJNG

9 Hours

. Advanced s_tudy of portraiture in a variety of media Prerequisite: 201-2-3. Pnvate work. (Given on demand.)
·

Harding University

Design and construction of puppets and _m arionettes ad3:pted !O
1ntcrests and abilities of the various grade levels. Expenence m
IIJICl play production. Winter.
. PUBLIC SCHOOL ART

S Hours

\1ethods of teaching art at the junior high and high school levels.
· udy of the r elation of art activities to the modern school program.
,,. ,s is laid upon the creative approach and its relation to personaltlcv<?lopment as well as community needs. Members of the class
. do concentrated work on their own teaching problems. Spring.
I. 332. HISTORY OF ART

6 Hours

A study of the development of art from prehistoric times to
.J including the Gothic Age, and from the Renaissance to the present
Fall, Winter.
Jl~.

COLOR THEORY

S Hours

An extensive study of color as one of the major design elements.
l'1 crequisite: 117. Spring.

S HoUl'l

Creative experience in a variety of crafts including leather craft
ceramics, weavmg, carving, papier mache toy making u etr '
cardboard and paper construction. Prerequisite: 117. Wintef. PP y,

301, 302, 303. ADVANCED PAJNTJNG

S Hours

9 HoUJ'II

Creative experiences in ~ater c:olor, tempera, and oil. A study
?~ color, line, ~f:ld form as maJor design elements in pictorial composItiOn. PrereqUisite: 101-2-3, or the equivalent. Private work (Given on
·
demand.)
213. CREATIVE ART CRAFTS

I'UPPETRY

DEPARTMENT OF
BIBLE, RELIGION, and PHILOSOPHY
Prof essors Bales, Burke, Mattox, DykeJ, and]. W . S rars: Associate
Professors S. A. Bell, H. H. Rhodes, R itchie, a nd
L ecturer ]. P. SewPll.

So deeply do religious thought and ideas enter into the
ocial structure and development of all peoples that no man
.-:ln understand the world in which he lives without u knowl··dge of its religious foundations. The work of this department
•s adapted to the needs of three classes of students. For the
ludent who wants the cultural and spiritual values to be
derived from contact with the greatest spiritual teachers, the
Office of the Provost
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1 2-S Hoan

A close study of the text of the fourth gospeL Special emphasis
upon this gospel as an exponent of the spirit ot Christianity
the deity of Christ. (Same as Phil 301.} Fall.
1 2-S Hoan
A careful study of the text Special emphasis is given to the
twme of the book, in which an understanding of the heart of the
Christian faith 1s sought (Same as Phil. 302.} Winter.

Bible and Religion

. . FIRST AND SECOND CORINTBIANS

12-S Hoan

A study of the tounding and historical background of the church

101, 102, lOS. NEW TESTAMENT SURVEY

ID Corinth. Special attention is given to the problems of that church,
and the applicability of their solutions to present conditions is shown.
CSame as Phil. 303.} Spring.

IS HoQJ'I
in
sF;lie{o ~:fteh Nev.: Tethstam~nt literature with special attention
H b
ew, m
e wmter to Acts and in th
·
e rews. Lectures and interpretations. Fall, Winter, Spri~g~prmg to

. . GREAT DOC.l'RINES OF THE BIBLE

10'7. PREPARATION OF SERMONS

A systematic study of the teaching of the Bible concerning itself,
Cod, Christ, the Spirit, Man, and Sin. <Same as Phil. 305.} Fall.

tfe

116. SHORTER EPISTLES OF PAUL

1 2-S Hoon

1.2-8 Hoan

First Thessalonians, Second Thessalonians, Galatians, the four
"Prison Epistles" (Ephesians, ·Philippians, Colossians, and Philemon),
and the three "Pastoral Epistles" <First Timothy, Titus, and Second
Timothy) are taken up in the order in which they were written.
Historical setthig, correlation with the author's life, and teaching of
t'ach book are studied. Winter.

2015, 206, 207. OLD TESTAl\IENT SURVEY

10'7. GENERAL EPISTLES

12-S Hours

An intensive study of the letters of James, Peter, John, and Jude.
Historical setting, doctrines, and spirit of each are emphasized.
Spring.

SlL RISE OF CBBISTIANITY

ADVANCED COURSES
251, 252, 253. THE PREPARATION OF SER~IONS

9 Hours
. An in!ensive study of the. C()nstruction and use of sermon outlmes .. Outhnes are constru cted m class and some original outlines are
req u1recl of each s tudent. This class is not open to freshmen <Same
as 8 pcech 251-2-3.) Fall, Winter, Spring.
·

Harding University

S Hoan
The growth of Christianity from the first century to the beginning of the reform movements of the fourteenth century. Readings
in the early church fathers. A C()nsideration of the influence of the
barbarian invasions and pagan thought. (Same as Hist. 311.) Fall.

812. THE REFORMATION PERIOD

SHoun
Development of modern denominations through the reform
movements of Wyclill, Luther, Calvin, and other religious leaders
before the eighteenth century. (Same as Hist. 312.) Winter.
Office of the Provost
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818. CBRIS711AJUTY IN THE MODERN WORLD
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RSES

Christian Education

A study of Christianity from the beginning of the
century to the present, emphasizing the American Restoration
ment <Same as Hist. 313.) Spring.

ADVANCED COURSES

SU, 818, 317. THE HEBREW PROPHETS

A comprehensive study of the major and minor prophets
attention to the social and historical backgrounds and the
of their messages to their times and to ours. (Same as
315-6-7.) Fall, Winter, Spring.
.
S2L NEW TESTAMENT WORLD
A study of the geographic, social, political and religious
tions in Palestine and related areas. Fall.

t

cona

328. NEW TESTAMENT INTEBPBETATION

An introduction to the methods by which a study of the G
construction and idiom and a close study of the English transla
may lead to a more exact interpretation of the New Testament and 1
deeper appreciation of its meaning. The student Writes one or more
original commentar.les on passages or chapters of the New Testamenl
Spring.
826. THE KINGDOM OF GOD
A consideration of the kingdom of God in prophecy, in its nature
its
laws, and its consummation. (Alternates with 336. Given 1951-52.1
Winter.
881, 882, SSS. CHURCHEs AND CREEDS

9 Ho111"1
A study of the distinctive doctrines of modern Protestantism and
Roman Catholicism in the light of the New Testament Special em-

phasis is given to the question ot aUthority in religion. Fan. Winter•
Spring.

8. Hours
rmUCATION OF CHILDREN
.
•
.
li .
needs during hlS first
A study of the ~hild and !Us re gi:;thods and material.s .that
years with special emphasiS on y;e who guide their spmtu!il
to therecommen
parents adndd
or a~rswho may be interested m
lh Especially
e \eac
hlng children in the church sc'hool. Fall.
3 Hours
.
h h ch and Christian parents
This is a study o~ th~ service ~~~ ;1~ time he is nine years .of
y render the child m. his growfhThis is a crucial period in the life
until he starts to high schoo .
.
tud of his needs, and the
the child which s~ould call for sbpecial in Yleading them to lives
thods and matenals that may. e use
*voted to Christian principles. Wmter.
INTERMEDIATE AND UPPER-GRADE cmLD

J

S Hours
.
·
ist ll leaders of youth in their
This course is design~d .to as~to ;hannels of Christian service.
rreat
task IS
.ofrna
gwd"dintg
complete· church program for high
An effort
e o dtheirelolipv~s
ev
tchOol and college-age young people. Sprmg.
EDUCATION OF YOUTH

· S Hours

taL THE MASTER TEACHER

Thi . a study of the nature, character, q?alificattiodns, ~~~
s IS
f I r . s teacher Jesus IS accep e as
tf'chnique of the success u re IgiO~ . effo~t is made to understand
atandard, the M!ister Teacher,. anme~~od of teaching, and the p~wer
the nat.ure of hiS a~p~oach, l~hese principles to present day sitUa·
tl~n~~ c~l~~a~~s ~ith ~hif6sophy 201. Given 1951·52.) Fall.

Stl!S. THE PREACHER,

ms WORK AND PROBLEMS

3

Ho~

888. COMPARATIVE RELIGIONS

A study of the man, his place and work, and the problems which
he confronts. Fall.

This course includes a study of the origin, teaching and !ru1ts
of the chief worl~ religions <Confucianism, Buddhism, Taoism, etc.>
in comparison With each other and With the Christian religion.
(Alternates with 326. Given 1950-51. Same as Phil. 336.) Winter.

!66. EDUCATIONAL WORK OF THE CHURCH

842, 843. CHRISTIAN EVIDENCE
8 Hours
the entl_re field of Christian evidence with special
credentials of Christ as constituting the heart of
Chnstlan evidence. (Same as Phil. 342-3.) Winter, Spring.

~urvey of
em~hasJS on. the
A
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3

H~urs

Study of the church as. 3.!1 ed~cational agency, w~~-g auns,
materials, organization, admlJUStration, and methods.
357. LOCAL CHURCH AND ITS PROBLEMS

3 Hours

. t·
the local spiritual
church, problems
Study of the
and orga?LZa
wn of "bTties
develop·
of leadership
or wo~k
g~.udance•. social responsi I I
,
ment, and cooperation. Sprmg.
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365. THE WORSHIP OF THE CHURCH

93

IS

1 2·3 HoUH

f IIRISTIAN DOCTRINE

Dealing with the problems of congregational worship
viewpoints of both the leaders and participants. Hymnology,
the singing, planning worship, t raining for worship, psycho!·
worship, discussion of objectives and problems, practice in r
of worship. Fall.
866. MISSIONARY PREPARATION AND PRINCIPLES
A study of the work of the different missions, including n
of methods, both past and present. Health problems and livlnJ•
ditions in the foreign fields are also studied. (Given on demand 1

ystematic study of the fundamental _printhci pl~s .~!t t~~Ch~~
h with regard to the Bible, God, Christ, e Pl.l •
•

11.
3 Hours

f OliPARATIVE RELIGIONS

"tudy of the origin concepts, and in fluence of the chi~f world
·~
· ·
'B ddh'
Taoism and others m com·
·~s·w~n~~~~n~st~er a~d ~i~ the Christian religion. (Given
1) Winter.
6 Hours

:i 13. CHRISTIAN APOLOGETICS

867. PERSONAL EVANGELISM
Class meets two hours a week to study the principles of per
evangelism.
Emphasis is given to the importance of indlvl•l
evangelistic work, problems related to the work methods of d•
the work. Spring.
'

• study 'Of the bases on which the Chris.tian fa ith r:e~, w~
1 emphasis on the credentials of the ChriSt as constitutmg
e
1
r· of such evidence. Winter, Spring.

Approved Relat ed Courses

451. SEMINAR

In this_ course each student presents a paper on a topic ot h
own selectiOn, thereby demonstrating his ability to do Blblh
research. Required of all Bible majors. (Begins in t he Fall and
completed in the Spring quarter.) Fall

For t h e general student w ho is not m aj?ring in Bible and
lstian edu cation a list of approved co~rses m other departm~~~
· re designated which they may carry ITIStead of the courses . .
, e Bible department. These at present consist of the followmg.
1
15 Hours

Greek 201·2·3. INT ERMEDIATE GREEK

Philosophy

History 205·6-7. JEWISH IDSTORY AND
CULTURE
History 311. THE RISE OF CHRISTIANITY

5 Hours

• A_ study of th~ eleme~tary principles of logic, the formal
pnncipl~s of d~duction and mduction. A course designed to acqua int
th~ beg~nn~r with the g~neral ~ature 'Of all thinking and the philoso
p~c prmciples und~rlymg ancient and modern values, including a

History 312. THE REFORMATION P ERIOD

3 Hours

History 313. CHRISTIANITY IN THE
MODERN WORLD

3 Hours

bnef study of the VIe'_Vs of nat ure, man, personal conduct, and moral
values, as reflected m the thinking of Plato Aristotle Socrates
Kant, a1_1d other philosop~ers, in the light of the teaching of Jesui
the ChriSt. (Alternates With Bible 351. Given 1950·51.) Fall.

Humanities 315-6-7. HEBREW LITERATURE

201. INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY

5 Houn

~ sy~tematic study of the basic principles of Christian thought
and IdealiSm. An understanding is sought of the original Christian
con~epts and their application to present day problems. Fall Winter
Sprmg.
'
'

Harding University

9 Hours

Philosoph y 301-2-3. CHRISTIAN PIDLOSOPHY

5 Hours
1 2-3 Hours

Philosophy 305. CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE
P hilosophy 336. COMP AR ATIVE RELIGIONS

ADVANCED COURSES
SOl, 302, 803. CHRISTIAN PHILOSOPHY

3 Hours

3 Hours

P hilosophy 343-4. CHRI STIAN A P OLOGETICS

6 Hours

Speech 107. SP EECH-MAKING: T HE SERMON

1 2-3 H ours

Speech 251-2-3. THE PUBLIC ADDRESS

9 Hours

Speech 341-2-3. ADVANCED ORAL
INTERPRETAT ION

9 Hours

Office of the Provost
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DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENC
Professor }. W. Sears, Assistant Professor Stevens.

th Thelassdepartment of biological sciences meets the ,1
. ree .c
es. of students--those who want a know'
biOlogical sci~nces as a necessary part of a well ·
gene~ education, those who plan to teach, and those
predep_acalrmg for such professions as medicine dentistry nu
m I
technology, and others.
'
'
t' ~e laboratories in biology are well equipped for jn
IOn In all the courses offered, and the library conta1n
{f~~ard reference works and periodicals of interest 111
101. 102, 108. GENERAL BIOLOGY

1.2
all P~~ur~e isdrequired of all students majoring in biolog\
an1m
ca an pre-dental students. Emphasis is lac.... t

actlvi~e:~~ :~~P~~P~~1he a~~. ~~~fli~~fj0~h~ pr?~rU

~::!t., reproduction, ~evelopment; heredity; plant' an~tr=al

crsease,

animalan~~d~e~ tf
and a survey of the plant
week. Fall, Winter, lSJ ring~ ures and two hours of laboratory
108. NATURE STUDY

SB
in etlementary fields. Either tit
·
e emen ary teachers Two 1 t
two h ours
laboratory per week. (Offered 1951-52.) Sp.ring. ec ur
or
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ADVANCED COURSES

E."(ERAL BACTERIOLOGY

IS Hours

An Introductory course in bacteriology dealing wfth the morph?'l·
•nd physiology of the most important groups of bactena.
ulsltles: Biology 101-2-3, or Chemistry 101-2. Three lectures,
rs of laboratory per week. FalL
IS Hours

A tudy of the structure, functions, relationship and physiological

of the various parts of the .human body. Prerequisites:
'I 101-2-3, or Chemistry 101-2. 'I1hree lectures and four hours
1tory per week. Winter.

IS Hours
for the general student and !or majors in education,
and social science. Facts of human inheritance, variation,
and the effect of eugenic measures will be discussed.
-.---·--w: Junior standing or consent of the instructor. Spring.

J~signed

IS Hours
This course is designed to complement Biology 101-2-3 and 251-2
~rlving the student an intensive study o! the invertebrate phyla.
.&., ....,,.,,..., will be given to the classification and relationships of the
and their position in relation to the chordates. The
tomy and life histories of typical invertebrates will be studied.
rticular attention will be given to the parasites o! man. Prerequir: Biology 101-2-3. Three hours lecture and !our hours laboratory
rh week. ('A lternates with 321. Given 1950-51.) FalL

112. ADVANCED BACTERIOLOGY

5 Hours

'l1his course is designed to follow 271. 'Specific emphasis will be
atven to the study of bacteria in relation to disease, public health,
unltation, immunology, and serology. Pathogenic bacteria will be
•xamined and animals will be used for experiments in the laboratory.
Prerequisities: Biology 271. Three hours lecture and four hours
laboratory each week. (Alternates with 322. Given 1950-51.) Winter.

261. 252. COMPARATIVE VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY

vert~~te:ivJo ~<1 comparative

study _and dissection of surh
ites: Biology 101J3 Th~:t~~~· turUl p1geon, and cat. PrereqUI
week. Fall, Winter. .
c ures, our hours laboratory P•
263. VERTEBRATE EMBRYOLOGY

IS Houn

A course dealing with th fund
development, the cell and
e . . . amental fa~ts and .Processes nt
cleavage. Emphasis will bell diVISion, matu~ation, !e~tilization, and
sites: Biology 101-2-3 Thre plfced on the chick and Plg. Prerequ,
week. Spring.
.
ee ectures, four hours laboratory per

Harding University

SIS. ENTOMOLOGY

5 Hours

This course offers an introduction to the insect life of this region.

It Includes a study of structure, classification, life history, and habits
of insects and their economic importance. Prerequisites: Biology 101·
2-3. Three hours lecture, four hours laboratory per week. (Offered in

1950-51.} Spring.

SZL ANATOMY OF THE IDGBER VASCULAR PLANTS
5 Hours
Designed to give the student an understanding of the general
anatomy of the higher plants. The subject is prese::1ted from the
standpoint of the microscopic identification of plant tissues and
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9

cells. .The struct ure of leav
the microscopic point of viewes, r~ots, flowers and 1
counts in trees and th
ff receives the greatest attott
conditions on morpholo:y ew1ilt bof the. physiological and
~he material USed will be obtain de f studied. In as far as
Ie~ce will be given in the
e .rom the locality and
microscopic mounts p prep!ll:ation of temporary and
le~ture, four hours ·Iabo~~~eqwsite: Biology 101·2·3. Thl1
Given 1951·52. ) Fall.
ory each week. (Alternates w

in the business world, those who plan to
business courses in high schools or business colleges,
ho"~c who wish a general knowledge of business procetor personal use.

Accounting

322. MYCOLOGY

, 207. PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING

. Designed to give the t d
their relatives. Emphasis ~~ e~t a~ understanding of the 111
g:reat . ecox:xomic importance The gitven to those fungi whlc I
lite hiStorxes of th
. ·
e s ructure, taxonom
1
wfth be studied. T~e vs~~~~~t g~'mpg of .fungi, includin~ ~'
~
the common fungi of this
i e given an opportunity
o examination of fun i Will reg o~. Culture methods and
¥>~Y so that some profTciency ~a~t~died .and practiced in tht·
Bio~o~~e ~i ~u!'gi in the field of antibfo~~~ bytrthe student 1
(Alt
·~. Three lectures f
h
lS s essed.
ernates With 312. Given 195i.52~)u~in~~~~ laboratory ea::h

1

ADVANCED COURSES
162. INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING

328, FIELD BIOLOGY AND ECOLOGY
A s'tudy in identif' ti
animal and Plant gro~~!
a.r:td cl~itication of the
t!te relations of the ,r a . this region. Also includes a
tlons ~nder which J• ti~esn~ to tJ:tei physical and biological
or semor standing Thre~ 1 reqws tes: Biology 101-2-3 and
week. (Offered 195i-52.) Spriii.ures and four hours laborato/ y

I

. A course designed to teach th
slides and to interpret hist 1 . e students to prepare
upon a few · 1
ogical prepara'tio
E

3

°

~~~~~~~~t<g~]~~J! i~~~}~e~~c~i~?ou;/rgl~~f~~~~~~
DEPARTMENT OF
BUSINESS ADMJNISTRA TION AND ECONOMIC
Prcfessors E. R . Stapleton and L eonard A
.
]. L. R hodes, Assistant p I , swsoczatc Professor
ro essor aters.

The work of this de a tm
classes. of st udents: th~s r ent m~ets the n_eeds of thr.
that Will qualify them for s:C;:~ ·dfsire a b~smess trainr nr
ria ' accounting, or admina
Harding University

6 Hours

course designed to train the student to analyze problems and
the accounting principles involving balance sheet and profit
statement accounts. Required of all majors in business ad·
ration. Four lectures each week. Prerequisite: Bus. Ad. 207.
Winter.
·

gp

flO. ANIMAL MICROLOGY

9 Hours

n Introduction to the study of accounting, intended for the
1 student of business as w ell ·a s for beginning students in
ring. The course treats the principles of accounting as ap·
the single proprietorship, partnership, and corporation. Two
hours and four laboratory hours each week. Required of all
In business administration. Prerequisite or co·requisite: .Bus.
and sophomore standing. Fall, Winter_. Spring.

6 Hours
Designed to train the student to analyze problems and apply the
principles involved in different types of business. A series
problems is used to illustrate the form and content of
ncrships, venture accounts, insurance, statement of affairs,
lver's accounts, realization and liquidation, statement of realiza·
liquidation and operation, home office and branch accounting,
lidated balance sheets, estates and trusts, and other selected
lea. Prerequisite: Bus. Ad. 251·2. Winter and Spring.
5 Hours

An introduction to the study of cost accounting. The first half
f lhe course covers methods of finding the cost of specific orders or

Ia.

The second half covers the fundamentals of process costs,
unting for by-products and joint products, estimate costs,
•••ndard costs, and cost problems of department stores. Five leC'ture
ours each week. Prequisite: Bus. Ad. 207. Fall

M6. FEDERAL INCOI\IE TAXES

5 Hours
A general course in federal income taxes. Particular emphasis
&. laid on the current law and the preparation of income tax returns

Office of the Provost
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for individuals parn. h"
the topics covered are:e~~.:r;·. co~p~ralions! and f•du
earned income sales and ex SlS 0
ansa~t1ons, con tt
tories, depreciation installm~~fgels, ~Pltal gains llld
distributions. Prerequisite: Bus As; ~s07, mwv~ntory conv
.
. mter.

ADVANCED COURSES
10 Hours

r

rlnciples of the law of contracts, principal and agent,
n• t>mployee, negotiable instruments, principal and surety,
Insured, bailor and bailee, carriers and shippers or pas•ulor and vendee, partnership relations, corporation and
deeds of conveyance, mortgagor and mortand
torts, business crimes, bankruptcy, and
Much time is devoted to the study of actual court
, Spring.

30'7. AUDITING PRINCIPLES

This course covers both th
being supplemented with pro~fry and practice ot audlll
papers such as ar
li
ems, questions and SJ>I'(l
subject matter co:e:t't. cable .tC? balance sheet audll
tion with cash and cash j a~iting .Procedure involvl"•l
deferred charges, capital un ·~e~etvabl~s. inventorJc~.
act~ai and contingent, acc~~ts • ~ta':l8'Ib1e assets, Jl
au<f!t, and preparation of audit s owmg net ~orth,
Sprmg.
reports. Prereqwsite: Jl

5 Hours

··tical course for the general business student, prospective
future business executive, dealing with methods and
of office management. Throughout the course emphasis
to the place, duties, and functions of the office manager.

General Business
lOS.

MATJIEJ.)IATICS OF BUSINESs

.

The theory of compound .
~rest ra~es, theory of probabru~erest, a~nuities, sinklrut
e elements of statistics CS
Y, mortality tables sorn
· arne as Math. 108.) Fall.

103. STENOGRAPHY

12 Hours

....."'"'"'" 101 and 102 cover the fundamental principles of Gregg

llL GENERAL BUSINEss

de~ in~duc~on to the study of b ·

Secretarial Science

· .

8

J:~ co~tr~~ f~~!~~~~.n;.t:g~:~~·f• b~~::s
~~::~fi:tfo~~ I
productiOn, personnel

ot ban. transportation, governme

. ~me~, and public Utiliti
n regulation of busine , t
ness 'lnStltutions the.
E;S. Presents an overall P. t ss.
commended for iresh;e~~1u~~~tan.peration, and ~~au:r.fc,' 1

nd (Simplified). Speed and accuracy are .s tressed through
dictation and transcription. Course 103 meets five hours a
ror class dictation and three hours each week for laboratory
In actual transcription and secretarial office practice. A speed
words a minute is required for credit for tlhe third term.
Winter, Spring.
9 Hours

W. BUSINEss ORGANizATIONS

A_ comparative stud of
.
J
pro~netorships, partne~hi types. of busmess organizati
J
hol~_g companies, the b~~· uruncorporated associatio~· n J
SOCtations. Prerequisite: Bus mAed.sslltrust•. cooperatives and
·
1. Wmter.
'
ll3. BUSINEss OBG 4

A•·curacy and speed are stressed from the beginning. Requires
technique in the typing of letters, telegrams, manuscripts
copying rough drafts, tables of content, bibliographies,
programs, tabulations, legal work, and various other busi·
Students are required to attain a speed of thirty words a
for credit for the first term; forty for the second term; and
words a minute for the third term. Fall, Winter, Spring.

MYr7 ..

.....,..,~TIONS

A continuation of
S II
.
.
and federal anti trus 112• .mcludmg the combinat·10
!p;_ises, the scope ·of P~b\~~lSlat:on and regulation ~ n:,o:s~ent, t
ade Commission. Prerequ~~fte~o~~~sdome atte~tion to th~s~:~ll
·
. 112. Sprmg.

Harding University

BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS

S Hours
A course covering practical English usage, including grammar,
nc:tuation, and psychology as applied to business correspondence.
rtequisite : Comm. 101. Winter.
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117. OFFICE PRACTICE

w, arranging the interview, meeting the prospect, creating the
• otcquire, and many other topics covering excuses, aids to the
and advertising. FalL

This is a practical co
and p~actice periods desi~~~e f~~ ~~o~trations, lecture
dents m the use of such
<;urung advanced
calculators dictatin
~odern office devices as
secretarial, routine gAm;_,chy;es, duplicators, and in filing
writing is prerequiSite. s~~in~le knowledge of shorthand

5 Hours

'niP place of marketing in our economic structure; an analysis of
r i'Sent marketing structures by functions, institutions, and
Prerequisite: Economics 201. Winter.

Economics
201. PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS

5 Hours
This course deals with graphic presentations, frequency distribu·
averages, measures of skewness and variation, index numbers,
of time series, linear and non·linear correlation. Prerequisite:
Ad. 108. (Alternates with Eco. 351. Given 1950.51.) Fall.

The basic principle f
.
far as P~ssible to thes so e ~<?nOinJcs are emphasized and
of all maJors in business i:J;;!frusl~ tprot_blems. A basic course
....
ra 1on. FaiL
217. ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY

A course dealin with
s
their influence upongbusine~ea~o~cruustr
·c ressour~ of the natlun
Y. pnng.

5 Hours

Principles governing the proper investment of personal and
tutional funds. Prerequisite: Bus. Ad 205, and Economics 201.

ADVANCED COURSES

256. CURRENT ECONOMIC PROBLEMs
A careful stud f
lS D
The effects of w Y o the Problems most vital at th
ment, distrJ·but· ar and. reconstruction on product·
e present II
.
1on of mcom
1on, wages em
tP·ikes and labor difficulties ean~otbe~. dfmestic and foreign tl~
ons, and the relations of governm:~~ :nf~cbts ~pon eco!lomic cu
usmess. W1nter
25'7. AMERICAN ECONOMIC HISTORY
.
e A s.urvey of the political an
.
5 B
0
0
Afromerke
changmg national
, e ra~ld growth of industri
ntkt
ment {Alternates ~~g ~ern353atioGnfll position of the f~~ and Uw
.
. 1Ven 1951·52.) Spring.
gov('r
313. CONSUME£ ECONOMICS
Application of t'h
. .
'3 Hou,.
household
h
e prmclples of economi t th

~~;~, ~~;::~~~n ~1h par!i;~anr ~·~ie~Jo~ P~en~;

~~~!~e~~~~~ha~1n~x~~~~~~~ ~~~dt;ogi ~~hi~g, ~J'~~~:e~ o;t~~r

nates with H ~s~3f sGervices available. Sam~~s ~d Eklllds313of goOtt
· ·
· 1Ven 195().51. ) Spring.
· c.
. {Alttr
321. SALEs MANAGEMENT

Designed to cover selli
5 Hour.
cycle. Development of th ng practices in most Phases of th
.
tion, personality and po~t s;p~.g fur~on, marketing and ~~""'
Iew, aymg the groundwork for ~~

Harding University

CORPORATION FINANCE
5 Hours
Study of the different types of securities by which capital is
vlded for business corporations; the valuation, promotion, capi·
llzation, financing, consolidation and recognition of such corpora·
toM. Spring.
161. MONEY AND BANKING

5 Hours
Money, coinage, paper, currency, bi·metalism, gold and silver
production, monetary standards and price levels, domestic and foreign
exchange. History and principles of banking, with special attention to
the Federal Reserve System. (Alternates with Eco. 341. Given 1951·
12.) FalL

168. INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

5 Hours

A critical analysis of labor problems of various industrial enterprises, with particular emphasis on employer-employee relationships.
Specific topics such as the following will be treated: growth of
organized labor in the United States; types of labor organizations;
collective bargaining; labor legislation; selection and training of
workers ; techniques of reducirig labor t urnover; incentives; grievan·
ces; company programs. (Alternates with Eco. 257. Given 195().51.)
Spring.

SM.

BUS~ CYCLES
5 Hours
A study of the recurring fluctuations in the national income,
dealing with important causes of depression and prosperity. and a
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natincal rev~ew ot Various Plans an
5L) :laffte ill e!!ects ot cycles. ('Alternaattetesmpts at controlll
•
With Eco. J63.

103
I cachers,

36L HISTORY OF ECONOMic ,..__

A~oR~

A

economlsurvey of. economic thou h
.
~Ysis c o?'ib!;' d~~Pressed by -&~,!e~~ With
~to the evolution f. llle of. mercan~ th
, ~u•mu.0

~~~~ththose
ot. ~:~ =~cMarstheori:S. Some
o ers. Fall.
'
,
hall, Mill,
•
362. COMPARATIVE

Education

ECONOMIC SYSTEMs

·r
1
r;t~~~vg1 syste~ r~i'c~~~~~o~· ~merica~ capJtaii~ITJ
A detailed and c

alt
expenences of. v ·
•
CJSm, socialism A
ernative systems A 1
arious nations Which h . n
·
ecture course. Winter.
ave An., ......
868. WORLD AFFAJBs
A detailed and
'ti
a
ideologies· inte
en cal analysis of to i
"cold war:" Sprz;::agtiona} relations; the Uru~FN gtiovernmcnra
·
a ons; the
365. RECENT

ECONO~UC THEORIES

~tures, discussions

principals, student counselors, vocational
social workers, employment service administralntsters, personnel directors in business and industry.
r rses constitute a sane and practical introduction to
ld of guidance and given an excellent foundation fo:r:
ho wish to go on for specialized graduate training.
I ors,

·"

exa1n.lllation of
' and readings on "
P<>sed legislationcurrent e<:onomic theories
current economJ,

355. Given 1951·52an)Fd~~~eir PDssible influen~sno(mAlict movemenr
•
au.
•
ernates wJrh

DE'PARTMENT OF
EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOGY
Professor Summitt, Assistant Professors
Lee, Edward Sewell dZehlma Bell, Cathcart.
an ot ers.

Courses in th d
are pl
d
e epartment of ed
·
standi~g~f ptos mheelt the needs of th~ecawbhon0 and psycho!(
th ·
yc 0 ogy and th
·
want an u d
nit~l~ ~eneral education, and f~/th~t~~hprocess as a p~ t
sonnel or a profession such a.s teacshe. w o are planning d· I
management Th
Ing, counselin
courses of vital inte~est o:~dwv~lu~reach will find m~y ~~ r~
. The courses in
·
·
Wish to prepare for s~~~a~he are dfesigned for those ''
ase o personnel work. Tht•

s Hours

TRODUCTION TO TEACHING

11rly of the principles underlying the effective school of today.

directed observation. Should precede other education courses

r •ctlce teaching. Fall.

9 Hours
'niP fall quarter is a practical course in the teaching of reading
elementary schools. Comparison of methods of. yesterday and
Lesson planning, units of study, assignments and motivation,
directed observation in the training school. as an essential part
course. The winter and spring include the newer methods of
social studies, arithmetic, science, and nature study in the
schools. Designed to acquaint prospective teachers with
concepts of teaching. Problem assignments, oral and written
t • discussions of materials read. Copious library readings. Fall,
r, Spring.

ADVANCED COURSES
IS Hours
DmECTED TEACHING OR OBSERVATION
A beginning course in directed observation of instruction and
tlclpation, on either the elementary or the junior high school
1. Prerequisite: Ed 104, and the necessary courses in methods.
quarter.
IS Hou'rs
J. PRINCIPLES OF SECONDARY EDUCATION
A study of fundamental principles underlying .secondary educa·
n Special attention is given to the adolescent period. It includes the
o ram of studies, methods of organization and administration, and
relationship of secondary education to both elementary and higher
tiducation. Fall.

THE TEACHER AND SECONDARY SCHOOL
ADMINISTRATION

S Hours

The problems of secondary school administration from the point

or view of the classroom teacher. Winter.

Harding University
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S Boun
urse in the methods and materials for the teaching of h~tory
toclal sciences in high s chools. Required of those planiUDg to
-.ocial sciences. Fall.
S B oun

303. TECHNIQUE
SCBOOI.S OF TEACHING IN SECONDARY

. Asohools.
study of
generalobse
methods· 0 f teac:hing
.
high
Includes
In the j unior
be taken prior to or at the ~r::~n~e high
.school class
as directed
teachlna

NUrse

812. CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

designed to help those who are planning

teach

,,., formal dramatics, public s peaking, story telling, voice

A studyofofthese
the ~~c~p\es
· ·
application
of curriculum making and a
and high school courses ~~Ps~dt;>. ttk~~ of revising our r

rtc. Fall.

S Boun
,-r.ACHING MATHEMATICS
.neral and special metlhods of teaching mathematics in secon·
ll(·hools. Open to experienced teachers and to juniors and seniors.

817. TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS
~tudy of the construction
tlonsA with
major emphasis on tests
an~
of achievement
m use
the secondary
field

nmECTED TEACHING-ELEMENTARY
R•~mmended onlY for seniors s pecializing in

9 Boun

'41.

MS. ADULT EDUCATION

A .course in the methods
d
=
ti?n designed to meet tha: n~ten of parental and
ci It necessary to educate and dir o
ose whose
an other adults Especiall
ect the thinking of
~d others lnte~ted in
to home demonstration
Wlth H. Ec. 313. Given 1951·52.) Sp%g~me as H.Ec. 343. (All

the field of elery education. Juniors admitted by special permiSSion. AnY
9 noun

sockt:ftted

40L TEACHING

to

It deals with the tecbniques of teaching, including cr eative

co--.-.....
~......u. SUB.IECI'S

A course designed tor senior s completing the requirements tor
in secondarY schools. Juniors maY be admitted by s pecial

IHrntSSIO:n. Any quarter.

·
subjects Aincourse
secon covenng
methods and materialS for

Guidance

commerce, and is dary schools. It precedes practice
('(\,,., ........
work in high schooh:~ of those who plan to teach commco

ADVANCED COURSES
402. TEACHING ENGLISH
An examinatl
school En ·
on of the aims methods and

S lin

~ehlng
.'i,~~",'l0'l1eg=ni, ~dose4Cu1tie•
?o~~ '!f.;,\
·
P anning to teach Engi!A
fOS. TEACHING HOME ECONOMICS
curri'- study of the development of th h
S BoliN
. . cula, the planning of cou
e orne economics movement
f~tes: Psy. 207 or 303 (Alte~e:n~i~~~· 33inl.tea~hing.
Prerr1
Given 1951·52
~

TEACHING SCIENCE

A practical
.
school sciences ~r~ m the alms and methods f
uired of those planning to teacg
schools. Fall. ·

Harding University

5 Boun
I. PRINCIPLES OF GQIDANCE

An introduction to the principles and techniques of guidance and
hdr application. A course designed tor teachers, school administra·

tors. counselors, coordinators of guidance, ministers, and others
Who are interested in personnel services. Prerequisite: Psy. 201 Ol'
. Fall.

5 Hours
16t. VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE
This is a continuation of 351 with emphasis upon occupational
Information, individual analysis and vocational guidance. Winter.

5 Boun
S Boun

~:~ ~:r.:

S6S. TECHNIQUES OF COUNSELING
An intensive st udy of counseling techniques, including observa·
·ion of counseling interviews, tests and their interpretation and use,
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~kst_;;.~~d other t~c~ques of use in e.chools

S Hours

Guid.' 351. SprinV' and m informed personnel guJdan

Psychology
201• GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
An Introductory survey f th · ·
reference to such topics as aio
e dsclence of behavior
teristics of behavior Individ~ aJU.r methods of psycho '
measurement, motiv.;tion emotions erences of abllJty
ting, and problem solving,' Fall, Winiei.earnJng, rememb4 rl

plication of the principles of scientific psychology to the
r adjustment to life. Survey of the whole field of mental
A view of using the contributions of scientific psychology
n• ral business of living. A study of human behavior dishypotheses concerning their etiology and treatment, with
pha.sis on·prevention. <Credit will not be allowed U student
P ·y. 312 for credit.> Spring.
5 Hours

ten hours in psychology including Psychology 201.
of the methods, findings, and theories of learning and
ng with emphasis upon the nature of the learning process
\' riables affecting learning. (Offered 1951·52) Spring.

205. FIELDS OF PSYCHOLOGY

A continuation of the st d
f
With SI>ee'!al reference to suchufi~l~ general introductory
:mparative, genetic, clinical social as
onal psychology. Prerequisite: Psy.' 20alo.JrtF(>rall.mCii.l.

5 Hours

llrrt course in the field of abnormal psychology with emphasis
1 r ms of abnormal behavior, etiology, development course,
tlons, and final manifestations. Prerequisites: Psy. 201 and
Alt~"rna.tes willl 305. Offered 1951-52.) Winter.

207. EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

A study of the basic fa ts d
·
development and growth 0 f c ~ pr~clples of human Df•na ......
Ing process· and th
. m_an s eqtnpment for
the laws ot'learnm; ~~-i>~cation of both principles of
<Aitel'ru4tes With 303. ofie~Pm~~sms s;Aog~e .clw-room

ADVANCED COURSES

803. CHILD AND ADOLESCENT PSYCHOLOGY
A study of the de 1
youth of the norma} v~~m~nt of behaVior in infancy ""''""''.....
inlluence various kindS mcludlng a survey of the'
of the principles of child d of behavior. Practical
ot the classroom teacher ~es~nt psychology to the
cence and training t · t ·
a on ot the literature 0
quisite: Psy. 201 (Al~e~a~~r:Jut~~~~~ behaVior proble~
. .u.ered 195()..51.) Spnn
805. THE PSYCHOLOGY OF PERSONALITY
6 U
Methods and results f th
.
Attention Is given to the b~ic e scientific study of I>eraona
measurement, the developmen~f~yt of personality traits and t
tegration. Theories of organizati
uences, and the problelll$ I
are critically evaluated. Prerequ·o1, .typpes, and methods ot anAl
Offered 195()..51.) Winter.
151 e. sy. 201. (Alternates WJlh

Harding University

5 Ho11r11
tPJ~llc:atlion

~·~-s--·~~·

of tlhe principles of scientific psychology to the
situation. A survey of the literature In the
Psy. 201. (Alternates with 322. Offered 195()..51.)

5 Hours
BASIC PS:YCHOLOGICAL PROCESSES
An examination and evaluation of the experimental evidence
lng the principal psychological processes. Prerequisites: Psy.
and 205. (Alternates with 321. Offered 1951-52.) Spring.

DEPARTMENT OF
ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
AND HUMANITIES
ro{essor L . C . Sears, A ssociate Professor R uby Stapleton, Assistant
Professors Cox, Ellis, H esser, and Latham.

The purpose of the English department is t o assist the
udent in developing habits of logical thinking and clear,
tretive expression, and to lead him to an appreciation of
•·at writers. Literature is treated not merely as artistic
pression, but as a progressive development of human cuiOffice of the Provost
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ture th
HARD l •
the h. ought, and ideas B
.
under~fhedt achievement" olthelatmg the finest th
can
an more fully the so e Past to our O\\ II
men i~~ bmore perfectly theu~~ obur Pr~sen t
Y WhJch h
. roadened with the pa .
Th e hbrary h
SsJng of each age
American Writers :s works of au standard '
other nations It . nd translations of th
En J
~~1, historical; bibl~o:~p~~~l supplied with ec:ff?c~t

Literature
IS Hours

LDREN'S LITERATURE

•tudy of the various types and sources of children's literature.
reading is d6ne to acquaint the prospective teacher with
lth of the material, and tlhe best methods are demonstrated
traching of literature to chlldl'en. Includes story telling, plays
mes. Spring.

mo~:s~e~!r:ie~~f:r:~h the st~:3!Jo;;~i~d%~~~r~~

ADVANCED COURSES

quartThe courses in humaniti
Ame/r of the student's fresh~ proper begin in th
ed th~:nghu1~ur~, _which includes a1:ea_r with a stuli
t
SlgDJfJcant lit
encan thought
~en Is in related fields otrartry productions and the: I
ose Y with the f h
a and music Th ·
·
~t;tes. In the soph~~:.!n courses in the histor~ o~ th .
;:;.~::~e~s of thoug£te:~Jh~uff~:es~ covers the 0~ 1
~ombined withro~Jfh 1~ study of selected l~~m early Cr,
m philosophy art e ~terat~re are the rei~ra;y prod
related with th h! an . musJc. This cours . e
mores ordinari{ Jstoncai survey of civilize(' also clos€:1y
Y carry the two courses . a J01n, so that
SJmu taneously.

liZ. SURVEY OF AMERICAN LITERATURE

A comprehensive survey and study of the historical background,
dfovelopment and significance of American literature from its
to modern times. Lectures and class discussions, daily
weekly papers are required. (Alternate courses. 302
: 301 in 1951-52.) Winter.

th;

100. IMP.ROVEME
.
NT IN ENGLISH
Th1s course ·
.
AND READING
background in t~e debslg:ned. to help stu de ts
8
Many stud ts
aslc skills .
n Who h
fundarnen~l~ f fail in college b~ reading, writin;ve an irnpet r
~snd concentra~io~nfnlisl~:...or lack spc:;;~eanthdey do not, u~~~rs~~enadk.
made t
·
.
~lenJng By
compreh . . wt
•

n.,

l

Fall,

Wint~r.g~;ri~gdividual att~ntion l~:fhatory arr~~~~!~{ea1c; n
·

IOI 102
,
• COMMl.JNICATJONS
of These courses seek

e needs of

tionco:rn.unication, writi~~ develol? effectiveness .

e ·o
each student
10 llour.

~~F~s:~~~~u~~i~~fu~~m~~~~~~ie~ei~~gas
a~~ ~~~~~fn~ ~ite~
periods
m thmking, and lZati_on of .mater· ssentia] grarnrnar

students ~~o one double labo'i.~fioctivene~s in exp~i clearness anci
Spring.
have had English 12' lenod each weeknNFour class
. and Speech 101·2· F ot op~n to

. all, Wmter,

Harding University

IS Boon

Special study is made of Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley,
Keats in an effort to interpret their thought and art in its in·
ual achievement and in its relation to the spirit of the period.
•hl)rtf•r poems are read with close attention along wfth selected
longer poems and related prose. (Alternates with 311,
OfJ'ere~ 1950-51. ) Fall
2~

TENNYSON

Communications

10 Hours

Hours

An intensive st udy of Tennyson's best short poems and many
e1 his longer ones. The dramas and other poems are used for collat·
tral readings. Attention is given to him as an artist and a repre..ntative of the thought of his period. (Alternates with 305. Offered
' "1·52.) Fall.

II%. BROWNING

2 ~ Hours
An interpretative s tudy of Browning's best shorter poems, his
plays, and The Ring and The Book. Some of the plays and longer
poems are used for collateral reading. Special attention is given to
1\is thought and art. <Alternates with 305. Offered 1951·52.) Fall

IS Hours

SlS. LATER NINETEENTH CENTURY POETRY

The course deals with the poets of the later nineteenth century,
exclusive of Tennyson and Browning. (Given on demand. ) Spring.
318.

DEVELOP~IENT

OF THE ENGLISH NOVEL

5 Bow-s

At tention is g iven to t he rise and developmen t of the novel and
to t he diiferent types of fiction from the adventure stories of Defoe
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0

the_ historic novel of Scott
1~~~2 )IS 8c~ca1
as wen as hlSt~~i~e (rAlealtistic novel ol rr1
prmg.
·
ernates with
and

o

o

820. MODERN DRAMA
A study of the m .
America, Ireland, Fran~or contemporary dramatists ol
etc. Attention 1s given to ' thGennhany, Norway Russia S"•l
one-act pl
e c anges in d •
• ,.. n
wfth 318
andd
present techniques u:-amtha tic 'techn1qu •.
·
ere 1950-51.) Spring.
e drama. (AI

Cft!

to

828. ADVANCED COMPoSITION
The course is devoted t0
.
s~~gemphasis on technique ar:::g:t~ke
·
·

~~cle

II

and feature " ,
me as Journa11srn

A study of Shake
,
10
artist. Attentio ·
~peare s geruus and develo
and readings a~eISr Pal~ to the general form ol!£.~nt as a dra ru
litera:ture. Fall, Win~~Ired in background materia;:a-~~7~ ~:.~
883.CBA.UCER
.

A study of Cha
,
5R
given to chan ucer s language and literar
through this pe ·g~s and development of thY ·~ Some attenl
no , and to Chaucer's SOCial be k glish langua
ac ground. Spring
450. SEMINAR
IS

Harding University

Aa:;: ~~S::t~;~

12 Hours

A study of the most important ideas of the nature of man and
place in the world through major productions mliterature, music,
and philosophy from classical times to the present. The basis of
rourse is the study of wn"'ters representative oi certain concepts,
or creative types which have bad spec'ial influence on our
thinking. Among these are Homer, Plato, and the Greek

Cicero, Virgil, Dante, Chaucer, Shakes~re, Voltaire,
and others. Closely correlated with this course
taken
during the sophomore ye!l'C' are the
of Civilization (History 201·2-3) and Jewish History and
ure (History 205-6-7), which glve 'the historical background and
Jewish and Christian concepts essential to an understanding of
developments. Fall, Winter, Spring.

ADVANCED COURSES

831, 882. SHAKEsPEARE

An independent stud
and American literature.Y

112, 203. OUR WESTERN HERITAGE

5 Hourt
course for seniors in EngJJa"

318, 817. HEBREW LITERATURE

9 Hours

A study of the outstanding writings of the Jewish people tother with the social and spiritual conditions whicll inspired them,
an effort to appreciate the spiritual and cultural heritage which
Uley have left to the modern world. Fall, Winter, Spring.

DEPARTMENT OF
FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE
Professor Burke.

The work of the language department is designed to
aerve the needs and interests of four classes of students:
First, those who desire a knowledge of a foreign language
only for culture and mental discipline. A language is a living
foundation of the thought, feeling, and experience of a people.
The student of a foreign language should gain a wider field
of interest and a greater mental horizon, free from the persistent and brightening illusion of distinction and superioiity
experienced by every racial or national group. He should
acquire a more objective view of his own language.
Second, those who wish a foreign language for greater
proficiency in their chosen field of work. Command of a spoken
and written language makes available other nations' accumulated ideas and knowledge of art, science, and industry.
Gennan or French is required of majors for the bachelor of
science degree in the biological and physical sciences.

Office of the Provost
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Third, those who wish to teach languages. At
the · college proposes to offer only a minor in Greek
years of German.
'
Fourth, the wor.k in Greek is designed primarily !Qr
who want a knowledge of Greek for Biblical study.

n1e and family living. At the same time it provides fundabackground information and a basis for many vocationll: es of home economics. Those planning their own homes,
those intending to go into interior decoration, institutional
Miuurenrlerlt or buying, dietetics, industrial home economics or
work will find the basic preparation here.
The suggested programs of work for the different vocal objectives will be found in the section under Fields of
·ntration.

German
101, 102, 108. ELEMENTARY GERMAN

. A systef!1atic study of German grammar reduced to a
mmimum w1th t he z:eading of graded tex ts. The chief
pk.ced on reading ability. The third quarter includes an
to scientif ic German. Fall, Winter, Spring.
201, 202, 203. INTERMEDIATE GERMAN

Clothing and Textiles
IS Hours

•

A r eview of grammar is made, but special emphasis 1a
upo;!tiv ocabulary, reading and appreciation of more difficult
~:ring~e prose, drama, and lyrics of German literat ure. Fall,

The selection of materials, simple designing, and garment con·
with emphasis on the selection of the wardrobe and suit·
to individuals. Construction of garments from cotton and
materials. Prerequisite, or parallel: Art 117. Fall

5 Hours

TEXTILES

A. study of consumer problems in the choice, care, and cost of
lc>us fabrics. Facts of production, and marketing processes to
'!lkill in recognition of fabrics and in evaluating materials new
old. Spring.

Greek
101, 102, 108. ELEMENTARY GREEK

15

A s tudy of the grammar and syntax of New '}·estament

c.

wtth mastery of forms, constructions and vocabulary The thlrd
includes reading from the Greek text of e1ther John o~ Matthew

ADVANCED COURSES

Winter, Spring.

15.
An intensive study of Greek grammar and syntax based o"
text of New Testament An acquaintance with the go~pels and A
~ Apostles is the goal in the first term. :In the second and t
rms as many as possible of the shorter epistles are r ead Gram
are consulted; translations are compared and appraised f
1
study. Fall, Winter, Spring.
or r
201, 202, 20S. INTERMEDIATE GREEK

IS Hours

The selection and use of designs and finishes suitable for tailored
1l suits or coats and linen and rayon afternoon and evening
>blems. The alterations of patterns, fitting problems, pressing, and
1Keting. Prerequisite: H. Ec. 101, and Art 117. Winter.
IS Hours

The selection and construction of clothing suitable for infants

N! small children. The development of original, simple designs

DEPARTMENT OF
HOME ECONOMICS
Professor Thelma D. Bell.

The depa~ent of home economics meets a vital nef'fl
general education for those who seek a better understandiJ\
Harding University

r• •ugh draping and flat pattern work. Prerequisite: H. Ec. 252 and
AI'\ 313. Spring.

Foods and Nutrition
IS Hours
II'!. FOOD SELECTION AND PREPARATION
A general course covering the selection, preparation and utiliza·
\lon of the more common food materials. Built around meal planning
and table service units. Winter.

Office of the Provost
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ADVANCED COURSES
2.'5L FOOD BuYING AND

S Hours

MEAL MANAGEMENT

A study of foods tr
vation, costs, markets: o~ the standpoint of Culinar
~onsumer responsibility. M~arf p~oducts, grades ~~~ I
o meal management. Prereq~i~gEand table sen I
c. 102. Fall.
83L PRINCIPLEs OF NUTRITION
Concerned with th d'
requirements of a nor~ Igestion ~nd metabolism of t
~1 :J1d GB!ol. 101-2-3 or ~h~~t l~~ ~if~~ent ages. Prere ~
·
. IVen 1950-51.) Fall. ·
· ·
ternates with li

· =-

1

1

882. CHILD NUTRITION AND
NUTRITION IN DIS• ...
Normal child nutriti
Q4SF.
p~evention of malnutrition ~nd health With emphasis o
diet to provi_de adequate ;:::u.moch~drf7n. Ada~tations
rh
caused by diet deficiencies P n m_ ~ease With emphas1
H. Ec. 322. Given 1950.51_) Wi~~~~:UlSlte: H. Ec. 251 CAlte~g

oP

888• EXPERIMENTAL COOKERy
- A study of the problem f

8 Hours

tudy of the styles of interiors and furniture from ancient to
, n times in relation to their present day uses. Spec'ial problems
krlor decoration. (Alternates with 331, Given 1951-52.) Fall.
1101\IE PLANNING AND DESIGNING

111

Home And Family
114. HOME NURsiNG

Practical course cone
3
vale~cent in the home f;;.~~ed_ wl_th the care of the sick anl1
fra~~~~ases. Desig~ed 'to meet~e~~e~~:!genctsies, and dietarJ,.
me economics. Spring.
men o! those planm'

ADVANCED COURSES
812. HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT

A study o! the 1 .
2 llt•u
equipment St
- se ection, care, operation and
chemi~l. and ~~r~c1~~c ofnacthtsenecessary
relationship o~se t~! hpo~~~.
operation of ap r
to th
.r ·'
around equipmegt ~~nces for greater efficiency T~ construction ,
Winter
ommonly found in the kit h.
e course cenr.
.
c en and home laundr

5 Hours

A study of the home from the standpoint of function, beauty,

<·conomy, including housing standards, plans, elevations, and
landscaping. A brief survey of styles of domestic architecture
application to present day planning and furnishing. Prere: H. Ec. 321 and Art 117. (Alternates with 332. Given 1951-52.)

CHILD DEVELOPMENT

~1h~~J ~:J.hjgf2~~~~:~:t:if£!~u\~/~~e~g~~::~n
t
. 1ven 195q-51.) s

Harding University

. tion of the principles of economics to the problems of the
.d, such as expenditures for food, clothing, shelter and other
•'r purchasing problems. Study of types and kinds of goods
cUld types of services available. Same as Economics 313.
tes with 343. Given 1950-51.) Spring.

5 Hours

Growth through the prenatal, infant, and preschool stages. Care
d feeding of the child. Needs for normal, physical, moral, social,
otional, and language development of the child and methods of
rf'tlng these needs. Observation and practice with ch'ildren in the
ursery school. (Alternates with 333. Given 1951-52.) Spring.

Institutional Management and Education
ADVANCED COURSES
136. INSTITUTIONAL MANAGEMENT (I)

15 Hours

Institution organization and management of food service in
o\leterias, dormitories, and lunch rooms. Also a study of the techfllque involved in large quantity food preparation and buying. Special
r.mphasis on breads, pastries, and desserts. <Not given 1950-51.) FalL
3!6. INSTITUTIONAL MANAGEMENT (D)

5 Hours

Institution buying and food marketing. A continuation of large
quantity food preparation. Emphasis on meats, vegetables, salads, and
beverages. (Not given 1950-51.) Winter.
337. INSTITUTIONAL MANAGEMENT (ill)

5 Hours

Study of equipment, and analysis of the elements in cost of
operation with consideration of methods of control and administrative machinery involved. (Not given 1950-51.) Spring.
Office of the Provost
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343. ADULT EDUCATION

A course in the methods d
.
~ation designed to meet the ~~a~e~]s
of parental n
0
lt necessary to educate
d d'
ose whose prot
adults. Specially ada te an U'ect the 'thinking of par nlA
interested in social Je·u~r~o ~e de~~nstration agent•
or 303 (Alternates with 313.. Givene 1~1-52..)~~rJ:.r;.requlm

5 Hours

paratian of copy, copyreading, headline writing, desk work,
makeup is studied. Attention is also given to news values,
1nterest, promotion techniques, and editorial problems. Special
ration is given to editorial practices of small town dailies and
(Alternates with Journalism 322. Offered 1951-52.) Winter.

i>P

5 Hours
A urvey of advertising methods and media; problems in selling

DEPARTMENT OF JOURNAliSM

psychology of advertising. Special attention is given to newsand magazine techniques, to mechanics and layout, and to
mail methods. (Alternates wfth Journalism 323. Offered 1951Sprlng.

thl'

Professor Cope.

t~os:~Tan~i~~~e~tak~f s~C:::~~~ldmot~fers ~l?ecialiut
1
{~~~~i~u!!s~/1~~:n~ll~~es for th~se ~~~~!e~~h~! 1
courses will interest those ~ho u!eanltntanot~ter voc~tJ•Ir
o wn e creat1v1 1

SHoun

Study of the background of the American press and examination
of editorial freedom, ethics of the press, propaganda,
opinion, and the place of the newspaper in a democratic society.
rnates with Journalism 301. Offered 1950-51.) Fall.

251. INTRODUCTION TO JOURNALISM

An examination of th b d .
.
into vocational o or u 1..e roa f~eld ~f Journalism, and . n
derstanding bacl/ro~n~ :J· P~~~f~~s IF t~eading newspaJ)l'rs
and rural. Prerequisirf: Comm. 101_2-3 _°Fan: press, both mt·ln••"'·••
262. RELIGIOUS JOURNALISM

3
Of special interest to · ·
.
for church and mission w mimsterial _students and those PI
and by individuals are st~~~All publi<:. relations media by
publication and preparation of CoThp efwrtthting of religi'ous artl
Y or e press are studied
253.PHOT0GRAPBY
3

The fundamentals of h t
enlarging, use of photo raP ? ography, developing and prJ
are studied by lecture agd 1~~ etquipment, and standard technl
pro~ects is completed under co~di otiory wo:k.. A series of photo ·rt
Sprmg.
ns Similar to actual preS&
ADVANCED COURSES

5 Hours
l'he prmciples of graphic presentation and printing mechanics.
I"' and type families, legibility, spacing, harmony, contrast, and
of color are studied as they affect the functional design
a•rlnted matter. (Alternates with Journalism 302. Offered 1950-51.)
nter.
TYPOGRAPHY AND GRAPIDC ARTS

SPECIAL ARTICLES AND FEATURES

5 Hours

Study, analysis, and criticism of non-fiction articles in newsJH•rs and magazines. Style and technique, manuscript preparation,
ustrations, and contacts with editors are considered. Each student
..xpected to write for publication and markets are studied. Same
English 323. (Alternates with Journalism 303. Offered 1950-51.)
J•rlng.

DEPARTMENT OF
MATHEMATICS
Profrssors Dykes and ]. E. Pr·yor, A ssistant P rofesso r Pitner.

SOL REPORTING
5U
..F undamentals of gatherin
d
.
wntmg and news values with~ an h w:Iting news_. Exercises in ' I
fForllnewspapers. (Altern~tes wifttP J~lS onl. gOOd32JOurnalistic pru.
a .
rna ISm 1. Offered 1951

Harding University

Mathematics is among the earliest fields of thought which
• 11gaged the mind of man. It is an exact science whose study
lt>velops logical and rigorous thought habits. The course of
I11Story has been greatly influenced by the development of
111athematics, as reflected in the music, architecture, philosoOffice of the Provost
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phy, and science of different civilizations. Much or th
advancement in engineering and the physical scic1
dependent upon the use of calculus and more recently d
ed mathematical concepts. Some knowledge of matl. n
essential to participation in even the most common
of twentieth century society.
The objectives of this department are to give
training in mathematics, to cultivate logical reasoulr
accuracy in calculations, to prepare high school matt
teachers, to give the basic training in mathematics nt· d
pre-professional students or students of science, and l
amatics.
broad foundation for students who are majoring in n

ADVANCED COURSES

2112, 253. CALCULUS

15 Hours
f ifferential and integral

.

stu~,;"~3n~~';:'~,~~'~fif.~}J!~o~ "::~rl~;,'~~:!~~~

io.~ns, maxi~a

A

.

mmrmll~ti~~s

integra~c;m

e~atics

and
of
.. senes,
adng, ~e~inite a~~~eg~~ti~~P integrals. fPCer~~tJSWi·nt~~~pring.
·
•
5lffc•rent1at1on,
·2·3, preferably WI'th at least a grade o

· -.......t ..

101. INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA
A course in algebra equivalent to one and one-halt units In
school algebra. ·Designed for students who either present le
one and one-half entrance units in algebra or have not had rect'r
thorough
preparation.
Does not count toward a major or a min
mathematics.
Fall.

102. SOCIALIZED ~lATliEMATICS
A course that con~~ts in the practical application of mathema1
to various life situati<"~•·s, and demonstrates techniques. in motiVJCI
and teaching of mathematics in the elementary grades. Requin'd
teachers working toward elementary certificates. Does not cou
toward a major or a minor in mathematics. Winter.

108. MATHEMATICS OF BUSINESS
3 llollf'il

The 'theory of compound interest, annuities, sinking !ur"l
interest to
rates,
theoryFall.
of probability, mortality tables, and an intr
duction
statistics.
U1. COLLEGE ALGEBRA

:s

5 Hours
I. COLLEGE
t've teachers of high school
Modern plane ~~o~e~?~~~:J~~Pf53~ (Alternates with 311 and
4 ometry. Prerequlsl)teFall a
·:. Offered 1950-51.
·

GEO~IETRY

5 Hours
bers theorems on roots

OF EQUATIONS
102. THEORY

Properti~s of J~if~~~ia~ub~~~~~\~~;nc ~ciu~~~~~r~~!~i~~n ~i
~quatJOn,
determinants. _ geo!llet21~1. (Alternates with
numen~al
equa ~·ons
I Prerequisite: Mathematics
j1~~b0~~~r~~s~J~-51.) Winter.

,f an

s Hours
heres cylinders and cones,
Points• flines, and
planes t~n
Prerequisite: Math.
transforma
10nspoafc;ooi~unates.
quadric
sur aces,
. h 301· Offered
1951-52.) FaII.
l53. (Alternat
es Wit
YTIC
31L SOLID ANAL

GEO~IETRY

.

HOUJ'j

A standard course in college algebra. Rapid reView of elementa ·
algebra, function concept, graphs, ratio, proportion, variatl<•·
progressions, mathematical induetion and the binomial theorcn
complex numbers, theory of equations, logarithtns, determinants, a.. I
Partial fractions. Prerequisite: Mathematics 101 or equivalent. Fal

U2. PLANE TRIGONOMETRY
5 Hour..
Development and use of trigonometric functions, functiona,
relations, functions involving more than one angle, identities, inverst·
functions, logarithms, solution of right and oblique triangles with
applications. Prerequisite: Mathematics 101 or equivalent. Winter.

s Hours

32L IDGHER ALGEBRA

. e ualities indetenni·

.

Number scales, mat1~matic~~m~~~cJ~~. ~~bability, c~ntin~
nate. equations, p~rmu~~ ~~~%bers. Prerequisite: Mathema cs
fractions,
(Alternatesand_
w1t hth301 ·yOffered 1951-52. ) Fall.

~th

5 Hours
. . .

Prerequlst~e.
concurrently With

TIAL EQUATIONS
343. DIFFEREN
.
with a plications.

differential equations
b ptaken
Ordin'!-ry h253instructor.
Mathematics
253 may WI
353• Offered 1950-51.)
Mathematics
(Alternates
consent
of t e

Spring.

Harding University
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352. ANALYTICAL MECHANICS

Piano

Same as Physics 352 p
. .
252. Mathematics 252 . rer equisites: Physics 201 and
302. Offered 1951-52.) "WZe~e taken concurrently. <Ait r

Preparatory Examinations

353. ADVANCED CALCULUS

~artial differentiation
. .
m~I~a. and minima, La
ap~licatiol'"!s . t o geometr.>
elliptic I?tegrals, line inte:r!~g~s m~ltipliers, indetermln I
of multiple integrals Pre
' .. reen s theorem and
253 may be taken ~on requisite: .Mathematics 253 'M
(Alternates With 343. oile%~~~l15W I)thS C<:>nsent Of the Jr
- . prmg.

r

2

DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC
A ssociate Professors Moore, Powell, R itchie, and M rs. 0

, 102, 108. FIBS'!' YEAR PIANO

The music departme t ·
.
three types of students. fhols ortamzed to meet the nc
0
ment to be attained thr~u hse w want the_ cultural dn\.,.1.....
preparing to teach music . !ndathtudy hof music; those '' h
a profession.
'
ose w o expect to mak fl
·The work of the de rt

.

pi~o, voice, violin, and pu6Jfc s~:~tl rncl~:~des l!~Usical

th

m Piano, voice, and music educatio~. music. M?,Jors are oft
_For entrance, students ch .
.
.
oosmg_ :piano as their m
apphed subject are ex t d
outlined in the prepai:fo:y ;~~ye {~~Ishsed the selection
not yet completed this r
ma 1 n .. tudents who h
here before beginning thee~~ratory requirement may do
students may receive colle
urse. 0~ th_e college level :
applied subject without pre~fo~~etit_ I~ PI.ano as their mfn
rarnmg m that subject
Each student is expect d t 0 t k
h~s m~jor applied subject b~t
\~two lessons a week
his mmor. Practice roo~s a may . e one lesson a week
practice is counted as abse re provided, and absen~e fN,
the Bachelor of Arts degre:~e frorr: ~lasses_. Students tak 111
practice two hours a da I
n !lJ?P Ie music are expected l
year must give a senior~ecU:l~ditlon, the student in his senl

Harding University

Prospective piano majors will be required to pass an
ination before the piano committee prior to registration.
who meet the requirements of the piano department
enroll in first year piano; those who lack this preparation
be required to take the Piano Preparatory Course which
dc.signed to overcome this deficiency. The pre-registration
tion will include such things as:
Maj or and minor scales, two octaves.
Sonatinas or easy souatas by Clementi, Haydn, Mozart.
Pieces of equal graa~.
6 HoW'S

Technique: major and minor scales, parallel and contrary motion.
in various forms. Studies from Czerny, Clementi, etc.
part inventions. Easier pieces of Schumann, Schubert,
.,, ...,t-..... etc. Fall, Winter, Spring.
.1, 202, 208. SECOND YEAB PIANO

6 Hours

Technique: major and minor scales in thirds, sixths, tenths, and
ertaves, parallel and contrary motion. Arpeggios on major, mlnor
triads, and dominant and diminished seventh chords. Studies: Czerny,
'ramer, 'Hanon, Clementi. Bach: :two and three part 'inventions. Beelhoven sonatas. Pieces such as Schumann's Fantasy •Pieces, Novelties;
Chopin's Etudes, and easier works of Brahms, Debussy, Liszt. Fall,
Winter, Spring.

ADVANCED COURSES
101, 302, 308. THIRD YEAR PIANO

6 HoW'S

Technique: scales and arpeggios. Studies: Clementi, Czerny. Bee·
thoven sonatas. More difficult. pieces of Chopin, Brahms, Liszt,
Debussy, Ravel, MacDowell, etc. Fall, Winter, Spring.
401, 402, 403. FOURTH YEAR PIANO

6 HoW'S

Chopin: Etudes. Bach : Transcriptions of Busoni, Tausig, Lfszt.
Sonatas: Beethoven, Schumann, Brahms or Chopin. More difficult
pieces of the classical and modern composers. Fall, Winter, Spring.

Office of the Provost
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Voice

naregational song leading. Offered each quarter if there is
demand. Meets five days a week. Fall, Will'ter, Spring.

101, 102, 103. FIRST YEAR CLASs
INSTRUCTION IN VOICE
Designed for stud ts .
ment. Fall• Winter• S prmg.
e~ mterested in singing

S Hours

105, 106, 10'7. FIRST YEAR VOICE (PRIVATE)
Production of tone b
ment. Vocalizes consistingyoiorrect breathing and proper
consonants Sin .
.
vowel practice and ex
songs in E~glisf~~lm~~tearnds ~inor scales, ar:~ig~~~C•
•
. prmg.
,
201, 202, 203. SECOND YEAR CLASS
INSTRUCTION IN VOICE
A continuation of ·v 1·
12
~he .more advanced aspec~ ~i t~~hni
· :3 w.Hh considera
prmg.
que and repertoire.
205, 206, 207. SECOND

112, 113. SIGHT SINGING, EAR TRAINING,
AND DICTATION

v.... ... r..

305, 806, 807. THIRD YEAR VOICE (PRIVATE)
Continued development .
.

117. GRADE SCHOOL MUSIC METHODS

6 Hours

Designed for non-music majors who are preparing to teach in the
trades. Winter, Spring.

Ill, 222,228, ELEMENTARY HARMONY
A study of diatonic
llon to the elements of
and ninth chotds, their
requisite: Music 111-2-3.

ADVANCED COURSES

9 Hours

<harmony leads the student from an introducharmony through a study of triads, sevenths
inversions and relations, to modulation. PreFall, Winter, Spring.

6 llu'lft

~~r~~~li~~t~~dm~~d!~~JJ~~~~~ff fi~~V::2 A~~%o~f ~~:~ ~
rman schools. Fall, Winter, Sp~~~~ rom the Italian, French, ••

405,406, 40'7. FOURTH YEAR VOICE (PRIVATE)
Acquaintance with a wide
6 HOIU'j
attention given to more diffi Jang~ of song literature with
I
schools. Fall, Winter, Spring. c t arias and art songs of the v~~~~;t

Musical Theory and History
FUND A ,.,...,.,....

y

<1L·~TALS OF MUSIC

. Designed for non-music rna ·o
.
8 :Uolll'll
rudiments of music, practice in J. r~ who ~esire a knowledge of th
Slg t readmg and practical guidanc:

Harding University

9 Hours

This course is to develop ability to write from dictation easy
. , ... ,, v ....,. and scales, then with rhythm, and later melodies in primary
It also includes practice in sight singing and oral dictation.
Winter, Spring.

"'~VOICE (PRIVATE)
Continued drill in br
.
0H
exercises in vocal techn. eathing_ ~nd tone plactn .
ar~ggios. More dillicul(iimZ:q~mng greater velo~ty~r~ca~lff
SaSI_er operatic aria Or Selecti~n/~m the Classics _With perh.:l
prmg.
rom an oratorio. FaU, \'\ 11

IOL

tor non-music majors. This course is designed to acquaint the
with the greatest works in musical literature. Elements of
with emphasis on the form and structure of the works chosen.
aim is to enable the student to understand and enjoy more fully
work of all periods and styles. (Open only to those who have not
music or art appreciation and whD do not plan to enroll in
103, 201-2-3. ) Fall, Winter, Spring.

ADVANCED COURSES
lal, 252. INSTRUMENTATION

6 Hours

Instruction in brass, wind, and percussion instruments. Prerequisite: Music 111-2-3. Fall, Will'ter.
311, Sl2, SIS. ENSEMBLE

8 Hours

Training in chorus, glee clubs, quartets, sextette, and instrumental ensemble. Instrumental ensemble is required of all students
majoring in piano. Chorus or glee club is required of all students
majoring in voice or public school music. Fall, Winter, Spring.
821, 822, S28. ADVANCED HARMONY

9 Hours

Chromatic harmony deals with chromatic chords used as embellishments and substitutes for diatonic harmony; with chromatic
Office of the Provost
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chords used as a means f eff .
of this material in the ~ud e~~ modulation; and with
Music 221-2-3. Fall, Winter, s/r~g. rm and analysis. n•"'--8~, 826, 827. KEYBOARD HAR!IONY

.

I

GIves keyboard application f ll
harmony with further ex . 0 . a problems involved 1n ,.~ .. ~-,.
figured bases and harm~r~~ m modulation, chorale pla)' I
221-2-3 and a facility in pia~~olln oWfinmelodies.. Prerequisite·
. a ,
ter, Sprmg.
This includes baton te hn ·
repertoire, arranging and ~ele~~i rehe~~al methods, interp
band, and chorus. Spring.
music or performance by

The study of musical form

•

gr~at composers. Various des· s as represented b;v longer wo
wr1tten are studied in detail Igns and patterns m which m
gtand the construction of mus~iJ:'ins~'!-dent may be able to u
e hears. Fall, Winter, Spring.
' lS repertory and in sel t
346. MUSIC EDUCATION

. A. col!rse in music methods in
maJormg m music education. Winter. elementary schools
347. MUSIC EDUCATION

3D
Methods in public school music for high school. S prmg.
.
351, 352, 853. HISTORY OF MUSIC
9 HUM
A general survey of th
from the Greek period to th~ great mov_emen~ in the art 'Of mu
tive and ancient Itlusic Fall Wp.r:estent,Swl~h an mtroduction to prtm
·
, m er, prmg.

DEPARTMENT OF
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND HEALTH
Professor Berryhill, Associate P.rofessor H H Rh d M' G
· ·
o es, :ss rad·.

Courses in the departme t f h .
designed to meet the needs of th 0 P YSical education arct
n~eding recreation for its health reelrou_pj of students: thoMr
mng to teach physical education an sochia values, those plan
or coac , and those planning
Harding University

engage in recreational supervisory work such as Y. M. C. A.,
.,...,,...."',.. camps; and Boys' and Girls' Scout programs.
Physical Education 101-2-3 are required of all students
graduation except those exempt upon written recommendaof a physician. These three courses are to be taken during
freshman year unless a schedule conflict makes it impos3 Hours

102, 103. RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES

888. CONDUCTING

885, 386, 387. FOBM AND ANALYSIS

125

The purpose of these courses is to acquaint the student with
olesome activities which may be continued throughout life for
lr recreational, social, and health values. Fall, Winter, Sp!'ing.
I, 112, 113, (liSA, 113B). INTRODUCTORY,
INTERl\IEDIATE, ADVANCED SWIMMING

3 · 5 Hours

Progressive instruction and practice from the elements of
ewlmming to the finer techniques of the various strokes. Those who
Ish to qualify for the Red Cross Life Saving certificate sh'Ould
nroll in 113A and receive 2 hours credit. Those who wish to qualify
f >r the Red Cross Instructors certificate should enroll in 113B and
l't'ceive 3 hours credit. Fall, Winter, Spring.
IOL HEALTH AND SAFETY

3 Hours

A study of the problems of health and safety with application to
lhe individual, community, and state. Procedures for health and
aA!ety instruction in the public schools. Required of all teachers. Fall.
3 Hours
Instruction in the Standard Red Cross course in First Aid. Students are given an opportunity to qualify for the Standard Red Cross
f-'lrst Aid certificate. Winter.
t08. PERSONAL HYGIENE

3 Hours

A study in the application of the findings of science and medicine
to daily living. Required of all teachers. Spring.
205. KINESIOLOGY

A study of the muscles in co-ordination with their function and
contribution to various body movements. Open only to those majoring
or minoring in physical education. Fall.
206. SURVEY IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION

5Hours

A study of the development of physical education in various
countries, along with the aims and interpretations of the leaders and
the relationship of these aims tu thP social, political, and economic
Office of the Provost
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in~Juences of the tim

.

sh~p of physical educ!to;?tte s~dent JS acquainted wJih
tation of its objectives and P~ oh elr phase:S of education
yc 0 ogy. Wmter.
22L RECREATIONAL T.,."' ....
~EBSHIP

A study of opp·o rt 'ti
.
problems in the variousu::;.e es m the field, qualificatlor
types of recreational progra:· a~d materials and methn.:U f
s. ot open to freshmen. FAll

S Hours
A study of the history of scouting, organization of the local troop,
s•roblems in promoting the varied activities that characterize the
troop. All students work with local scout leaders 'in order
practical experience in dealing with scouting problems. Not
students who have passed beyond Star Rank in scouting.

0
. . " '. . . . , , . ,

2 Hours

ADVANCED COURSES
253. METHODS IN PHY

ELEMENTS}~AL EDUCATION FOR
~y

A. s~dy in the selection
0

SCHOOLS
f

~r~an;~~gr 1~:ef.~~~ au~Y~i~t:~scar:fu~~~g~!mmg~r~' 1

lementary Schools in Ark n
e Su~gested Course ol
teachers. Spring.
ansas. Requtred of all elemen r f)'
308. METHODS IN PHYS

SECONDAR~"tcf8g[gATION FOR
Similar to Physical Ed
.
&
level. Required of all high ~~~nt~hexcept O!l the second l f
ac ers. Sprmg.
305. COACHING AND OFFI
CIATING FOOTBALL
A study of the pr· . 1
!
position; individual an:~:ra.;:,.s of th~ game; requirements lor
offense and defense; conditionin';~~~gg and techniques; syslrmt
'
care of common injurle~t
306. COACHING AND OFFI
Same procedure as in Ph~~~~? BASKETBALL
2Jt
307. COACHING
·
ucation 305. Winter.
AND OFFICIATING BASEBALL
2Jt
Same procedure as in Physical Education 305 S .
. prmg.
308. COACHING AND OFFIC
IATING TRACK AND FIE
A study of the tech .
LD 2 flout

~~!~~:~~~:~~o!~i~~~'l~d~:~r~~lW~~l~f~?; ~d ~~~~~·"
ommon InJuries. Spring.

gJVen to con

311. COACHING OF ~fiNOR SPORTS
Techniques 'in the
. .
2 Hou,..
volleyball, badminton p~~~m~tion and coaching of such sports "It
archery, etc. Fall.
'
e ennis, softball, horseshoes, wrestlln~:

Harding University

Instruction and practice in camping methods. campfire programs,
re observation, camp athletics, rainy-day activities, sanitation,
outdoor cookery, and special events are among the items
and engaged in. Fall.
ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF
PHYSICAL EDUCATION

5 Hours

A study of organizational and administrative problems of large
small schools. Considerable time is devoted to a study of problems
from efforts to co-ordinate the work of the superintendent,
..,,..r'\llc:r.,., principal, and instructor in relation to the physical edu·
program. Prerequisite: P. E. 206. Spring.

IJe, METHODS OF DmECTING INTRAMURAL

S Hours

ATHLETICS

Topics for study: individual, dual, and group competition; actlvillt>s in the gymnasium, school yard, and athletic field; studies in
..-asonal activities; promoting leadership; methods of point distribU·
lion; organizatiQil of teams; scheduling; types of honors and awards.
Winter.
132. EVALUATION Aim APPRAISAL OF PHYSICAL
EDUCATION

3 Hours

A st udy of the methods of testing and measuring the effectiveness of the teaching program in physical education. Acquaints the
student with the various program and individual measuring devices
available in the field and gives practice in the use of these devices.
Prerequisite: P. E. 206. Winter.

SS6. CORRECTIVE PHYSICAL EDUCATION: APPLIED

lS Hours

A study of methods in recognizing deviation from the nonnal
in various age groups; analysis of activities for correcting common
abnormalities; actual experience through work with restricted cases;
and agencies for dealing with extreme remedial cases. Prerequisite:
P. E. 205. Winter.
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DEPARTMENT OF
PHYSICAL SCIENCES

5 Hours
fundamentals of inorganic qualitative analysis. The Iabora·
•ork will involve the separation and identification of the more
cations and anions. Prerequisite: Chemistry 102. Two class
and nine hours of Iab6ratory per week. Spring.
r

Professor]. E Pr or A
.
. y , ssoczate Professor j . 1\

The physical sciences ar
S!atter, energy, and the lawe a study.of the mnt
me~ modern civilizatio h s governmg the <'h I
f~Phcation of the devel~pma: ~ee!l so greatly innu
e. ge of the facts princi n s m these science
SCI~nces is essen ti~l to pled and philosophy of' t I
SOCiety,
an un erstanding of twcntl
1
. ?-'he objectives of th ·
trachammg in the physical scr department are to ...J
e
ers, to give basi e~ces, to prepare high rh
students and to t . c science training to
The work in this r~~~=en~s .who ~re majoring in
an uE~~~tan1boding of funda~en~~/Pe~gn~d1 to give lh
a ratory cou
.
ncip es.
a dep?sit of $5 against r~hln chemistry and PhYSic

:h~~~~-aTh~~~~~~d. Thi~ ~~p~~~~~set ~~dr:e~·r t
the student has

prope~J:::~~~~ ~f .the deposi_t is refur~:
e m the eqUipment j

.

u

General Education
101, 102. PHYSICAL SCIEN
CE SURVEY
A cultural course d .
I
~~~aJ sciences ~nd the:/!n;!cas an i.ntroduction to th
ate the ~~· '[he ObJective of this ~u::d Importance in ou~
s~ience hasg~'!fde~etho~ of the scie:J:~o ihlp the student un•-•
aids and lab
o society, and the m
•
e great
teachers Unle~%~~? demonstrations w~~ls of the Universe
mathematics. Ei.J>e aced by other courses in ethused. Required
toward a major or / ;:;,_ur~ may . be taken
scJen.
or m chemlStry or physic~ w·oes not '"
· lnter, SprlnJ

f1i. PtYTJcal

Chemistry
101, 102. GENERAL INOR
A course . .
GANJc C~USTRy
10
the laws and tg!ou~orgamc chemistry givin
Boauw
col"l!mon eiementsri!~doft£h~mistry togethe/w~J~ne~a~ knowledgt
periods and three hour
most important co s u Y of the mort
s o laboratory per week mFpound~. Four cJ,
· all, Wmter.

1Ir

Harding University

10 Hours
"'e fundamental techniques of gravimetric and volumetric analy·
thl' theoretical aspects of quantitative analysis and chemical
will be emphasized along with techniques and precision
.,trrrnin1ation. Prerequisites: Chemistry 113 and Mathematics 151.
matics '151 may be taken concurrently. Two class periods and
hours of laboratory per week. (202 offered on demand.) FalJ,

ADVANCED COURSES
262. ORGANIC CIIDUSTRY

10 Hours

A study of the methods oi preparation and the properties of the
important organic compounds. Theory of reaction and proof of
""'"'"'"'"" are studied. Prerequisite: Chemistry 102. Three class periods
six hours of labora'tory per week. Fall, Winter.
I

352, 358. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY

15 Hours

A study of the principles of physical chemistry. States of matter,

perties of solutions, thermodynamics, equilibria, phase diagrams,
l'mical kinetics, electrical conductance, electromotive force, and
lmroduction to modern advances. Prerequisites: Chemistry 201,
f'hysics 201·2-3, Mathematics 252. l'dathematics 251·2 may be taken
c-oncurrently with consent of the instructor. Three class periods and
''" hours of laboratory per week. Fall, Winter, Spring.

From 5 to 12 hours of the following counes will be offered each
pring as the need demands.
lOS. ADVANCED INORGANIC CHEMISTRY

3 Hours

A systematic study of the elements based upon the periodic table
and special topics in inorganic chemistry. Prerequisites: Chemistry
113 and consent of instructor. Three class periods per week. Spring.
US. INORGANIC PREPARATIONS

1·3 Hours

A study of chemical principles through the preparation of inor·
ganic compounds. The compounds prepared will vary from simple
binary products to those involving coordinate complexes. Purity of
product, percentage yield, and technique will be stressed. Corequisite:
Chemistry 303 or consent of instructor. Three to nine hours of labora·
tory per week. Spring.
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structure and chemical concepts. Prerequisites: Physics 203
I Mathematics 232. Matnematics 252 may be taken concurrently.
, class periods per week.

823. BIOLOGICAL CHEltDSTRY

A study of the carboh dra
and their ro~e in digestio~ m~~bfa~, proteins, vltamlru
Y designed for stude
o .m. and nutrltJon A
peciall
or !aboratory technology ~';; pl~g to study medlcl
reqUISite: Chemistry ~1.
periods per week. Spring.

5HOGn

• ~IODERN PHYSICS

888. ADVANCED ORGANIC CHEMISTRY

further study
of re!c
th th
moreA important
named
. eory of organic chemistry a
npeee~dsof each student Pri~~~tt~t_h Chadap~tion to thr Jl
no per week. Spring.
·
emiStry 252. 1'1\11
348. ORGANIC SYNTHESES

. Atolaboratory
to a ccomEany ~hemistry 333. An Ilrn
tion
the more course
impor tant
compounds, with special
re!lc ons m the synthesis l
Corequisite: Chemistry
to P.urity, yield, and
week. Spring.
. Three t o rune hours of labora·tcn~••

~ttention

~c

Physics
201. 202, 208. GENERAL PHYSICS
A study of the fundam
15
mechanics, heat, sound ligh~ntal principles of physics CO\
understanding of basic conce , magne~m. and electrlclt9
Mathematics
of problems 1s (,
boratory per week. Fall, Winter, Spr~g~ periods and fo ur ho

~uisite:

J'i' ~ol!"'g

ADVANCED COURSES
S:S2. ANALYTICAL MECHANICS

. A s tudy of statics and d
.
.
5 HeMIN
~th an introduction to vectorynami~ of pomt masses and bod
mterpreting na1:ural phe
analysiS. The use of mathematics U
201 and _Mathematics
Prerequisites: PhyRI "
2
~~ ~~e· W
c~ss
per week. (O~r~ 19Wt.Y
) Samta.ken concur
52·be
m teperiods
r.
e as Math•

25~~!'fue~aW'essed.

The following courses will be offered as the need demands.
851. ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM

An intermediate stud of
5 Hou,.
magnetostatic, and electro~Rgne~~ep~undamenta~
electrostatic.
tions to
enomena Withofa pplica

Harding University

A study of some of the important twentieth century advances in
field of physics. Alternating currents, radiation, the electron,
·~tronics, theory of relativity, X-rays, spectroscopy, the quantum
.. -ory, and nuclear physics. Prerequisites: Physics 201·2·3 and Mathelltics 252. Mathematics 252 may be taken concurrently. Five class
.. ·riods per week.

DEPARTMENT OF
SOCIAL SCIENCES
Professor Ganus, Associate Professor L. E. Pryor,
Assistant Professors Healy and Perry Mason.

Since the modern world is so complex and man is continually in contact with his fellow-man, training in the social
sciences is an essential part of every person's education. People
:bould know something of existing social forces and their
effects on th.e general well-being of organized groups.
Courses in this department are arranged with three purposes in view: to give the understanding of the social institutions of our world that an educated person should have; to
prepare teachers in these subjects for high school and elementary work; and to give the necessary foundation for those
who expect to do advanced graduate work in this field, or to
take other advanced professional t raining of related types.

History
6 Hours
102, 108. SURVEY OF AMERICA
A survey of colonial and national movements designed to
acquaint the student with the nature and problems of our countrY
today. Required of freshmen. Winter, Spring.
6 Hours
152, 153. LATIN .AMERICA
Designed to acquaint the student wrth the historical background
and pr esent condition of our hemispheric neighbors. A survey of
the colonial and national periods. <Offered 1951-52. Alternates wi'th
366-7.) Winter, Spring.
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201, 202, 203. SURVEY OF CIVILIZATIO
A
.
N

G!1}

205, 206, 20'7. JEWISH HISTORY AND

.(4. history of the Jewish

The development of Christianity from the beginning of the
rwteenth Century to the present, with special emphasis on move.
nts in the United States. Spring.

CULTURE

~.

P<lrti_cular attention to their .~ople from the earll#st 1
relations to other nations spmtual and cultural devtlo
pr~sent civilization. As far and ra~s. an? .their contrJbuft
Wmter, Spring.
as POSSible or~gm<l:J records ur

5 Hours
lt7. EUROPE SINCE 1914
Deals with Europe in two World Wars, and the period between
"'.us, in an attempt to explain the present condition of the world as
n aftermath of W.:>rld War II. Prerequisite: Hist. 203. (Alternates
\l.,th 343. Offered 1950·51.) Spring.

801, 802. UNITED STATES HIS
TORY

..

II

.

m~nt of the United States :6e~~?liii~al, soc~al, and econom•
science major a thorou h .ac I~e to give the history . n
helopment. Pz:erequisite:gHist l~~~tance with American 11:
ead. Fall, Wm~r.

.

• or the consent of the df

868• THE RENAISSANCE

Portrays the transform ti
~~a~~e takes up the be$"~~.tgp~h~edieval
with 307.

5 Hours

EUROPEAN DIPLqlUATIC HISTORY

A study of European diplomacy, 1870 to the present, with empha·
on the permanent underlying factors. Prerequisite: Hist. 203.
Alternates with 347. Oflered 1951·52.) Spring.

ADVANCED COURSES
An intensive study of th

3 Hours

CHRISTIANITY IN THE MODERN WORLD

n attempt to interpret
of its foundations in th
our present civilization th
Required of an teacherse
wan·d tthe ca~al relatJon to
·
, m er, Sprmg.

~1,

10 Hours

352. ENGLISH IDSTORY

Traces the fundamentals of the political, religious, literary, and
t·conomic activities of the English people and the development of
Jo:nglish institutions to the present time, with emphasis on the English
ronstitution. Prerequisite: Hist. 202. Fall, Winter.
5 Hours

363. WORLD AFFAIRS

~0 ~odern

:1 fl

o~~r~~f§5f~~Jt~~~in~~erequisit!~~~m21>il 1 ~1·~~ li

80'7, REVOLUTIONARY EUROPE

A detailed and critical analysis of foreign government and ideo·
logies; international relations; the United Nations; the present "cold
war." Same as Eco. 363. Spring.
6 Hours

S66, 367. HISTORY OF THE FRONTIER

A study of the settlement of the ·w est, the laws and policies

~ study of the rev 1 ti
lS II
Contment down to 1870 Thoue Fonary and national movement
are emph · d
·
rench Rev 1 ·
s on t
1950·51.) s~~g· :Prerequisite: Hist. 203 CA~~~on atnd N~poleoruc \\.
·
·
rna es With 303. O!ft-r

relating to its development, and the effects of the frontier on national
life. Prerequisite: Hist. 102-3. (Alternates with 152·3. Offered 1950-51. l
Winter, Spring.

81L RISE OF CIIRISTIANJTy

S75. HISTORY OF THE SOUTH

. The growth of Ch isti .
3 Houra
nmg of the reform
r amty from the first ce
from early church Fmovements of the fourteenthntury to the beylr)
barbarian invasions a~r:ers. A consideration of th~ein!l!ltury. ReadlnJ:a
Pagan thought. Fall.
uence of th
812• THE REFOR!tiATION

A study of the r f
.
8 Houn
growing out of th
e orma-twn movements
.
understand the polit c'fturaJ ~enaissance. An aat~ompa!lYing ann
ot Luther CalVin
ca comphcations and t
mpt lS made to
1ntellectual, and spfJ~~~er great reformer~ :;~ate f!t~ influence
evelopment ol the period~ ~in~;l, social,

Harding University

5 Hours
Includes a brief background study of the "Old South," a con·
sideration of the problems of reconstruction, the development of the
"New South," the factors back of the present condition of the region,
and an analysis of continuing trends. Prerequisite: Hist. 102-3.
(Not oflered 1950·51.) Fall.

Geography
llL CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES

Hours
Covers the conservation of the soil, forests, wild life, minerals,
water, power, and other natural resources. Required of all high school
teachers. Fall.
8
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212. FUNDAMENTALS OF GEOGRAPHY

ADVANCED COURSES

A survey of _regional geography, including cllm I

tures, moisture, rainfalls, qualities of soH, locations ot

mountain ranges, etc., and the aspect of geograph}
divisions and human population. Winter.

tt

Histor~~J ~~%e ~~ e~~~~~!ds~owflt~!r.

217. INDUSTRIAL GEOGRAPHY

'D eals With the natural resources of the country
tions to commerce and business. It covers the buslnc
of the outstanding nations. Spring.

Political Science

3 Hours
AND THE HOME
ti
.
mate selec on,
.
. tions courtship patterns, tile student a
•.
background for his

MABBIAGE

IMJI"ou~;u

IS Hours

l~
~n apJ?liCf~~ ~ ~faJh~tSation. ~rveK2f (~~e;n~tes

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
.
. s chology to the.
0
.
rinciples of sclentific P
rature in the
1
0
with Psy.
lndiVldual m . 'te· Psy 201 same A
as sy. · ·
~~·cfJ!~!6ui~5o.im. Sprin'g.

221, 222. AMERICAN GOVERNMENl'

The basic structure and functions of the Amerlc n
and state governments, including some corr elated dl
present problems. Emphasis is placed upon the rela tions of t
and federal governments and the free enterprise system t
helped to make America a great nation. Fall.
228. EUROPEAN GOVERNMENTs

A study of some of the leading types of modern E urope
ernments, including the British gover nment, the totalitariau
•t'hat existed in Italy and Germany, t he present government ol
the dictat orship in Russia and communism under Lenin and
Spring.

ADVANCED COURSES
826,827. COMPARATIVE GOVERNMENT
10 llo
A thorough comparat ive description and analysis of the strurtu
and function of the major governments of the world. Course 326 11
With the British government and the other democra•tic governmenl
Europe; Course 327 covers the twentieth century European <llcL•I
ships and
the governments
of theSpring.
Far East. Prerequisite: a t leu 1
hours
of political
science. Winter,

Sociology
201, 202. INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY
6 Dour
A survey of our present social system, including its organizatiorl
into communities, states, and races, and the fundamental problem
which affect the social organizations, such as human relations antJ
law, Winter.
commerce,
finance, natural resources, geographical influence
etc.
Spring.

Harding University

DEPARTMENT OF SPEECH
Professor Ulrey,

A . tant Professor Skillman.
sru ·
. ad t d to the

.
who IS
wish ap
to eculbv~te
The work of the departmen.t 0 f speech
ds Of three ty-pes of students: thos~ech those who wish
nee
. everyday iali
and ed
busmess
!
or
proficiency
m
public ~.t'speakmg,
dramat' cal
to develop
a more spec
z ho desire technical and pr 1
.
w
readmg
a b'l't
I 1 y, and
· those
f
h
· · as teachers o speec ·
· 1.
trammg
. 1 des library materia s,
Equipment for t~is departm~n~ ~~~a~e with .li~ting a~d
the Campus Players worksho~!
and transcriptiOn equ_IPsound machinery; sound-recor r~~tnciation and voice quah.ty
mentfor
forradio
us~ inprograms
the stu?y
' an ~adio and public address eqmpand
ment for program and class use.

ad'

ol

tes~

LES OF SPEECH
4 Hours
101, 102. PRINCIP
d upon. diagnostic
A practical introductoryud~~~:re~~eronunci~tion! intro!~~i~

of individual difference;- ~c~istinct utterance, volce h~hooir tech·
phonetics, d~velopmen
everyday affairs. The speec articulation
SJ?eech
dU:
bad
sotsun!"1trcJed.it in Comroque lS use m
ti
Not open
tovowedl
stu en
and _fau~ty alcOclenltO~a Fo.ill Winter.
mumcations
· ·
'

a~d

1~2ti~nc~r::recting

0 PUBLIC SPEAKING
2 Hours
103. INTRODUCTION T
. .
of ublic speak'i ng with
A . traduction to the basic pnnctptlesl spepaking opportunities.
n m
. ·
ac ua
concentration
on glVl:"g
.the student
d delivery
of the short speech includ·
10
Practice
in
the
orgfitiD1~~
~Y
~~e
instructor.
Spring.
·
ing lectures and err ClS
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9 Hours
ANCED PUBLIC SPEAKING
by the students, round
th d · used· speecnes
Th aim of the
The labOJ;atorya~£ l~ct~;es by. ~e inStr~~ ma:iner of speakdiscusSions,
d tion for a direct, o
d well before
1 1 Fall, Winter,
'n
~o·nce,
and other problems acm

An introductory course applying the principles at
preparation and delivery of the sermon. Attention 1.1
cha:-acter and attitudes of the speaker, selection ot
materials, arrangemen t for clarity and interest, anll
Spring.

tb"2, ·263. ADV

1

d~otoh~~~ ~! !~uge:t tofthi?kg~~ ~~~aJtc sr;!ake~

121, 122, 128. INTRoDUCTORY ACTING

mg.

A beginning course designed to enable the .student to
ease on the stage. Special emphasis on pantomime and Ua
ization of roles from plays. Fall, Winter, Spring.

9 Hours
.
f different forms of
. the interpretatlon o
'th their actual
t An
341-2-3. G iven
ry,
. . 1 imperS'Ona Ion .
•·sentation m smwg· eter Spring.
1951-52. ) Fall,
m '
L INTERPRETATION OF POETRY

, 802, 308. ORA

aa~d~~~e~n~f~~~eo;nplays t~ndsc~A"~~~a~~~~;~

124. FUNDAMENTALs OF MAKE-uP

This is a laboratory course designed to prepare the st
sa•U sfactory work in siniple personal make-up for the
are required to observe and gain actual experience 1n the rn••-·,casts for workshop and Campus Players product:ions. Fall.

W,12~DmMnNG

137

RSES

10'1. SPEECH-MAKING: THE SERMON

4

This is an introductory course in argumentation and d
covering phrasing of propositions, definiti'On of terms, rest.lf'C
organization
of argument
and evidence, and actual expet·l 1
debate
tournaments.
Fall, Winter.

ADVANCED COURSES
.251, 252, .258. THE PUBLIC ADDRESS

An advanced course in the preparation and delivery ot the pu~
address, with special attention to the sermon. Emphasis is gJvc·fl
the purpose of the address, the preparation of the speaker, seJcr!l
of subjects, effective use of· illustra:tive materials, adaptation to U
audience, and other problems facing the public speaker. Fall, Wlr•
Spring.
911

1-6 Hours
ADVANCED ACTING
' 806, 30'7.
evening plays. Open
by
An interpretation
of one-act
an~~~bility. Fall, Winter, Sprmg.
aw-rmission
to those who
have unus

o~y

1·6 Hours
directio!l and
An advanced co~s~~e productions _are glv~n Je~;'gned to g~ve
one-act pla~s. ~~eo~ers are given publicly. ~g and directmg
the dramatic c 'tttorough preparation for org unities. Fall, Winter,
the student
!1. . m
. high schools or comm
dramatic
activlties
Spring.

IZl, 822, 328. PLAY

PRO~U:O:tual

p~~y;t~~o~!

3 Hours
381. RADIO SURVEY
. adio including voice adapthta·
la b ratory course ln r
f
grams and
e
A
and . o
a study of
. o pro cri t writing.
tlon, .radio announcmgeonstruction, continuity, and ~ubftc addre~s
techmque ?f
recording
261. Offered m
Radio
system,eqUlpmez:..~.d
and brv-c~. cas ting studio. (Alterna s
1951-52.) Fall.

th~ry

pr~gr~udes

ty~es
ap~at~'it~

.255, 256. FUNDAMENTALS OF ORAL INTERPRETATION 4 Hou,..

An introductory and fundamen tal course in the oral interpr'l:t..
tion of the printed page, including pronuncia·tion, enunciation,
phrasing, rhythm and bodily expression as means of interpretauon
Prerequisites: 101-2 or Comm. 101-2: Fall, Winter.
25'7. LITERARY ANALYSis AND INTERPRETATION

PROGRAM BUILDING . 6 Hours
.
f ·t he radio speech, including
·n the techruque o
th6fiered
public 1951-52.)
address
A
practical
course
1 ch and its delivery over
the writing
of the
system
or c;>ver
t heSI>Ej
a r . (Alternat es with 262-3.
Winter, Sprmg.

2 How-.
The fundamental principles of analysis and interpretation arc
applied
to
various
forms
of
literature.
Attention
is
given
to
characterJ
zation. Prerequisites: 255-6. Spring.

885 336. ADVANCED ARGUMENTATION·

Harding University

882, 338. RADIO SPEECH AND

4 Hours
· 1
'
. which the prmclp es of argumentation
An advanced
cohursed
are applied
to speec
an ~eba:te . Fall, Winter.

Office of the Provost
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33'7. PHONETics

ENROLLMENT SUMMARY

An advanced cour se in which the studen t is required 10
accurate transcriptions, not only of good American and r
speech, but of the dialectal and provincial speech of the c
Required of all speech majors. Spring.

139

ENROLLMENT SUMMARY

1948-1949

341,342,343. ADVANCED ORAL INTERPRETATION

College Enrollment

A course using the Bible and three books of the Apocrypha
basic material. Moulton's "Modern Reader's Bible," the 1-.n
Revised Version pr inted in modern literary form, is used a~ •• tJ
text. (Alternates with 301-2-3. Offered 1950-51.) Fall, Winter, Sr••
345, 846, 347. SPEECH REPERTOIRE
6 llo

Private work in speech arranged to meet the individual nt't·d
the student
in Winter,
voice drill,
interpretation, and preparation for pub
speaking.
F all,
Spring.

Summer 1949
Freshmen ..........................
Sophomore ························
Junior ................................
Senior ................................
Special ..............................
Post Graduat e ··················
Part-Time High School....

Men
25
33
45
55
2
1
1

Women
14
21
28
45
3
2
1

Total
39
54
73
100
5
3
2

..........................

162

114

276

Winter Session 1948-1949
Freshmen ..........................
Sophomore ........................
Junior ................................
Senior ································
Special ..............................
Saturday ··························

135
126
101
83
16
1

103
63
63
47
25
26

238
189
164
130
41
27

..........................

462

327

789

16

20

36

27
45

47
39

74
84

72

86

158

Total, all divisions, Winter ....

534

413

947

Total all divisions, Summer
~d Winter ......................

712

547

1259

Tot al

Total

Training School EnroUment
Summer 1949

High School .. ··· ·················
Wint er Session 1948-1949
High School ·····................·
Elementary School ··'·······
Total ..........................

Harding University

Office of the Provost
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STATES AND COUNTRIES REPRESENTED
WINTER SESSION
College High
School
A1~bama .......... 10
1
Anzona ............ 1
Arkansas .......... 387
46
A U:STRALIA .. 1
gahfornia ........ 25
1
C~~~DA ........ 11

c

············

2

Ff1o!ado .......... 5
Ge~~:i~ .............. 1
Iliinois ..:·::::::::::: 19
fNJ?IA .............. 1
I ndtana ............ 8

Kwa ..................

i

4

Kansas .............. 17
~n~~cky ........ 16
UISiana . .. .. ...
Massachusetts 181
M'ICh'Igan .......... .. 1
6

1
1
1
2
1
4

Mississippi
15
Missouri .......... 31
~ontana .......... 1
ebraska .......... 2
~ew Jersey ..... . 3
ew York ....... . 7
North Carolina
1
North Dakota .. 1
Oh·
10 . ........... ..... . 14
0Oklahoma
. ....... . 34
regon ............. . 2
Pennsylvania .. 7
Tennessee ....... . 45
Texas ............... . 57
Washington ... . 2
uWest Virginia· .. 6

vf:h.g1n1a
.................
..
........... .

Wisconsin ....... .

1
1
2

College High School Total
Total States ...................... 34
16
34
Total Foreign Countries.. 4

Harding University

GRADUATES
James W. Anderson
RJchard Baggett

B.A
B.A.
B.A.

Gwendolyn Batson
Robert Batson
Charles P. Bauer
Elizabeth Ann Beatty
Winnie E. Bell
Joseph G. Bergeron
James A. Bobbitt
John David Bolden

B.A
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.

Frances L . .Bornschlegel

B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.S.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.S.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.M.
B.A.
B.A.
B.S.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A
B.A
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.S.
B.A

Lee Kenneth Brady

2
1

1

Vaughnece Bragg
Marvin A. Brooker, Jr.
'Reece M. Brooks
Charles Brown
Patsy Ruth Burch
Woodrow H. Burgess
Leo Brant Campbell
Barbara CaSh
Betty Lou Chesshir
Sarah Nelda Chesshir
Johnnie Tee Clark
Paul A. Clark
W. B. Clark
Bill J. Cook
Olivia C. Crittenden
Charles B. Daugherty
Ralph T . Denham
Charline Dodd
Stephen D. Eckstein
Kenneth Elder
Glendon Farmer
John Richard Fisher
Mary Elizabeth Fisher
Richard H. Foltz
'Derien Fontenot
Norma Rhea Foresee
Htmry H, Fulbright

- 1949

Bus. Ad.
History
Bible
History
Bus. Ad.
Bus. Ad.
History
History
~US:. Ad.
History
Bus. Ad
Bible
History
English
History
History .
Journalism
Chemistry
History
English
Bus. Ad.
Bus. Ad
Biology
English
English
Math.
English
Math.
Music
History
History
Chemistry
Home Ec.
Soc. Sci
History
Bus. Ad.
English
English
History
English
Home Ec.
History

Arkansas
Texas
Mississippi
Mississippi
Arkansas
Arkansas
New York
Texas
Louisiana
Tennessee
Alabama
Colorado
North Carolina
Dlinois
Florida
Arkansas
Montana
Oklahoma
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Texas
Kentucky
Texas
Texas
Tennessee
Te.n nessee
Kentucky
Louisiana
Missouri
Michigan
Arkansas
Indiana
Kentucky
·P enna.
Texas
Arkansas
Arkansas

Office of the Provost
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Gloria Fulghum
B.S. Home Ec.
Lucian Paxson Gordon
B.A. English
Mary Beth Gordon
B.A. Bus. Ad.
Dale G. Gould
B.A. History
Eddie Maxine Grady
B.A. ·Biology
W. J. Green
B.A. Math.
Glenna Fay Grice
B.A. English
Ethel Irene Hall
B.A. English
Maurice Hammond
B.A. History
William Henry Handy
B.A. History
Wayne Hardin
B.A. English
Dale C. Hesser
B.A. English
Wm. Don Hockaday, Jr.
B.S. Biology
Donald B. Horton
B.A. Biology
Harold E. Jackson
B.A. Bus. Ad.
Kathryn Jackson
B.A. Bus . Ad.
Lois Gurga nus Jackson
B.A. Speech
Jessie Faye Jamison
B.A. English
Clennie Cloyce Johns
B.A. English
Walter Darmon King
B.A. History
Leonard Douglas LaCourse B.A. History
Elizabeth Langston
B.A. English
Marion Douglas Lawyer
B.A. History
Marjory Lee
B.A. Math.
Joseph C. Lemmons
B.A. Speech
Lester McCartney
B.A. Bus. Ad.
Ralph E . Mansell
B.A. Soc. Sci.
Halley Marsh
B.A. Soc. Sci.
Alice Marie Massey
B.A. English
Jule Legrose Miller
B.A. History
William J. Minick
B.A. English
Jesse W. Moore
B.A. Bus. Ad.
Xenophan William Morgan B.A. History
Bula Jean Moudy
B.A. Home Ec.
Billye Corinne Murphy
B.A. Bus. Ad.
Mary Ruth Noffsinger
B.A. English
Nedra Jo Olbricht
B.A. Art
Betty June Oldham
B.S. Home Ec.
Wade Ozbirn
B.A. Biology
Wilton Ray Pate
B.A. History
Lena Ruth Pearson
B.A. Bus. Ad.
Nancy Richmond Perry
B.S. Home Ec.
Billy W. Petty
B.S. Biology
Marian Allne Phillips
B.A. Music Ed.
James W. Pitts
B.S. Chemistry

Harding University

A rkan
Oklahon
Oklahon
Te.l\,
Fl0r111
Arkan
Illln01
Arkans'l
A rkan!>a
Arkans:t
Ca nad.1
Mississippi
Arkansas
Missoun
Arkansas
Florida
Canada
Arkansas
Arkansas
Kentucky
Texas
Louisiana
Texas
Texas
Arkansas
Tennessee
Missouri
Tex::ts
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Tennessee
illinois
Colorado
Texas

GRADUATES
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Eugene W. P ound

B.A.

Vivian Smith Price
Johnnie Nell Ray
George Dale Reagan

B.A.
B.S.
B.A.

Thomas A. Reed

B.A.

Charles R. Rice
Glendyne Robbins
William Dale Robertson
Vivian Shewmaker
Calvin C. Showalter
Hugh Showalter
Virgil L. Simmons
Guy W. Simms
Wynelle Watson Smith
Aubrey E. Solomon
Zola Vaughn Staggs
Lester L. Starling
Norman Starling

B.S.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.

William Clark Stevens
William Sherrill Summitt
Doyle T. Swain
Efton G. Swain
Mabel Perry Taylor
Richard N. Taylor

B.S.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.

Freeman D. Thomas
Betty Lou Ulrey
Lambert M. Wallace
Louie Kern Ward
Dorothy Fay Welsh
Rex T. Westerfield
Mrs. W. C. Whitley
Jean Smith Wilkins
Tully Wilkins
Eupha Williams
Harold Leon Wilson
William Loren Word
William Lloyd Wright
Kerry E. Wyche
E laine Wythe
LaVerne Yingling

B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.S.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.S.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.
B.A.

History
Bible
History
Home Ec.
Phys. Ed.
Bible
Bible
Pub. Sch. Mus.
Chemistry
E nglish
Bus. Ad.
E nglish
Bus. Ad.
Soc. Sci.
Bus. Ad.
History
Spanish
Soc. Scl
Soc. Scl
History
Phys. Ed.
Bible
Biology
History
Bus. Ad.
History
English
Speech
Bible
Art
Bus . Ad.
Bus. Ad.
Math.
P ub. Sch. Mus.
Math.
Soc. Sci.
E nglish·
History
Home Ec.
Bus. Ad.
Bus. Ad.
Soc. Sci.
Bus . Ad.
History
Soc. Sci.

Kentucky
Arkansas
Kentucky
Tennessee
Missouri
Penna.
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Mississippi
Indiana
Texas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Florida
Arkansas
Arkansas
Missouri
Arkansas
California
Canada
Texas
Arkansas
Michigan
Arkansas
Arkansas
Texas
Oklahoma
Arkansas
Indiana
Texas
Arkansas
Texas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Louisiana
Texas
Arkansas
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INDEX
Absences ...... ... .. .. .... ..... ... ..... ...... 38
Academic Information .......... 57
Accounting ................................ 97
Administrative Organization 46
Admission .. ....... .. ....... ...... .. ....... 59
Aims, see Purpose ....... ..... ...... .. 9
Alpha Honor Society ... ......... 35
Alpha Psi Omega .. ... .. .. .... .... ... 34
Amount of Work ............. _. ..... 41
Art ........................................ 62, 8.5
Bachelor of Arts Degree ...... .. 60
Bachelor of Science Degree .. 66
Bible and Religion .. ...... ... 62, 88
Biological Sctences .... 62, 67, 94
Board of Trustees .................. 45
Buildings ... ........ ........ ........ ......... 18
Business Ad. & Economics 62,96
calendar ................................... ... 5
Classification of Students .... ~9
Campus and Buildings .......... 18
Campus Players ................... ... 34
Chapel ........................................ 33
Chemistry .... ... ... .... ............ 68, 123
Christian Education .. .. .... ..... 91
Climate and Scenery .............. 18
College Administration ........ 43
Committees ... ...... ..... ... ............. 55
Communications ....................108
Contents, Table o.f .................... 3
Course Numbers ........... .... .... ... 85
Courses o.f Instruction .......... 83
Debating ....................................
Degrees, Requirements .for ..
Discipline ................. .................
Dormitories ...... ....... ......... ........
Drama-tics ..................... ........... ..

34
59
37
18
34

Economics ...... .... .... ... ..... .. ...... .. 100
Education and Psychology .. 102

Harding University

Elementary Training Srhoul
Employment .............. .
English ........................... .
Enrollment, late ......... ..
Enrollment Summary .
Examinations ................ ..
Faculty .............. ..................... 41
Foods and Nutrition ........... t 1
Foreign Languages .... ......... 111
General Business .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
General Information ...... .
General Science ................ 63, 6'1
Geography .............................. 13.1
German .................................... 11:1
Grades, see Reports and
Grades .................................... 40
Graduates ............. ................... 14 t
Greek ........................................ 112
Guidance .................................. 105
Gymnasium .............................. 2\l
Health ...................................... 12-l
High School, see Secondary
Training School .. .. .. ... .. ... .. .. .. 17
History .. .... .................. ...... 63, 131
History of the College .......... 17
Holidays .......... .......................... ~
Honor Points ............................ 40
Honor Society ...... ...... .. ...... .... .. 36
Homecoming Days .................. 33
Home Economics ...... 64, 68, 112
Home Economics Club .......... 35
Hours, Definitions o.f . .......... 60
Humanities ...... ........ ........ .... .... 110

INDEX
Laboratories .......... .................... 20
Languages ...... ........ .... ...... .... .. 111
Law, see Pre-law course ...... .. 76
Library ...................................... 19
Literature ................................ 109
Location .............. .... ............ ...... 18
Loan Funds .................. .... ........ 21
Major and Minor Fields ...... .. 61
Mathematics ...... .... .... 64, 70, ll'l
'Medical and Hospital Service 25
Music ........................................ 120
Music Organizations .............. 34
Music Theory and History 122
National Education Program U
Palette Club .............................. 3;5
Philosophy .............. .................. 92
Physical Education .... .... 65, 121
Physical Sciences .. .. .. .. .. .... .... 128
Physics .. .. .. .... .. .. .... .. .. ..... .. .. .. .. . 1~0
Piano ........................................ 121
Placement Service .................. 23
Poetry Club .. .................... ........ 35
Political Science ................. ... 134
Pre-Agricultural Course ........ 7.l
Pre-Architectural Coarse ...... 72
Pre-Dental Course .. ................ 73
Pre-Engineering Course ........ 74
Pre-Law Course ... .. ...... ........... 76
Pre-Medical Course ................ 75
Pre-Pharmacy Course ............ 76
Press Club ...... ...... .. .......... .......... 35

145
Programs of Study .. .... .... .. .. 70
Psychology .......... ........ .... .. 66, 106

i~;~~~ : : : :::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : · 2~
Regulations .......... ....................
Religious Meetings ...... .. .... ... .
Reports and Grades .......... .... .
Residence Halls .. ......... ...... .... ...
Room Reservations ................

37
33

40
18
29

Scholarships .. .... .... .. .. ....... .. .. ... 21
Scholarship Levels ...... .... .... .... 40
Secondary Training School .. 17
Secretarial Science .. .... .. .. 78, 99
Social Clubs ........... ................... 36
Social Sciences .. .... .. 63, 67, 131
Social Work .............................. 78
Sociology .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. ...... .. 134
Special Students ...................... 60
Speech ...................................... 135
Sports ........................................ 36
Student Activities ....... ........... 33
Student Aids ...... ....... .... .. .... .. ... 21
Student Center ......... ............... 20
Student Life ............... ........ ....... 31
Student Publications .............. 35
Swimming Pool ...... .............. .... 20
Teachers Certificates ..............
Thanksgiving Lectures ...... .. ..
Training School .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Trustees, Board of .... .... .... .. .. .
Tuition and Expenses ....... .... .

79
33
17
4:5
27

Voice .......................................... 122

Industrial Arts Building ........ 20
Information, New Students .. 26
Institutional Management .. 115
Journalism ....... ................ 64, 116
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